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Abstract
Modelling of kidney physiology can contribute to understanding of kidney function by formalising existing knowledge into mathematical equations and computational procedures. Modelling
in this way can suggest further research or stimulate theoretical development. The quantitative
description provided by the model can then be used to make predictions and identify further
areas for experimental or theoretical research, which can then be carried out, focusing on
areas where the model and reality are different, creating an iterative process of improved
understanding. Better understanding of organ function can contribute to the prevention and
treatment of disease, as well as to efforts to engineer artificial organs.
Existing research in the area of kidney modelling generally falls into one of three categories:
• Morphological and anatomical models that describe the form and structure of the kidney
• Tubule and nephron physiological models that describe the function of small internal
parts of the kidney
• Whole kidney physiological models that describe aggregate function but without any
internal detail
There is little overlap or connection between these categories of kidney models as they currently
exist.
This thesis brings together these three types of kidney models by computer generating an
anatomical model using data from rat kidneys, simulating dynamics and interactions using the
resulting whole rat kidney model with explicit representation of each nephron, and comparing
the simulation results against physiological data from rats.
This thesis also describes methods for simulation and analysis of the physiological model using
high performance computer hardware.
In unifying the three types of models above, this thesis makes the following contributions:
• Development of methods for automated construction of anatomical models of arteries,
nephrons and capillaries based on rat kidneys. These methods produce a combined
network and three-dimensional euclidean space model of kidney anatomy.
• Extension of complex network kidney models to include modelling of blood flow in an
arterial network and modelling of vascular coupling communication between nephrons
using the same arterial network.
• Development of methods for simulation of kidney models on high performance computer
hardware, and storage and analysis of the resulting data. The methods used include
multithreaded parallel computation and GPU hardware acceleration.
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• Analysis of results from whole kidney simulations explicitly modelling all nephrons in
a rat kidney, including comparison with animal data at both whole organ level and the
nephron level. Analysis methods that bring together the three dimensional euclidean
space representation of anatomy with the complex network used for simulation are
developed and applied.
• Demonstration that the computational methods presented are able to scale up to the
quantities of nephrons found in human kidneys.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Within the body, the kidney has the role of regulating the blood contents by determining what
to remove into the urine and what to retain in the blood. Other functions of the kidney include
the production of hormones and regulation of blood pressure. The basic functional unit of the
kidney is the nephron. Mammalian kidneys have many nephrons, from thousands of nephrons
in small animals such as mice and rats up to millions of nephrons in humans and larger animals
such as cows. Each nephron consists of multiple tubule sections with different functions and
interacts with the surrounding capillaries and interstitium.
This thesis views the kidney as a complex system of nephrons and arteries. Complex systems
are defined by Shalizi (2006) as those containing many parts, with each part having highly
variable behaviour and strong dependence on the behaviour of other parts. For example, each
cell in a cellular automaton decides its next discrete state based on its current state and the
states of its connected neighbours, leading to a wide variety of patterns across many cells.
Social networks consist of many people, each with independent thoughts and actions, but each
person is influenced by other people that they communicate with, producing structures such as
communities and politics.
The nephrons in a kidney all contribute to the overall function of the organ. Each nephron
has independent non-linear regulation behaviour as well as those regulatory mechanisms
interacting significantly with other nephrons. This combination of independent behaviour and
significant interaction between components makes kidney physiology meet the definition of a
complex system from above.
Complex systems can be modelled at a variety of levels from whole system models down to
individual components. Complex systems exhibit hierarchy (Shalizi, 2006). In this context, level
refers to the hierarchical structure or organisation of model components and scale refers to the
size of the model in terms of either number of model components or units such as distance, area
and volume. Whole system level models are intended to reproduce the behaviour of the entire
system. However, these models are unable to explain the internal state of the system, since the
model components do not match the components which make up the system being modelled.
1
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Models of individual complex system components are able to reproduce the behaviour of those
components, but are unable to explain the interactions between components in the larger
system. A model that reproduces the individual components as well as the interactions between
those components should be able to reproduce the emergence of whole system behaviour, as
well as the internal interactions which caused that whole system behaviour to arise.
Modelling provides a scientific method to formalise existing understanding of a system into
mathematical equations and computational procedures (Frigg et al., 2012). The quantitative
description provided by a model can then be simulated and used to make predictions and
identify where simulation results from the model do not correspond with observations, creating
an iterative process of improved understanding (Winsberg, 2015). Physiological modelling
contributes to understanding of organ function by formalising existing knowledge into mathematical equations and computational procedures. The better understanding of organ function
found through modelling contributes to the prevention and treatment of disease, as well as
efforts to engineer artificial organs.

1.1

Statement of the problem

Existing computational modelling and simulation of kidney physiology exists at the whole
organ level and at the tubule to group of nephrons level, as described in the review by Thomas
(2009). To date, there has not been any model of kidney physiology that connects component
level models together in large numbers to construct a whole system level model of a kidney. The
existing multiple nephron computational models contain orders of magnitude fewer nephrons
than are found in mammalian kidneys (section 2.5). There are also existing computational
models of kidney anatomy, however, these anatomy models have not been integrated with
physiological models.
Existing models of kidney anatomy are either based on scanning and segmentation or do not
integrate numerical data that is available in the literature. Scanning and segmentation methods
produce an anatomical model that exactly matches the scanned organ, but can only produce
a model of that particular single scanned organ. A major limitation of existing methods for
automated generation of kidney artery anatomy models is that they do not integrate numerical
data describing the kidney in the process of generating their models, as described in section
2.3. These model generation methods are then dependent on “generate and test” processes,
where a model is generated and comparison of the generated model against data from animal
organs occurs afterwards. To date, there are no existing computer models for the anatomy of
all nephrons in a mammal kidney.
Simulation of large scale kidney models is computationally intensive. The hierarchical dynamical network framework for modelling kidney physiology developed by Moss (2008) has
been theoretically shown to be able to scale to simulate models containing large numbers
of nephrons, but large scale simulations of all nephrons in mammalian kidneys have not yet
been carried out. High performance computing has been applied to improve the performance
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of kidney physiology simulations, but has had only limited success (Bohr et al., 1989; Moss,
2008; Marsh et al., 2012). The existing solutions in the literature either use custom parallel
hardware or would require large amounts of time to carry out simulation at whole kidney scale,
as described in section 2.6.1.
Simulation of large models produces a large quantity of output data. The issue of data storage
and retrieval for analysis of simulation results has not been considered for kidney modelling,
as there are no existing kidney models of this size and complexity.

1.2

Aims

This thesis aims to integrate anatomical and physiological models of the kidney, from nephron
tubules up to the whole organ, then to validate the resulting whole kidney simulation against
animal data.
More specifically, this thesis aims to:
• Develop algorithms for generation of kidney arterial and nephron anatomy based on
available animal data, compare the generated anatomy models against those from other
generation methods and show that the resulting anatomy model is suitable for simulation
of physiology.
• Model blood flow and vascular coupling in an arterial tree system in the network modelling
framework, then show that the arterial tree blood flow model and vascular coupling
model correspond with other existing multi-nephron models.
• Apply high performance computing to make simulation of large scale multi nephron
kidney physiological models and analysis of results from those simulations practical.
• Simulate a physiological model of all nephrons in the rat kidney and compare results from
whole rat kidney simulation with animal data at whole kidney and individual nephron
level.
• Demonstrate that the simulation methods are able to process larger models up to the
approximately one million nephrons found in a human kidney.

Chapter 2

Background
The main function of the kidney is the regulation of a stable extracellular environment. This
regulation is achieved by the removal of unwanted molecules from the blood into the urine, in
order to maintain a consistent blood volume, solute concentration and acid-base balance. Regulation of the blood contents, in turn, regulates the extracellular fluid environment throughout
the body. The kidney is often characterised as a filter, but simple filtration of the blood would
not be adequate to achieve the consistency of extracellular environment required by the rest of
the body. The kidney achieves stability by functioning as a control system, sensing blood and
fluid contents, then adjusting the excretion of waste and reabsorbtion of water and nutrients
based on that sensor input (Guyton et al., 1972).
Kidney function is known to be resilient to externally imposed changes to the blood contents,
such as those caused by varying levels of physical activity, water intake and food intake (Guyton
et al., 2006). Similarly, the kidneys continue to maintain a consistent blood environment
despite significant damage to the organs, such as by disease or physical impact. There is a large
margin of safety between the typical waste removal rate of the kidneys and the peak possible
waste removal rate of the kidneys (Andrews, 2002). This large margin of safety is achieved at
a larger scale by having two organs with physical distance between them and at smaller scale
by having many nephrons working as independent functional units.
Kidney disease is common. A study by Chadban et al. (2003) found that 16% of Australian
adults have at least one indicator of kidney damage. Kidney disease is also expensive to treat,
with approximately $1 billion dollars spent annually on end stage renal failure in Australia
(Cass, 2010). Short term kidney injuries, such as physical damage or oxygen shortage, often
recover naturally to full kidney function. Long term damage to the kidney is generally unable
to be repaired, but early treatment can maintain kidney function (Levey et al., 2012). The
kidney is unable to regrow itself from a partial organ, unlike some other organs, such as the
liver, that are able to have portions removed that will be regrown. This inability to regrow
kidney tissue is likely due to the complex tubular structure of the kidney, with many closely
packed nephrons and capillaries.
4
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Chronic kidney disease typically involves a loss of nephrons, gradually reducing the number of
nephrons in the kidney over many years. In a clinical setting, the kidney can be managed to
avoid further deterioration (Eddy et al., 2006), however the remaining nephrons work harder
at relatively higher filtration rates in an attempt to cover for the missing nephrons. This higher
filtration rate per nephron tends to cause further deterioration and damage to nephrons, leading
to further loss of nephrons and deterioration in function towards end-stage renal failure. In
end stage renal failure, glomerular flow rate has dropped low enough that the kidney is no
longer able to maintain the blood volume, concentration of blood solutes and acid-base balance
adequately. At this point, external intervention, such as haemodialysis, peritoneal dialysis or a
renal transplant is required. Diabetes and hypertension are known causes of chronic kidney
disease and these diseases often occur together (Schiffrin et al., 2007).

2.1

Kidney structure

Figure 2.1 is an idealised diagram of a kidney that shows the outer surface of the kidney, the
tree structure of arteries and veins and some example nephrons. The arteries, veins, nephrons
and capillaries are tightly bundled in the kidney, but are separated in the three sections of this
diagram for clarity. The arteries and veins in the kidney supply blood from the renal artery to
glomeruli and collect blood from capillaries to the renal vein.
Nephrons are the functional units of the kidney and mammal kidneys contain many nephrons.
For example, approximately 15,000 nephrons were found in mice by Stewart et al. (1973),
approximately 30,000 nephrons were found in rats by Solomon (1977) and approximately
1,000,000 nephrons were found in humans by Hoy et al. (2005). The kidney can be divided
radially from the renal artery, renal vein and ureter into the cortex and medulla, with the
cortex being outermost and containing glomeruli and most parts of the nephrons, except those
nephrons that extend into the medulla. The medulla is further divided into the outer medulla
and inner medulla, with the inner medulla being closest to the renal artery. The functional
segments of the nephron tubule (proximal tubule, descending loop of Henle, ascending loop of
Henle, proximal tubule and collecting duct) are shown in figure 2.2.
The afferent arteriole is the small artery leading into the nephron. The afferent arteriole is
surrounded by a layer of muscle tissue, which allows it to constrict in response to signals
provided by the myogenic and tubuloglomerular feedback response mechanisms described in
section 2.2.
The glomerulus performs ultrafiltration of the blood by passing it over a large surface area with
holes called fenestra (Ludwig, 1843; Mueller, 1958). The filtrate from the glomerulus consists
of water and other small molecules, such as sodium and urea, and is passed into the proximal
tubule. The retentate from the glomerulus consists of remaining water and other larger particles,
such as proteins, red blood cells and other cells, and is passed into the peritubular capillaries.
These capillaries bundle around the nephron tubule to allow for transport of water and solutes
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Figure 2.1: Diagram showing the outer surface of the kidney (lower section), the tree structure
of arteries and veins (middle section), and a group of example nephrons (upper section).
from the nephron tubules into the capillaries. Nephrons are surrounded by interstitial fluid
and connective tissues which hold the nephrons and peritubular capillaries in place.
Filtrate from the glomerulus flows through the proximal tubule, loop of Henle, distal tubule and
collecting duct in that order. The loop of Henle functions as a countercurrent exchange mechanism, particularly for sodium, chloride, potassium and urea. This countercurrent exchange
mechanism produces a concentration gradient in the interstitial fluid, with lower concentration
of solutes in the cortex, moderate concentration in the outer medulla and higher concentration
of solutes in the inner medulla. The macula densa is located at the end of the ascending limb
of the loop of Henle and acts as a sodium delivery sensor for the tubuloglomerular feedback
mechanism, described further in section 2.2.
Nephrons are categorised as either cortical or juxtamedullary based on the position of their
glomeruli. Juxtamedullary nephrons have their glomeruli near the boundary of the cortex and
the outer medulla. Juxtamedullary nephrons also have longer loops of Henle, which travel
further into the medulla, enabling them to create a stronger solute concentration gradient
and produce more concentrated urine. Cortical nephrons have shorter loops of Henle. Most
nephrons are cortical, about 70% in humans (Guyton et al., 2006) and about 78% in rats
(Horster et al., 1968).
Incoming blood is supplied to the afferent arteriole leading into each nephron by a branching
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Figure 2.2: A single nephron with colour coding of the glomerulus (black), proximal tubule
(light blue), descending loop of Henle (green), ascending loop of Henle (red), distal tubule
(purple) and collecting duct (yellow).
structure of arteries originating from the renal artery. Nordsletten et al. (2006) showed that the
arteries inside the rat kidney are tree structured, with blood arriving at each afferent arteriole
and glomerulus by a single path.

2.2

Kidney regulation mechanisms

Within the kidney, there are two main mechanisms that regulate renal blood flow and glomerular filtration rate: tubuloglomerular feedback and myogenic response. These regulation
mechanisms are reviewed by Just (2006) and Carlström et al. (2015).
Schnermann et al. (1970) described the tubuloglomerular feedback (TGF) mechanism that
provides regulation within each individual nephron, based on sensing sodium delivery to the
macula densa, controlling muscle contraction surrounding the afferent arteriole. These muscles
vary the diameter of the afferent arteriole and hence the arteriole’s resistance to blood flow, the
blood pressure and flow rate reaching the glomerulus and the rest of the nephron. Sosnovtseva
et al. (2007) explain that the tubuloglomerular feedback system causes oscillation in nephron
blood flow rate, single nephron glomerular flow rate and proximal tubule pressure due to
the high feedback gain, non-linear response and delays in the feedback system. The response
time of the tubuloglomerular feedback system is approximately thirty seconds, depending on
the length of the nephron’s loop of Henle, with longer loop lengths corresponding to longer
response times.
Bayliss (1902) described the myogenic response (MR) that provides regulation within the
arteries, based on sensing arterial wall tension, which is proportional to blood pressure, and
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controlling muscle contraction surrounding arteries, including the afferent arteriole. This regulation mechanism applies to all arteries in the body, but is particularly strong in small arterioles
in the kidney. The response time of the myogenic response mechanism is approximately two
seconds (Loutzenhiser et al., 2002). The faster response time compared with tubuloglomerular
feedback allows timely response to rapid changes in external blood pressure, such as those
created by varying activity levels.
There is evidence that another regulation mechanism, described in the literature as the ‘third
mechanism’ (3M) exists, with a longer response time than the myogenic response and tubuloglomerular feedback mechanisms (Seeliger et al., 2009; Carlström et al., 2015). However, this
regulation mechanism is difficult to separate from the other regulation mechanisms and has
not yet been fully explained.
Vascular coupling spreads tubuloglomerular feedback and myogenic response signals via the
arterial network (Marsh et al., 2009). The artery walls are electrically conductive, which allows
the electrical signal for muscle contraction to spread to neighbouring connected arteries. This
vascular coupling encourages in-phase synchronisation between tubuloglomerular feedback
and myogenic response signals in nearby nephrons.
Nephrons are also affected by the haemodynamics of their neighbours (Holstein-Rathlou, 1987).
Muscle constriction in an artery, most commonly the afferent arteriole, causes that artery diameter to decrease, increasing the resistance to blood flow through that artery. Alternative
artery branches then receive a proportionally increased blood flow rate due to their now relatively lower resistance. These haemodynamic effects encourage out-of-phase synchronisation
between blood flow rates in nephrons that are adjacent in the arterial tree. In most situations,
the in-phase synchronisation due to vascular coupling is much stronger than the anti-phase
synchronisation due to haemodynamics.
The kidney also plays a role in the renin-angiotensin system. The renin-angiotensin system
regulates blood pressure and fluid balance, involving a number of hormones and interactions
between the liver, kidneys, brain and lungs. The reaction time of this system is on the order of
ten minutes (Peach, 1977).
At the whole organ level, measurements of kidney function are based on the incoming and
outgoing blood and urine. Renal artery blood flow rate is used as a metric of autoregulation
(Arendshorst et al., 1975). The maintenance of renal artery blood flow rate across a range of
externally applied blood pressure provides the ability to maintain near constant blood pressure
and flow rate reaching nephron glomeruli and tubules.
Kidney health is commonly assessed using measurements of glomerular filtration rate, but the
methods used for measuring glomerular filtration rate in clinical or laboratory settings are
indirect and relatively inaccurate. Measurement of glomerular filtration rate by clinicians is
based on the concentration of particular molecules in the blood, such as creatine or inulin,
which are removed into the urine by the kidney (Reilly et al., 2013). The relationship between
blood concentrations and glomerular filtration rate is non-linear, resulting in the measurement
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having weak diagnostic ability for kidneys between ideal health and the beginning of noticeable
deterioration in function. The loss of nephrons in chronic kidney disease is only directly
measurable by estimation based on biopsy of a sample of renal tissue or from autopsy after
death.
At the nephron level, similar blood flow measurements are used to the whole organ level, but
at a much smaller scale. By analogy, the afferent arteriole blood flow rate plays the same role
as the renal artery blood flow rate at the whole kidney level. By a similar analogy, the single
nephron glomerular flow rate (SNGFR) plays the same role as the whole organ glomerular
flow rate. Nephron level flow, pressure and transports can generally not be measured clinically
because of the difficulty of accessing the necessary structures in place in live kidneys. Physiology
experimentalists can take direct nephron level measurements, for example using micropuncture,
which was common in anaesthetised animal experiments from the 1950s-1990s, such as by
Gottschalk et al. (1956), Jamison (1970) and Navar et al. (1994). More recent nephron
physiology experiments tend to use scanning or photography measurement methods, such as
by Garcia-Sanz et al. (1998), Bentley et al. (2002) and Holstein-Rathlou et al. (2011).
Focusing on the experimental data relating to regulation within the kidney, rats are one of the
most commonly studied animal models for kidney physiology, as indicated by the number of
data entries per animal in the quantitative kidney database by Thomas et al. (2008). Blood
flow rate and glomerular flow rate data for rats are available from a number of sources,
such as Gertz et al. (1966) and Brenner et al. (1971), and are reviewed by Steinhausen et al.
(1990). A study by Kallskog et al. (1990) identified vascular coupling between two nephrons
through the use of experimental blood pressure data. Holstein-Rathlou (1987) collected further
two nephron experimental data to develop a mathematical model of the vascular coupling
interaction (Holstein-Rathlou et al., 1987). Micropuncture methods need one micropipette per
measurement site in the kidney and also require manual placement into the intended tubule.
Bohr et al. (1989) state that is not possible in practice to take measurements from more than
two or three nephrons using the methods available at that time, which included micropuncture.
Scanning techniques with small voxel sizes, such as MicroCT and MRI, became practical during
the late 1990s. Scanning using MicroCT requires replacement of the blood with contrast
medium, so is not possible to use for the collection of flow rate data in living kidneys. Scanning
using MRI can be configured to achieve scan times on the order of one minute with voxel
dimensions under 1 mm3 , which provides resolution fine enough to track the movement of
contrast agent through the kidney as shown by Zöllner et al. (2013), but not fine enough to
observe variations in flow rates in individual nephrons.
Using laser speckle photography, blood flow rate data was captured from 50 nephrons in a
rat kidney by Holstein-Rathlou et al. (2011). The use of laser speckle imaging allows for the
collection of flow rate data from many more nephrons compared to micropuncture, but only
provides relative measurement between nephrons, rather than absolute measurement of flow
or pressure. Laser speckle photography was used on larger areas of the kidney surface by Scully
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et al. (2013) and Brazhe et al., 2014 to investigate synchronisation in larger groups of nephrons,
but the resolution of this process is not fine enough to identify individual nephrons.

2.3

Kidney morphology models

Measurements of the arterial structure morphology in the kidney have been taken using a
variety of methods. Zamir et al. (1987) measured the radii and branching angles of renal
arteries from casts of the artery system of a rat kidney. Nordsletten et al. (2006) segmented
the arteries and veins from a microCT scan of a rat kidney, then catalogued the lengths, radii,
connectivity and subtree volumes of the arterial structures according to their Strahler order in
the arterial tree.
Strahler orders (Strahler, 1957) are commonly used by branching structure studies to numerically categorise locations in tree structures. Originally applied to river and creek systems,
Strahler orders are integers that provide a measure of the distance that a segment is from a tree
leaf, or in the situation of a renal artery system, the distance from an afferent arteriole. Strahler
order numbering begins at zero with the leaves of a branching structure and increments when
outgoing segments of the same order number are connected at a junction, as shown in figure
2.3. The use of integer numbers in a complex structure is not representative in some situations,
in particular when the branching structure is asymmetrical. In extreme cases of asymmetry,
Strahler ordering breaks down. For example, a binary tree of any size with only left branches
does not increment beyond Strahler order one. Marxen et al. (2009) presented a real numbered
volume ordering system based on the logarithm of the blood volume supplied by arteries, which
avoids the limitations of integer categorisation.
The analysis by Nordsletten et al. (2006) uses a connectivity matrix C, as defined by Kassab
et al. (1993), with matrix entries Cmn representing the number of elements of order m which
arise from a Strahler order n artery divided by the total number of order n arteries, together
with a measure of the variance. Connectivity matrices provide statistics for how artery branches
are distributed throughout the kidney, but do not provide placement and localised detail for
individual branches.
Now considering dimensions of the arteries, Murray (1926) showed that minimising the volume
of blood required to achieve a given blood flow rate to the supplied tissue implies an optimal
ratio between the artery radii of each branch at a junction. This minimum work principle results
in a mathematical proof that at a bifurcation in the arteries, the minimum work occurs when
there is a cubic relationship r 3 = r03 + r13 between the radius of the incoming artery r and the
two outgoing artery radii r0 and r1 . This cubic relationship was later extended by Zamir et al.
(1984), who calculated the extra blood volume required when the angles between branches
are not optimal, and by Sherman et al. (1989), who calculated the extra blood volume required
when arterial radii are not optimal.
Zamir (2001) investigated the fractal structure of renal vasculature using L-systems. L-systems
(Lindenmayer, 1975) use rules to generate the branching structure in artery trees, and can be
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Figure 2.3: An example of Strahler order numbering.
either symmetrical or asymmetrical. The trees generated by Zamir (2001) use the same rules
and the same parameters for all locations in the tree, resulting in trees where at any level of
detail the structure is the same. Some randomly generated parameters may be included at each
branching point, but the resultant trees do not resemble the artery system of the rat kidney
from which the parameter data was taken.
Space filling methods, as described by Schreiner et al. (1993), have been used to generate
artery structures for other organs, such as the brain and heart. In general, space filling methods
generate artery structures that supply blood evenly across a volume. Certain specialised
algorithms that target specific regions in a volume have also been developed. The general
technique is to repeatedly partition a volume or surface, such that each partition is supplied by
adding new arteries. Space filling methods are suitable for organs that need an even supply
of blood across a three dimensional volume (such as the brain) or across a two dimensional
surface (such as the heart). However, the kidney requires that blood be supplied to the nephron
glomeruli which occur in the renal cortex, producing a non-uniform distribution of blood supply
across the three dimensional volume of the kidney.
Bezy-Wendling et al. (2008) modified space-filling methods to approximate the morphology
of the renal arteries more closely by classifying tissue volumes from a CT scan with varying
properties such as blood flow and pressure requirements. The resulting modified space-filling
algorithm has been implemented using parallel processing (Jurczuk et al., 2008; Jurczuk et al.,
2010), but the results from the paper indicate that generating an arterial tree using this method
takes a number of hours, due to repeated cycles of creating and testing temporary bifurcations
to meet the constraints imposed by the method.
Espinoza-Valdez et al. (2010) used a method of splitting and sprouting new segments from
existing segments. The resulting artery structures are less ordered when compared to those
from Zamir (2001). Unfortunately, there are no larger scale generated structures with many
components in the work of Espinoza-Valdez et al., making it difficult to tell how this method
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will extend to whole kidneys.
An expression for the distribution of nephron tubule loop lengths was given by Layton (1986)
based on data collected by Knepper et al. (1977) and Becker (1978). Zhai et al. (2006) used a
series of photographs of thin slices of a mouse kidney to reconstruct the paths of 200 nephrons
through the cortex, inner medulla and outer medulla. Pannabecker et al. (2007) performed a
similar thin slice reconstruction of the renal papilla from a rat kidney. Christensen et al. (2014)
also used thin slice photography and digital tracing of a rat kidney to reconstruct the paths of
nephrons. These reconstructions provide data regarding the nephron structure, relationship
between nephrons and length of nephron tubules in the kidney.

2.4

Complex systems and complex networks

Complex systems are defined by Shalizi (2006) as those containing many parts, with each
part having highly variable behaviour and strong dependence on the behaviour of other parts.
In a complex system, the whole of system behaviour is not a simple sum of the component
behaviours and often larger scale whole of system behaviours emerge from many small scale
component interactions. Complex systems contain too many components and interactions
for outcomes to be predicted from simple sets of equations and rules, or for whole system
behaviour to be described by simple sets of equations and rules. Complex systems can have
chaotic behaviour, where the system is deterministic, but so sensitive to initial conditions, that
large changes in behaviour can arise from small changes in component states. Complex systems
can be used to describe a wide range of systems in biology and medicine, as described by
Deisboeck et al. (2006).
A graph consists of a set of vertices and a set of edges, with the edges forming connections
between pairs of vertices. Graphs can be either directed, where edges have a specified direction
from one vertex to another and edges may exist in both directions between two vertices, or
undirected, where all edges are considered to function in both directions. Graphs can also be
either weighted, where each edge has an associated weight, or unweighted, where the edges
do not have any associated weights. In this thesis, networks are equivalent to graphs and we
generally refer to them as networks, and more consistent with the usage of the term network,
the terms component and connection can be used instead of the terms vertex and edge. Our
use of the term component reflects parts of a system and should not be confused with the
equivalent term component when used for graphs.
Complex networks are graphs which an irregular topology and behaviour which is strongly
related to their connection structure, as described by Newman, 2010; Newman, 2003. An
example of a complex network is the connection of many computer networks together to form
the worldwide internetwork known as the internet. These computer networks have a wide
variety of internal structures and connections with other networks. Complex networks can
either have dynamics or be considered as static and not changing with time.
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Dynamical networks are categorised by Gross et al. (2009) as those that involve dynamics on
or of a network. Dynamical networks with dynamics on a network produce their observable
behaviour based on interaction of the dynamics of nodes via the network edges. Dynamical
networks with dynamics of a network produce their observable behaviour by varying the
network nodes and edges with time. Adaptive networks have both dynamics on the network
and of the network, and both kinds of dynamics are significant for the overall behaviour of
the network. An example of an adaptive network is a social network of people. This network
varies in number of connections as people have varying numbers of friends, following a power
law distribution, and the friends associated with each person vary over time.
In general, models are static descriptions of the components in a system and the connections
between those components. Mathematical models use variables and relationships between
those variables to provide that description. Network models use the vertices and edges of a
graph to capture the static description of components and connections. However in computer
science, models correspond to programs. Simulation is the dynamic execution of a model,
which shows how the modelled system responds over time. In computer science, simulations
correspond to processes. Processes have a current state (their values in memory) and a processor
carries out the instructions in the program to determine the model state in the future.

2.5

Kidney physiology models and simulations

The review by Thomas (2009) discusses a number of mathematical and computational kidney
models. Thomas categorises kidney models as either lumped parameter models of whole kidney
physiology, nephron and tubule level physiology models, or anatomical models. At the time,
there was minimal overlap or interaction between these three types of models. Kidney models
published after that review mostly continue to fall within Thomas’ three categories, but some
progress has been made towards unifying across the different categories.
Whole organ lumped parameter models either use abstract internal model components or lump
multiple anatomically present components into a single model component. Kleinstreuer et al.
(2008) simulated autoregulation of renal blood flow across a range of blood pressures, mostly
focusing on myogenic response. In this model, arteries of each Strahler order are combined into
a single artery component and a single nephron component with tubuloglomerular feedback
to represent all nephrons in the kidney. The Guyton et al. (1972) model of circulation and
regulation included a kidney model using abstract functional components that models the
functioning of the kidney in the whole body. Moss et al. (2013) simulated whole kidney salt
and water excretion using a model of six lumped nephrons. This model has a detailed nephron
structure, including multiple subcomponents, and makes significant progress compared to
previous models towards bridging the gap between whole organ models and nephron level
models.
Models of a single nephron, focusing on the tubuloglomerular feedback mechanism, were
developed after the isolation of the tubuloglomerular feedback mechanism by Schnermann
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et al. (1970). The model of tubuloglomerular feedback by Holstein-Rathlou et al. (1990)
contributed significantly to the identification of the tubologlomerular feedback mechanism
and understanding how it functions. Holstein-Rathlou et al. (1991) combined their model of
tubuloglomerular feedback from 1990 with a myogenic response model to produce a combined
blood flow rate regulation model. Barfred et al. (1996) analysed bifurcations in the behaviour of
a single nephron tubuloglomerular feedback model. Based on observations of synchronisation
in nephron blood flow and glomerular filtration rates, paired nephron models reproducing this
synchronisation behaviour have been produced, for example the model by Holstein-Rathlou
(1987). These paired nephron models join together single nephron models with a common
artery structure and are able to reproduce in-phase and anti-phase synchronisation behaviour
seen experimentally.
Larger multinephron models have been developed as extensions of single nephron and paired
nephron models. Marsh et al. (2007) simulated 22 nephrons attached to a single distributing
artery, demonstrating that nephrons with sufficiently different loop of Henle lengths will
not synchronise under realistic vascular coupling conditions. Marsh et al. (2012) simulated
16 nephrons connected via a branching structure of arteries, considering tubuloglomerular
feedback in the nephrons, vascular coupling between nephrons and myogenic response in the
arteries. Moss et al. (2009) simulated 72 nephrons using a network model that avoids the use
of coupled differential equations. Further results from Moss (2008) include a simulation of
512 nephrons used for computational performance analysis. The model by Moss et al. (2013)
includes only six lumped parameter nephrons, but uses a significantly more detailed glomerulus
and medulla structure to reproduce water and sodium urine formation from the rat over a
range of experimental conditions. A large multinephron model consisting of 256 nephrons was
simulated on a parallel computer by Bohr et al. (1989) to investigate synchronisation. The
256 nephron model does not contain an arterial structure connecting the nephrons and each
nephron is modelled using only 12 variables.
To the best of our knowledge, prior to the work presented in this thesis, there have been
no existing kidney physiological models with more than 512 nephrons, significantly fewer
nephrons than found in even small mammals such as rats and mice. It is likely that this lack of
larger multinephron models is due to the lack of intermediate scale animal data to compare
large multinephron models against for validation and the computational feasibility of larger
models. In particular, many of the kidney physiological models are based on coupled non-linear
differential equations, which require small timestep sizes and become increasingly difficult
to solve as the system of differential equations becomes larger in models containing more
components. Network models, where the model consists of components that communicate
at each timestep, do not have this limitation on their size. Moss et al. (2013), Marsh et al.
(2012) and Moss (2008) have presented network based kidney physiology models. Moss (2008)
showed theoretical scaling indicating that the network modelling approach is able to simulate
kidneys with 106 nephrons, as found in a human, but did not actually carry out such large-scale
simulations. None of the kidney physiology models mentioned above include explicit models
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of the venous tree collecting blood from the capillaries and returning it to the renal vein.
Moss (2008) describe their kidney model as a hierarchical dynamical network, which has both
dynamics on the network (such as fluid flow) and dynamics of the network (such as stochastic
spread of impairments). As the kidney model by Moss (2008) contains these two kinds of
dynamics, it meets the definition of an adaptive network from Gross et al. (2009) and can be
classified as such. The modelling approach taken to develop this model favours modelling of
interactions rather than detailed modelling of components, producing a model which has an
irregular network structure following the anatomy of the kidney.
CellML is a XML-based language for describing mathematical models by Hedley et al. (2001).
It is particularly used for biological models that use differential equations in the Physiome
Project, as described by Hunter et al. (2003). CellML represents equations in MathML, an
XML-based markup language for mathematics by Ausbrooks et al. (2003), defines the units
for those equations, then connects the equations together using components, interfaces and
grouping. The description of a model in CellML is verbose and is expected to be edited using
software tools, rather than directly edited with a text editor. CellML is good at expressing
differential equation based models, but has difficulty expressing computational discrete data
structures, such as queues, and algorithms that are not built into the simulation solver, such as
simultaneous linear equations. The network model from Moss (2008) uses model components
that are difficult to express in CellML and these two approaches to modelling are not easily
compatible with each other.

2.6
2.6.1

High performance computing
High performance computing systems

In modelling physical systems, models typically have a total spatial volume modelled and
a component size, resulting in a total number of components in the model. Simulations of
physical systems generally have a time dimension with an associated timestep size. Simulations
also have a computational budget, in terms of the number of computational operations that
are available to simulate the model. There is a tradeoff for the use of the computational
budget between number of model components, number of timesteps and complexity of each
component. For example, for modelling a small number of cells, it is possible to model each
cell in detail or for a long time period. However, for modelling a large number of cells, the
component size must be increased or the simulation run for a shorter time period.
It is possible to obtain increased computational budget beyond the simple case of using a single
processor. There are three approaches to achieve this increased computational budget:
• build high by using a larger single machine with multiple processors and multiple cores
per processor,
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• build wide by connecting many machines together and allocating pieces of the required
computation to each one,
• build deep by making the problem a better fit for the hardware (without using extra
processors) or by building custom hardware for the problem.

There is also a fourth method: sit back, wait a few years and based on past trends, faster
computer hardware will become available for the same price.
High performance computing generally refers to the second method of building wide and distributing the problem. Early supercomputers were often vector machines which processed a large
quantity of data in a single instruction using SIMD instruction sets. Modern supercomputers use
the build wide approach described above and connect together many separate processors over
a fast network. In the last decade, supercomputers have also taken the build deep approach
by adding GPUs to the compute nodes (Kogge et al., 2011). Within the range of available high
performance computing systems, there is a progression from specialised hardware to general
purpose hardware, with a corresponding tradeoff in peak theoretical performance.
Nearly all current top 500 supercomputers are clusters of commodity x86 processors connected
by a high performance networking system such as Infiniband and using communication based
on the MPI programming interface (Infiniband, 2000; Geist et al., 1996). These commodity
x86 processors from Intel and AMD have large cache memories and handle unpredictable code
with many diverging instruction paths well. Thread libraries such as POSIX threads, OpenMP
and Cilk are often used for parallelisation on each cluster node, instead of running individual
MPI processes on each CPU core (Butenhof, 1997; Dagum et al., 1998; Blumofe et al., 1996).
In contrast, GPUs (graphics processing units) use most of the available silicon die space
for arithmetic units and a comparatively small amount of die space for cache memory and
instruction scheduling units, compared to CPUs (Owens et al., 2008). This tradeoff works
well when the computing problem is easy to parallelise at a fine grain level, as in graphics.
However, the serial processing speed of GPUs is correspondingly lower than CPUs due to the
less complicated instruction scheduling hardware. Due to their parallel architecture, GPUs do
not handle code with diverging branch conditions well and work best when applying the same
instructions to many data elements. Double precision floating point is significantly slower than
single precision on GPUs - between

1
2

and

1
32

of single precision performance, depending on

hardware generation and model.
For applications where very large memory sizes are required or distribution over a network is
not feasible, single large machines with multiple processor sockets and a multiple core processor
in each socket are used. Since the mid-2000s, these machines have adopted a non-uniform
memory access (NUMA) architecture. The NUMA architecture consists of each processor socket
having its own directly connected memory sockets and an interconnect between processors
allowing for access to memory attached to other processors, with increased latency due to the
extra communication required (Majo et al., 2011).
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Programming for high performance computing systems is generally restricted to three languages:
C, C++ and Fortran (Basili et al., 2008; Bickel et al., 2011; Nvidia, 2015). These languages
have the best support from compilers (such as NVCC for Nvidia GPUs) and software libraries
(such as OpenMPI).
Performance on desktop computer systems has generally followed trends in high performance
computing systems since the early-2000s when high performance systems began to use similar
CPUs to desktop computer systems (Meuer et al., 2014). Modern desktop computers have
CPU cores which are individually similar to supercomputer cores, but with far fewer of those
cores, since desktop programs are generally much less suitable for parallelisation. The gains
in single thread performance from newer generations of CPUs have been more limited since
the mid-2000s, but multi-core CPUs have become standard, even in lower power systems and
laptops (Knight, 2005).
Single GPU performance has continued to increase significantly in newer generations of GPUs.
A single current desktop GPU provides peak performance comparable to top supercomputers
from the early-2000s (Meuer et al., 2014), however, the restrictions on workloads which are
suitable for GPU processing as mentioned above continue to apply.
Solid state disks, in particular those connected using PCI Express and NVMe (Huffman et al.,
2013), provide disk bandwidth which is comparable to top supercomputers from the late-1990s
or early-2000s, but on a single compact circuit board. Solid state disks also have far superior
latency and random access operations per second compared to the parallel filesystems on
mechanical disks that are commonly used on supercomputer systems.
Some computational kidney models are implemented using parallel computing. The model by
Bohr et al. (1989) was designed to run on specialised parallel computing hardware, directly
mapping the 256 simulated nephrons in an 8 × 8 grid onto a 4 × 4 grid of processors. Moss
(2008) includes a detailed description of how the serial simulation is parallelised, scaling
results across 12 processors, extrapolated memory requirements for a human sized kidney and
theoretical maximum scaling of the implementation used. Marsh et al. (2012) mentions that
their model implementation runs on 48 processors, but does not supply any further information
such as how the model is distributed across multiple processors, memory consumption or
scaling analysis.
The range of available high performance systems vary in their suitability for simulation of
kidney physiology models. The results from Moss (2008) and Marsh et al. (2012) show that the
cluster computing approach is effective for high performance simulation of kidney physiology
models, but there are some concerns about scalability to very large numbers of processor cores.
Due to progress in CPU hardware, the number of cores available in a single shared memory
machine using threads is now commonly greater than the number of CPU cores used to achieve
the 5.5× parallel performance gain in distributed memory from Moss (2008), indicating that a
similar parallel speedup could now be achieved using multiple threads in shared memory.
GPUs have good potential performance for kidney model simulation, due to the parallel nature
of nephrons. However, there are some concerns with the suitability of the network modelling
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approach for achieving good performance on GPU hardware, due to the non-regular hierarchical
structure of the network model and the relatively small amount of computation occurring
per data volume per timestep. For example, Moss (2008) quotes a memory usage of 56 kB
per nephron, assumed to scale linearly to 1.63 GB for a 30,000 nephron rat kidney model or
53.4 GB for a 106 nephron human kidney model. Current consumer grade GPUs typically have
2 GB to 8 GB of memory or up to 24 GB on workstation and server GPUs. A rat kidney size
model would fit in the memory of a consumer grade GPU, but a larger million nephron human
kidney size model with memory size of 53.4 GB would require dividing the simulation across
multiple GPU cards to obtain sufficient memory.

2.6.2

Data storage

Existing kidney models produce sufficiently small quantities of output that the overhead
of writing simulation state to output files and reading those files to perform analysis and
visualisation has not been mentioned in the literature s a significant overhead. However,
extrapolating the memory size from the model by Moss (2008) up to whole kidney model sizes
indicates that the output data will be in the 100 MB to 10 GB range for each timestep where
output is produced. This is a significant quantity of data, so the time to write the data and
space to store the data become an issue.
Data storage formats for simulation results can be categorised as either text based or binary. Text
file formats, such as CSV, XML and JSON, convert floating point numbers into text characters
that are human readable, and include a description and structure of the data in the file itself.
These properties make text based formats convenient for direct inspection and portable across
computing platforms. In general, text based formats are not designed to allow for random
access into the file, such as to retrieve a single data item without reading the rest of the file
preceding the desired item. Binary file formats, such as NetCDF (Rew et al., 1990) and HDF5
(Folk et al., 1999), directly copy floating point numbers from memory into the resulting output
file without conversion, allowing for higher performance. In binary file formats, it is possible
to allow for random access into the file due to the fixed size of each data element. However,
binary file formats need specialised tools that work with the specific file format and are not
readable by generic tools such as text editors.
The kidney physiology simulation by Moss (2008) writes its results to a CSV file with one row
per timestep. The kidney physiology simulation by Kleinstreuer (2009) stores its results in
in-memory Matlab variables. After the simulation is complete, the user is able to use built-in
Matlab functions to save the data or export it to another format. The data storage formats
used by other kidney physiology simulation programs have not been reported, since the results
of these programs are generally published in medical journals, where implementation of the
simulation program is mentioned only in passing, if at all.
High performance simulation programs in other fields such as molecular dynamics simulation
(Phillips et al., 2005), heart fluid dynamics (Bradley et al., 2011) and numerical weather
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prediction (Michalakes et al., 2005) typically use either NetCDF, HDF5 or their own custom
binary format. These file formats are generally used to store large dense multidimensional arrays
of data. Where custom binary formats have been used, the structures have often directly related
to the internal data storage of the implementation, an older version of the implementation or
a commonly used pre-existing program with a similar purpose. Both the NetCDF and HDF5
libraries contain parallel functions which allow multiple processes to read and write to the
corresponding file formats in parallel. These multiple processes may be distributed across
multiple machines, such as with a network or parallel filesystem. However, the parallel access
functions in the NetCDF and HDF5 libraries only allow for parallel access to single datasets
within the file, such as multiple threads or processes writing to independent parts of a large
multidimensional array. The hierarchical tree structure of datasets within in the file is limited
to access by a single process or thread, which makes it unsuitable for hierarchical network
models, such as the kidney model by Moss (2008).

2.7

Current gaps in the literature

The following shortcomings of the existing literature have been identified:
• Existing methods for generating kidney artery models are available, but these do not
incorporate available animal data. To the best of our knowledge, there are no existing
methods for generating nephrons to form a whole kidney model.
• Existing complex network kidney physiology models have shown the ability to model
large numbers of nephrons, but do not include significant modelling of the arteries
including blood flow and vascular coupling between nephrons.
• Existing kidney physiology models have been implemented using parallel processing, but
not at the scale needed for whole organ simulation.
• Existing modelling of kidney physiology either focuses on whole kidneys, with abstract
internal model components, or on groups of nephrons and tubules, which are much
smaller than a whole kidney. There is no existing integration between modelling at these
different scales.
• Existing complex network kidney physiology models have been predicted to scale up to
the quantities of nephrons found in human kidneys based on extrapolation from smaller
models, but simulations at this scale have not yet been carried out.
As previously mentioned in section 1.2, the work presented in this thesis makes contributions
which aim to address these identified shortcomings.

Chapter 3

Approach to kidney modelling and
simulation

3.1

Modelling and simulation approach

This thesis is divided into three main topics:
• Automated generation of kidney anatomy models that statically describe the structure
and components in the kidney (chapter 4).
• Simulation of physiology within the kidney model that describes dynamics and interactions between components (chapter 5).
• High performance computing to simulate the kidney model quickly that makes the
simulation useful for research and investigation (chapter 6).
These topics relate to each of the aims identified in section 1.2:
• Automated generation of arteries and nephrons to form a kidney model is covered in
chapter 4.
• Modelling blood flow and vascular coupling in an arterial tree system is covered in chapter
5.
• High performance computing for simulation and analysis of kidney physiological models
is covered in chapter 6.
• Simulation of all nephrons in the rat kidney and comparison with animal data is covered
in chapter 5.
• Demonstration that the simulation methods are able to process larger models up to
human kidney size is covered in chapters 5 and 6.
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Throughout this thesis, we use the terms anatomical model and physiological model to distinguish between two types of models. Anatomical models are static models, which describe
structure, components and connections between those components. Physiological models are
dynamic models, which describe flows, exchanges and interactions between components within
the structure. In this thesis, we set out to model some particular aspects of physiology: blood
flow within the arterial tree, response of nephrons to variation in blood flow and interaction
between nephrons via the arterial tree.
Of the approaches to modelling and simulation of kidney physiology in the literature, this
thesis builds on the network modelling approach (section 2.5) as one of the most promising
approaches to date for the simulation of large multinephron models, up to whole mammalian
organ scale. The network modelling approach has been theoretically shown to scale to millions
of nephrons (Moss, 2008), however, only models of up to 512 nephrons have been simulated
in practice. Simulation of the rat kidney with tens of thousands of nephrons is a two order
of magnitude increase in the number of nephrons (and therefore, model size) over existing
models, which is made possible by the simulation methods described in chapter 5.
Network models of kidney physiology consist of nodes and vertices, and are equivalent to
graphs. Nodes of the network contain state information. Node states are updated at each
timestep based on the current state of the node and the state of other nodes connected by
vertices. In our network model, the nodes of the network are chosen to correspond with the
anatomy of the kidney, rather than being an arbitrary discretisation of a continuous model. We
do this to keep close correspondence with anatomy and so have more confidence in the validity
of our model.
The modelling and simulation in this thesis considers dynamics on a network, so can be
categorised as a dynamical network (Gross et al., 2009). The methods used to automatically
generate of kidney anatomy models produce a static model and dynamics are not considered
until the generation process is complete. We do not consider dynamics of a network itself, that
is, the topology of our network is fixed. The modelling by Moss (2008) contains both dynamics
on a network and dynamics of a network (section 2.5). However, using the simulation methods
described in chapter 5, we do not exclude future consideration of dynamics of the network,
such as the modelling of disease within the kidney or the growth of the kidney.
We choose nephron tubule sections and artery segments as the base level components explicitly
represented in our models. This is the same component size as used in the models by Moss
(2008), who showed that simulation of a million nephron model at that level of detail is
computationally tractable, with expected simulation time in the range of several minutes to
about an hour per simulated second. Since our models have the same smallest component size
and use the same network modelling approach, the performance estimates from Moss provide
a baseline for expected simulation performance. However, using the simulation methods as
described in chapter 5 and the high performance computing methods described in chapter 6,
we are able to produce significantly improved performance, making the simulation and analysis
of these models able to be carried out in practice, rather than as a theoretical extrapolation.
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The rat kidney contains approximately 30,000 nephrons and is a useful intermediate model
size between existing models with a small number of nephrons and human kidney model sizes.
The relatively large availability of experimental data, as shown by the quantity of statistics
available on the QKDB kidney database by Thomas et al. (2008), combined with the moderate
number of nephrons make the rat kidney the main target of our modelling work. The creation
of a computerised whole rat kidney model enables significant advancements in the modelling
of kidney physiology due to the opportunities for more direct comparison between computer
simulations and animal experiments.

3.2

A network model of the kidney

The network modelling approach by Moss (2008) of connecting together many smaller interacting components to form a larger scale model is used in this work. The nephron model from
Moss (2008) is used as the source of the nephron model for this work with extensions to use
the blood pressure and flow supplied by our artery model. This section (section 3.2) provides
an overview of the model from Moss (2008). The original equations for Moss’ network model
are given in appendix 8.1.
In Moss’ model, fluids are represented by a series of discrete fluid objects that flow within
tubules and capillaries by moving in a fixed length queue by a single queue position at each
timestep. The present state of the model is used to calculate the state at the next timestep
by applying a collection of state update rules, which modify the contents of fluid objects by
exchanging water and solutes. The fluids in Moss’ model contain representations of water,
sodium, chlorine, potassium, antidiuretic hormone, aldosterone, red blood cells and protein.
Other solutes, such as urea, sugars, bicarbonate, calcium and ammonium, are not included in
the model.

Artery model

The artery system of Moss’ model consists of a two dimensional grid, with blood flow entering
at one corner of the grid. Blood from the incoming artery is distributed to a series of smaller
arteries, with one artery per grid row. Each smaller artery distributes blood to the nephrons in
that grid row. Resistance to fluid flow is considered in the larger arteries between grid rows,
but not within grid rows. The artery system calculates total fluid flow resistance, total blood
volume input and then distributes that blood volume to each nephron according to the flow
resistances. Moss’ model does not calculate blood pressures within the artery system.

Nephron model

The nephrons of Moss’ model are arranged in a two dimensional grid inside interstitial fluid
regions (described further below). The nephron model consists of descending and ascending
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queues which form the nephron tubule, consisting of the glomerulus, proximal tubule, loop of
Henle, distal tubule and collecting duct. A second set of queues, representing the peritubular
capillaries, runs in parallel to the proximal tubule, loop of Henle, distal tubule and collecting
duct. Since the nephron tubules and capillaries are represented as parallel queues, variation in
length of nephron loops and variation in length of capillaries are connected together. There
are different update rules for the glomerulus, proximal tubule, descending loop of Henle, thin
ascending loop of Henle, thick ascending loop of Henle, distal tubule and collecting duct. These
update rules define exchanges of water and solutes between the tubule, the capillaries and the
interstitial fluid.
The nephron model by Moss (2008) reproduces a number of basic nephron behaviours, such as
varying glomerular flow rate in response to blood sodium concentration, oscillation in afferent
blood flow rate and glomerular flow rate due to tubuloglomerular feedback, and formation
of a concentration gradient in the medulla due to the countercurrent exchange process in the
loop of Henle. This nephron model does not represent some other expected behaviours, such
as maintenance of nitrogen balance, acid-base regulation, glucose reabsorption, and salt and
water balance. However, this is comparable to other multinephron models, such as those by
Marsh et al. (2007), Marsh et al. (2012) and Postnov et al. (2012) which also do not represent
nitrogen balance, acid-base regulation, glucose reabsorption, and salt and water balance.
The original equations for Moss’ nephron model are given in appendix 8.1, equations 8.1 to
8.21.

Tubuloglomerular feedback leakage

The term tubuloglomerular feedback leakage used by Moss (2008) is more commonly referred
to as vascular coupling. Leakage of tubuloglomerular feedback signal occurs between between
4-connected neighbouring nephrons in a grid within each interstitial fluid region and is modelled
as a fraction of tubuloglomerular feedback signal that is added to each neighbouring nephron.
There is no leakage of tubuloglomerular feedback signal between nephrons in differing regions.
The original equation for Moss’ tubuloglomerular feedback leakage model is given in appendix
8.1, equation 8.22.

Interstitial fluid

The interstitial fluid regions in Moss’ model form a two dimensional grid structure with a
diffusion process exchanging 25% of the fluid volume per second with each of the 4-connected
grid neighbours. The artery system corresponds to the same grid as that of the interstitial fluid
regions.

Chapter 4

Automated generation of kidney
anatomy models

4.1

Approach to automated generation of kidney anatomy models

To date, existing kidney physiology models have been manually defined, which is feasible
because they are either relatively small (for models with tens of nephrons) or have a regular
structure of nephrons, such as a grid (for models with hundreds of nephrons). Manual definition
of models is a limitation, since real kidneys contain many more nephrons and do not have
a regular, grid like structure. Instead, there are many variations in the structures, such as
different loop of Henle lengths for each nephron, varying position of glomeruli and asymmetrical
branching in the arteries supplying blood to the nephrons. In this thesis, we define arteries
as those between the renal artery and the glomeruli. An arterial structure supplying blood to
n nephrons requires n artery segments for a binary tree structure. Kidney models of the size
and complexity of real kidneys would take an infeasible amount of time to define manually,
especially if random variation is included in the definition and multiple samples need to be
created. Automated generation of models requires once-off work to design algorithms for
automated generation and to implement those algorithms in a computer program, but each
generated model is then produced far more quickly.
An alternative method to produce a kidney anatomical model would be to scan an animal kidney,
such as using microCT (Bentley et al., 2002), or sectioning (Pannabecker et al., 2007), then
segment the resulting 3D voxel image into components such as arteries, nephrons and capillaries.
Segmentation of arteries and nephrons in scans of the rat kidney has been performed by
Nordsletten et al. (2006) and Pannabecker et al. (2007) respectively. An anatomical model based
on scanning and segmentation would provide assurance that the resulting model corresponds
with the animal kidney that was scanned. However, scanning and segmentation methods
only produce a single model corresponding to the particular kidney scanned, introducing a
large amount of sample dependence – the resulting model is only known to be relevant to
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the particular kidney scanned. Additionally, it is difficult to manually modify scanned and
segmented models. Manual modification can be useful to investigate conditions different
to the scanned kidney, such as varying numbers of nephrons, anatomical anomalies or to
reproduce situations from smaller multi-nephron models. Algorithmically generating a model
from statistics allows for the generation of models of the size commensurate with the statistics
and allows for the manual modification of parameters which control the generation process.
We choose the method of generating an arterial tree first, then attaching nephrons to that
arterial tree. This method has the benefit of being able to directly use more animal data during
the arterial tree generation process compared to a nephron-first method. Since our model is
generated starting from the renal artery, progressing to smaller arteries and then attaching
nephrons to those arteries, all model components are always connected to the network with a
unique path to the renal artery.
An alternative method of generating a kidney model would be to generate nephrons and
capillaries first, then attach arteries to the glomeruli of those nephrons. If we are to satisfy the
aims of mapping the generated structure back to anatomy and having 3D spatial coordinates
for visualisation, then attaching separately generated arteries to glomeruli would need to
involve complex matching algorithms to connect the disparate end-points of arteries in three
dimensional space.
To automate the generation of large kidney models, algorithms that generate arterial structures
with similar morphology to that found in animals are required. A computationally generated
renal arterial structure should meet the following criteria:
1. contain a similar number of afferent arterioles as found by glomerulus counting experiments in animals
2. have artery radii corresponding to blood volumes flowing through each artery segments
3. have three dimensional shape consistent with mammalian kidneys
4. have a spatially even spread of afferent arterioles (rather than densely packed and loosely
packed areas)
5. have a distribution of afferent arterioles corresponding to cortical and juxtamedullary
nephrons found in animals
Algorithms that generate kidney arterial structures exist in the literature, in particular by Zamir
(2001), Bezy-Wendling et al. (2008), and Espinoza-Valdez et al. (2010), as mentioned in section
2.3. However, the resulting artery structures reported all fall short of the criteria above (4.3.1).
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4.2

Methods

4.2.1

Automated generation of kidney artery models

Our algorithm for generating artery models takes as input a Strahler order connectivity matrix
as defined by Kassab et al. (1993), diameters of the renal artery and afferent arterioles, and
branching angle regression parameters. The algorithm returns a tree structure that includes
connections between segments and Strahler order, length, radius, three dimensional position
and direction for each segment.
The algorithm is structured as a three stage pipeline:
• Stage one, consisting of algorithms 1 and 2, generates a multi-branch tree from a connectivity matrix, and converts it to a binary tree.
• Stage two, consisting of algorithm 3, computes the radii and lengths of each branch from
radius and length statistics.
• Stage three, consisting of algorithms 4 and 5, calculates the branching angles from the
radii and optimises the layout of the resultant tree based on attraction and repulsion
forces.
The algorithms in this chapter use the available animal data from the literature as part of
the generation process. This differs from other previous methods, such as those by Zamir
(2001), Bezy-Wendling et al. (2008) and Espinoza-Valdez et al. (2010), which generate arterial
trees using various parameters and then perform comparison of their generated arterial tree
against their generated tree as part of their analysis. These are ‘generate and test’ methods.
Our method of including the animal data in the generation process ensures that the resulting
arterial tree matches available objective numerical data.
Stage 1: Generating trees from a connectivity matrix

Algorithm 1 is a recursive algorithm that takes as input a connectivity matrix and produces an
abstract multi-connected tree. Although we use the connectivity matrix from Nordsletten et al.
(2006), the methods are generalisable to other Strahler order connectivity matrices.
Stochastic rounding is used to avoid bias when rounding the real-valued averages in the
connectivity matrix to an integer valued number of branches.
In algorithm 2, we convert the multi-branch tree produced by algorithm 1 to a binary tree.
Note that algorithm 2 does not change the artery structure, only the representation of it as a
data structure. The binary tree representation facilitates algorithms in subsequent stages.
The algorithm assumes that the parameter segment is the main trunk of the artery with smaller
child arteries branching from the main trunk. All of the branches except for the first child
branch are deleted from segment, and a new tree is added as the second child branch.
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Algorithm 1 An algorithm to generate general trees from a connectivity matrix.
function GENERATETREE(segment)
for j ← 0 to max_strahler_order do
strahler_order ← segment.order
branches ← STOCHASTICROUND(matrix[strahler_order][ j])
for i ← 1 to branches do
temp ← new Segment(order = j)
ADDTOFRONT(segment.children, temp)
end for
end for
for child in segment.children do
GENERATETREE(child)
end for
end function
where: segment is the segment of artery currently being generated, matrix is an m × n
connectivity matrix, matrix.columns is the number of columns n, segment.children is a list
containing the child artery segments of segment, and where each connectivity matrix entry
matrix[i][ j] is the average number of Strahler order j child segments connected to a Strahler
order i segment.

Algorithm 2 An algorithm to convert multi-child trees to binary trees.
function BINARY(segment)
if SIZE(segment.children) > 2 then
temp ← segment
DELETEFROMFRONT(temp.children)
while SIZE(segment.children) > 1 do
DELETEFROMBACK(segment.children)
end while
ADDTOFRONT(segment.children, temp)
end if
for child in segment.children do
BINARY(child)
end for
end function
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Stage 2: Computing the artery radius and length for each segment

Initially, radii are assigned to all order 0 (afferent arteriole) segments in the tree. This initial
assignment of radii uses random sampling from a normal distribution defined by a mean and
standard distribution. We use the order 0 artery radius mean and standard deviation from
Nordsletten et al. (2006) to provide this data.
After the order 0 segment radii have been assigned, then the radii of all other segments in the
tree are calculated using a post-order tree traversal, working from afferent arteriole to renal
artery. At each segment of the tree, equation 4.1 (Murray’s law with variable power p, initially
set to 3) is applied to calculate r, the radius of the parent, based on r0 and r1 , the radii of the
two children. After completing the tree traversal, a radius will have been calculated for the
renal artery.
p

p

rp = r0 + r1

(4.1)

If we applied a power of p = 3 through these artery radius calculations, the resulting renal
artery radius would not match the data from Nordsletten et al. (2006). Conversely, if we were
to set the renal artery radius corresponding to Nordsletten et al., then the afferent arteriole
radii would not match, and what is more, the blood pressures and flow rates would not be
realistic for a rat kidney. Therefore, the power (p) for a given data set is determined by applying
bisection root finding to the whole renal artery tree in order to find the value of p that produces
the expected renal artery radius. The Strahler order 10 arterial radius from Nordsletten et al.
(2006) has been used to provide this renal artery radius data. Each stage of the bisection
process involves re-running the post-order tree traversal to calculate radii with the value of p
currently being tested.
From the principle of minimum work, it can be shown that p = 3 for optimum blood volume
delivery by an artery structure. However, natural arterial structures do not follow a cubic
relationship and are generally in the suboptimal range where p is a real value with 2 ≤ p ≤ 6.
Approximately 5% more blood volume is required when p is in this range (Sherman et al.,
1989).
Algorithm 3 assigns lengths to artery segments. The algorithm treats each artery segment
independently. Each artery segment is assigned a length, according to its Strahler order and the
normal distribution of lengths for that Strahler order as measured by Nordsletten et al. (2006).
The purpose of the functions SAMEABOVE and SAMEBELOW is to reconstruct the original artery
segment from the connectivity matrix, as it existed in multi-connected form before algorithm
2 was applied, by counting the number of binary tree segments with the same Strahler order
above and below the current segment. The length of the current segment is the fraction of
the length corresponding to the number of newly introduced segments resulting from the
conversion to a binary tree.
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Algorithm 3 Assigning lengths to each artery segment.
function LENGTHS(segment)
above ← SAMEABOVE(segment)
below ← SAMEBELOW(segment)
same_order ← above + below + 1
mean ← length_table[order] ÷ same_order
stddev ← length_stddev_table[order] ÷ same_order
segment.length ← NORMALDISTRIBUTION(mean, stddev)
for child in segment.children do
LENGTHS(child)
end for
end function
where: segment is the segment of artery currently being considered, SAMEABOVE and SAMEBELOW count the number of segments of the same Strahler order above and below the current
segment.

Stage 3: Forming a three dimensional layout by optimising attractive and repulsive forces

Algorithms 4 and 5 position child segments in 3D space relative to the parent segment by
generating a number of candidate child segment positions and selecting the optimum from
among the candidates. The selection of the optimum child segment position is based on
repulsion points at the end of existing artery segments and attraction points arranged in a
semicircle outside the artery structure. The attraction points form an attractive field which the
algorithms will direct the arteries towards. The algorithms will direct the arteries away from
the repulsion points. Algorithms 4 and 5 do this by first choosing branching angles based on
the branch radii, and then performing an affine transformation around the axis of rotation,
through the centre of the parent segment.
The connectivity and binary tree conversion algorithms (algorithms 1 and 2) produce some
segments that have only one child. These are assumed to continue straight, with no direction
change at the ‘branch’. All other segments bifurcate and require branching angles angle0 and
angle1 and an overall rotation of the branch intersection (offset), as shown in Figure 4.1.
Algorithm 4 uses two linear regression equations taken from Zamir et al., 1987 that relate
branching angles to branch radii (equations 4.2 and 4.3). In these equations, angle1 is the
angle between the vertical and the larger child branch, angle0 is the angle between the vertical
and the smaller child branch and α is the bifurcation index r0 /r1 , and β0 , β1 , θ0 and θ1 are as
determined empirically by Zamir et al. (1987).
angle0 = β0 − θ0 α

(4.2)

angle1 = β1 + θ1 α

(4.3)

The direction of the normal vector governs the rotation. The angle offset cannot simply be
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(b) Construction of normal vector to original
branch using fixed point (1,1,1).
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Figure 4.1: Angle relationships from branch s used to form sub-branches b0 and b1 . snormal is
perpendicular to a plane formed by the origin, s and the point (1, 1, 1). soffset is perpendicular
to a plane formed by s, b0 and b1 . See algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Generating possible segment positions.
function POSITION(segment)
INITIALISE(P)
r at io ← segment.left.radius ÷ segment.right.radius
angle0 ← β0 − (θ0 × ratio)
angle1 ← β0 + (θ1 × ratio)
ŝ ← segment.direction
snormal ← ŝ × (1, 1, 1)
ˆ ← snormal ÷ ksnormal k
snormal
segment.length ← NORMALDISTRIBUTION(mean, stddev)
for offset ← 0 to 2π do
ˆ , offset, s)
soffset ← AFFINEROTATION(snormal
b0 ← AFFINEROTATION(s, angle0 , soffset ) ×ksegment.leftk + segment.end
b1 ← AFFINEROTATION(s, −1 × angle1 , soffset ) ×ksegment.rightk + segment.end
P[θ ] ← (b0 , b1 )
end for
return P
end function
where: AFFINEROTATION(a, θ , b) is a rotation of a by an angle of θ about the axis b and P is
an array of positions. β0 = 79.1, β1 = 5.8, θ0 = 41.6 and θ1 = 39.7 are taken from Zamir
et al., 1987.
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generated using statistics taken from the artery system as a whole, because the rotation angle
depends on the other arteries and structures the neighbourhood. The offset rotation angle
makes a large difference to both the final shape of the complete generated structure and the
small scale packing of fine arteries.
The offset for a bifurcation is optimised in the range [0, 2π) using a scoring function. The
scoring function is based on:
• the inverse of the square of the distance between the endpoint of a candidate branch and
the other existing (repulsive) endpoints and the set of attraction points
• a weighting based on the radius of the two child segments so that the larger segment is
prioritised
The distance to an attraction point is modelled by an attractive force, and the distance to an
existing artery segment by a repulsive force (see algorithm 5). The scoring function is given in
equation 4.4.
SCORE(x, S) =

1
Σa ∈S kai − xk−2
|S| i

(4.4)

where x is the point being scored and S is a set containing the points to which x must be
compared. S can contain the attraction points or it can contain the end points of the existing
artery.
Algorithm 5 Optimising segment positions.
function OPTIMALPOSITION(segment, A, R, P)
r0 ← segment.left.radius
r1 ← segment.right.radius
SA ← ;
SR ← ;
for θ ← 0 to SIZE(P) do
q
q
sθ ← r0 × SCORE(FIRST(P[θ ]), A) + r1 × SCORE(SECOND(P[θ ]), A)
SA ← SA ∪ {sθ }
q
q
rθ ← r0 × SCORE(FIRST(P[θ ]), R) + r1 × SCORE(SECOND(P[θ ]), R)
SR ← SR ∪ {rθ }
end for
SA ← SA ÷ MAX(SA)
SR ← SR ÷ MAX(SR )
scores ← FA × SA + FR × SR
θ F ← INDEX(MAX(scores))
return P[θ F ]
end function
where: A is a set of attraction points, R is a set of repulsion points typically the endpoints
of existing segments, P is an array of candidate positions, and FA and FR are the relative
strength of attraction and repulsion forces.
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Parameter
q
FA
FR
Ar
As

Definition
Radius-force weighting
Attraction force strength
Repulsion force strength
Attraction points radius from origin
Attraction point spacing around radius

Value
2.5
1.0
−2.0
25.0 mm
π
8 rad

Table 4.1: Parameters used in optimisation of segment positions
Implementation

Each of the input parameters in these algorithms has a directly observable effect on the structure
produced. The connectivity matrix used by algorithm 1 varies the number of branches in the
tree and varies how many segments away from the renal artery those branches occur. The
renal artery radius and afferent arteriole radius used by algorithm 3 control the radii of all
artery segments in the tree, since the intermediate artery radii are calculated from these two
based on Murray’s law. The branching angle parameters (β0 , θ0 , β1 and θ1 ) vary the outgoing
angles at each branch based on the ratio of the radii of the three segments connected at the
branch. The attraction and repulsion force strengths (FA and FR ) control the strength of the
attraction points and repulsion from other artery segments respectively, and from there allow
for variation in how spread out in space the arterial tree is. The radius-force parameter (q)
controls the weighting of forces between the larger and smaller child arteries of the branch.
Some efficiencies can be realised by simplifying the scoring function without substantially
altering the resultant structure. Limiting the number of other segments considered by the
scoring function in equation 4.4 to only consider the nearest points significantly decreases the
time required to generate the arterial structure, while making minimal change to the final
generated structure. Limiting the size of S in equation 4.4 to the 1000 nearest points causes
larger arteries in Strahler orders 10 to 4 to be optimised globally, considering all segments in the
structure. The smaller arteries in Strahler orders 3 to 0 are optimised locally, only considering a
subset of the whole structure. However, due to the inverse square applied to distance between
points, the more distant points do not have a significant effect on the segment positions chosen
by algorithm 5 and the optimisation is safe to perform. The nearest points optimisation requires
identifying those nearest points, which does take some additional time, but this is recovered
later by time saved during evaluation of equation 4.4 by algorithm 5.
The random generation in algorithms 1 and 3 uses a self-contained random generator, rather
than an external source of randomness. Seeding this random generator with the same seed
value reproduces the same output when the generation program is run multiple times. Seeding
the random generator with different values produces a different arterial structure for each seed
value. A sample of arterial structures generated with different seed values is shown in section
4.3.1, figures 4.4 and 4.5.
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After having generated an arterial tree model using the methods described in section 4.2.1,
another algorithm can be applied to generate nephron and capillary models which attach to the
arterial tree model. Since there is significant variation in the overall shape of the arterial trees
generated, the methods for generating nephron and capillary structures need to be generic and
based on the three dimensional geometry of the artery structure, rather than specific and based
on manually specified coordinates or numbers of elements.
Unlike the generation of artery structures, there are no known comparable existing methods
for automatic generation of nephron and capillary structures. Ideally, we would like numerical
metrics for how good or bad a generated nephron structure is compared to the nephron
structures found in an animal kidney, but there is a lack of animal data to define such metrics.
The scanning and segmentation of nephron tubules in the mouse kidney by Zhai et al. (2006)
and in the rat kidney by Pannabecker et al. (2007) provides useful information. However, most
of the description in these papers is generally in the form of graphics and qualitative information
rather than quantitative information that can be used as part of a numerical generation process,
similar to the numerical data that was used by the arterial generation algorithms in section
4.2.1.
Automated generation of the nephron and capillary structure model consists of three stages:
• Determine nephron loop length and position
• Determine interstitial fluid neighbourhood
• Determine afferent arteriole and efferent arteriole blood flow resistance, including categorisation of nephrons as cortical or juxtamedullary
There is no need to explicitly define network connections for vascular coupling, since tubuloglomerular feedback signals are propagated by vascular coupling between nephrons via the
arterial network that has already been defined.

Nephron and capillary loop length and position

Arterial trees generated using the methods detailed in section 4.2.1 contain artery segments
connecting the renal artery to many afferent arterioles. To begin the nephron structure generation in this work, a glomerulus is placed at the end of each afferent arteriole and the glomeruli
are considered to be the starting point for nephrons. Each nephron has a proximal tubule, loop
of Henle, distal tubule and collecting duct. In this model, the proximal tubule, distal tubule and
collecting duct have the same length in all nephrons. This is not strictly faithful to the renal
anatomy, but is a good approximation for our modelling purposes. The loop of Henle varies in
length between nephrons, resulting in fluids in each nephron taking a different amount of time
to pass between the glomerulus and the macula densa.
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It is known that there is a correlation between the position of the nephron’s glomerulus (from
juxtamedullary to cortical) and the length of the loop of Henle, as described by Guyton et al.
(2006) and Christensen et al. (2014). Nephrons with juxtamedullary glomeruli have long loops
of Henle which extend through the outer medulla and into the inner medulla. Nephrons with
cortical glomeruli have short loops of Henle which do not enter the inner medulla. Layton
(1986) provides an equation to calculate the cumulative fraction of nephrons as a fraction
of depth in the inner medulla, which is reproduced in equation 4.5, with depth in the inner
medulla 0 ≥ λ ≥ 1 and fraction of nephrons 0 ≥ ω ≥ 1. The distribution provided by this
equation appears to be consistent with the nephron lengths shown in a figure by Christensen
et al. (2014). Equation 4.6 is the inverse of equation 4.5 to calculate the length for a given
population fraction of nephrons.
1−λ
ω(λ) =
1 − 0.40


d

where d = 2.5

λ(ω) = 3.5861(1 − ω)2.5

(4.5)

(4.6)

Algorithm 6 calculates loop of Henle lengths for each nephron in the model. Nephron loop
lengths are allocated by sorting nephrons from closest to furthest distance (measured between
glomerulus and the first branch of the renal artery), calculating the percentile rank between
closest and furthest for each nephron. The percentile rank of distances is then used to map
into the distribution of artery lengths.
Algorithm 6 Nephron loop of Henle length calculation.
function NEPHRONLENGTHS(N , R)
dl ← ;
for i ← 0 to SIZE(N ) do
d ← kPOSITION(N [i])−Rk−2
dl ← dl ∪ {(i, d)}
end for
SORT(dl )
for i ← 0 to SIZE(N ) do
p ← dl [i] ÷ SIZE(N )
N[i].length ← 3.5861(1 − p)2.5
end for
return N
end function
where: N is a list of nephron data structures and R is the location of the first branch in the
renal artery.
Nephrons naturally vary in length from each other and the twisted paths taken by the nephron
tubules result in a variety of lengths within the overall pattern of length based on glomerular
position as shown in the figures from Pannabecker et al. (2007) and Christensen et al. (2014).
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Loop of Henle length has a significant impact on the tubuloglomerular feedback oscillation
frequency, as longer lengths increase the delay for fluids to travel from the glomerulus to the
macula densa. Modelling has shown that the twisted and bundled paths of nephrons through the
medulla assists with urine concentration (Layton, 2011a; Layton, 2011b). However, modelling
these twisted and bundled paths at whole kidney scale would introduce significant additional
complexity and is not included in this work. In this model, loops of Henle are constructed with
the calculated length, along a shortest geometrical line between their glomerulus and the first
bifurcation of the renal artery.

Interstitial fluid neighbourhood

The interstitial fluid surrounding the nephrons and capillaries is divided into smaller discrete
volumes of fluid to produce localised interactions between nephrons for the purposes of
modelling, following the approach from Moss (2008).
We divide interstitial fluid into a series of regions following the path of each nephron, with
each region consisting of multiple fluid volumes along the length of the nephron referred to
as layers, as shown in figure 4.2. Each layer in a region exchanges fluids with corresponding
layers in neighbouring regions, representing a diffusion process between regions. Fluids do not
diffuse within regions as diffusion in this direction would prevent the formation of a sodium
gradient in the medulla. Each nephron is surrounded by an interstitial fluid region with volume
corresponding to the whole kidney interstitial fluid volume divided by the number of nephrons
in the model.

Figure 4.2: Interstitial fluid regions surrounding each nephron. Diffusion occurs between
corresponding layers in connected neighbouring regions in the direction of the arrows. Fluid
exchanges are bi-directional.
The neighbouring interstitial fluid regions for each nephron are found using the three dimensional geometry of the arterial tree model by:
• Finding a series of outer points (representing the outer edge of the model)
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• Finding a series of inner points (representing the inner edge of the inner medulla)
• Mapping each nephron’s glomerulus position into a projection point, based on the outer
and inner points
• Finding the nearest neighbours for each nephron using the projection points

Figure 4.3: Location of inner points and outer points (blue spherical markers) on an example
generated arterial tree.
The outer points are found by first constructing a list of outermost glomeruli, based on iterating
around a ring of points in the same plane as the attraction points from section 4.2.2. Duplicates
are removed from this list of outermost glomeruli and then the outer points are evenly distributed
along the path formed by the outermost glomeruli. The inner points are found by selecting
the first Strahler order 8 segment encountered on each path of a pre-order (from renal artery
towards arterioles) traversal of the arterial tree structure. The long radial arteries in the rat
kidney arterial tree are Strahler order 8 – using the start of these selects points that are close
to the renal artery but have a small amount of distinct branching from each other to avoid
concentration on a single point. Figure 4.3 shows one example of an artery tree generated by
the algorithms from section 4.2.1 and marks the inner and outer points in blue.
A projection point is found for each nephron by finding the nearest inner point and nearest
outer point to the nephron’s glomerulus, then projecting the 3D coordinates of the glomerulus
onto a 2D plane formed by the nearest inner point and a normal vector from the nearest inner
point to the nearest outer point. The projection into plane operation produces a 3D point which
is the projection point for that nephron.
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The four nearest neighbours for each nephron are found using the euclidean distance between
projection points from the previous step. Each of the four nearest neighbours are then added
as a connection in the diffusion network between interstitial fluid regions. Despite connecting
to four nearest neighbours, the resulting graph of connections between nephrons is not a grid.
There is variation throughout the directed graph structure with some neighbour connections
being bidirectional and others being unidirectional.

Nephron blood flow resistance

The path through the arterial tree from renal artery to each glomerulus varies in the number of
artery segments and the length and radius of each artery segment along that path. The path
between the renal artery and the glomerulus is short for some nephrons, being mostly made up
of arteries with large radii, while other nephrons have a long path between the renal artery
and their afferent arteriole, including multiple segments with small radius and high fluid flow
resistance.
Cortical and juxtamedullary nephrons have different blood flow rates reaching the glomerulus
(Horster et al., 1968). This variation in blood flow rates implies a variation in blood flow
resistance; otherwise nephrons would also have a similarly wide range of glomerular pressures,
which is an unrealistic situation. The case where all nephrons have the same blood flow
resistance is considered in experiments in section 5.2.3.
Therefore, nephrons in the model are categorised as being either juxtamedullary or cortical and
assigned an afferent arteriole fluid flow resistance and efferent fluid flow resistance based on
their category. The range of pressure and blood flow to nephrons was found using simulation
results to be better correlated with artery tree depth to the nephron, as measured by number
of segments from the renal artery, rather than euclidean distance in the three dimensional
representation of the tree as used earlier in section 4.2.2. Our categorisation as cortical or
juxtamedullary uses tree depth rather than euclidean distance. This categorisation is discussed
further in section 5.2.3. All nephrons are connected to Strahler order 0 arteries, so the Strahler
order is not relevant for categorising nephrons as cortical or juxtamedullary.
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4.3

Experiments and results

In the first instance, a set of arterial trees are generated using the original connectivity matrix
from Nordsletten et al. (2006) as input data. Statistics from these generated trees are then
analysed, leading to modifications of that connectivity matrix. A second set of arterial trees is
generated using the modified connectivity matrix and more detailed results are presented for
these arterial trees. Arterial trees from the second set are processed further using the methods
described in section 4.2.2 to attach nephrons and produce a completed physiological model.
3D printing has been used to produce a real object for better visualisation of the generated
arterial tree.

4.3.1

Automated construction of kidney arterial structure models

The methods for automated construction of arterial trees described in section 4.2.1 were used
to generate a set of 1000 arterial trees, with each tree generated from a different random seed.
The generation of each arterial tree model takes approximately 165 seconds on a single CPU
core of the desktop hardware described in section 8.4.

Original connectivitiy matrix

The generated trees contain approximately 20,000 order 0 segments (corresponding to afferent
arterioles and nephrons), as shown in table 4.2.
Order
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Radius
(mean ± standard deviation)
216.1 µm ± 0.0 µm
174.1 µm ± 3.2 µm
130.4 µm ± 12.2 µm
79.4 µm ± 7.3 µm
56.5 µm ± 4.1 µm
43.3 µm ± 3.0 µm
32.2 µm ± 2.0 µm
23.7 µm ± 1.8 µm
16.8 µm ± 1.2 µm
12.7 µm ± 0.6 µm
10.1 µm ± 0.1 µm

Number of elements
(mean ± standard deviation)
1±0
2±0
4±0
15.98 ± 0.88
60.15 ± 3.25
165.04 ± 9.13
388.15 ± 22.52
835.78 ± 49.06
2934.96 ± 172.10
8758.58 ± 514.63
19781.40 ± 1161.62

Table 4.2: Artery radius and number of element statistics from set of 1000 arterial trees
generated with connectivity matrix from Nordsletten et al. (2006).
Figure 4.4 shows a sample of eight generated trees, displayed by rendering the 3D coordinate
data that forms part of the generated structure, using a cylinder to represent each artery
segment. All of these trees contain long Strahler order 8 arteries extending radially away from
the renal artery. The shape of the outline and density of small arteries in each of the trees
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Figure 4.4: 3D projections of eight generated arterial trees.
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varies – some have a smooth curve outline where others are more clustered. However, all of
the sampled trees have a generally kidney like shape, curving around the renal artery, and are
much flatter in the plane of the attraction points described in section 4.2.1. The attraction
points are all located in a two dimensional plane and so the arteries tend to align more closely
to that plane, rather than a spreading radially outwards and producing a mushroom-like shape.

Modified connectivity matrix

The automatically generated arterial trees presented in section 4.3.1 contain approximately
20,000 Strahler order 0 segments, corresponding to afferent arterioles and nephrons. This does
not match with the typical 30,000 nephrons in a rat kidney (Solomon, 1977) or the number of
order 0 segments found by Nordsletten et al. (2006). When the connectivity matrix is modified
slightly so that there are three order 10 → 9 connections instead of two, the results for the
number of segments in each Strahler order are very similar to Nordsletten et al. (2006). The
modified connectivity matrix is shown in table 4.3 and is used for all further results in this
section.
Outgoing
order
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
2.13

2
0.15
2.72

3
0.75
0.51
2.77

Incoming Strahler order
4
5
6
7
1.00
1.50
2.02

0.30
0.30
2.33

8

9

2.00
2.67
4.17

0.67

10

0.06
2.34

0.04
1.04
2.92

2.00
3.00

Table 4.3: Modified input connectivity matrix. Numbers in this matrix are the mean number of
segments with the corresponding incoming and outgoing connectivity.
A set of 1000 arterial trees was generated using the modified connectivity matrix, with each
tree generated by a different random seed.
The trees generated with the modified connectivity matrix contain around 30,000 order 0
segments (corresponding to afferent arterioles and nephrons), as shown in table 4.2, which is
much closer to known rat anatomy. The number of elements in other Strahler orders 1-10 are
all significantly closer to the numbers of elements found by Nordsletten et al. (2006).
The trees generated with the modified connectivity matrix generally have more dense packing
of arteries compared to those generated with the original connectivity matrix. In most cases,
this denser packing results in an increased density of branches in the plane of the attraction
points. In some cases, larger arteries branch away out of the plane of attraction points due to
the balance between attraction and repulsion of the force model described in section 4.2.1.
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Figure 4.5: 3D projections of eight arterial trees generated using the modified connectivity
matrix.
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Strahler order
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Radius
(mean ± standard deviation)
216.1 µm ± 13.3 µm
164.2 µm ± 3.6 µm
123.6 µm ± 11.4 µm
76.1 µm ± 6.8 µm
54.5 µm ± 3.9 µm
42.0 µm ± 2.9 µm
31.4 µm ± 1.9 µm
23.3 µm ± 1.8 µm
16.6 µm ± 1.2 µm
12.7 µm ± 0.6 µm
10.1 µm ± 0.1 µm

Number of elements
(mean ± standard deviation)
1±0
3±0
6±0
24.00 ± 1.07
90.26 ± 4.00
247.50 ± 11.13
582.49 ± 27.71
1254.31 ± 60.32
4404.21 ± 211.15
13144.64 ± 633.48
29687.29 ± 1427.90

Table 4.4: Artery radius and number of element statistics from set of 1000 arterial trees
generated with modified connectivity matrix.
Similar to the trees generated using the original connectivity matrix shown in figure 4.4, the
trees generated with the modified connectivity matrix contain long Strahler order 8 arteries
extending radially away from the renal artery. A sample of eight trees generated using the
modified connectivity matrix is shown in figure 4.5. The trees generated using the modified
connectivity matrix also have a generally kidney like shape, curving around the renal artery
and much flatter in plane containing the attraction points. There is also variation between
samples in terms of properties such as the overall shape, outline shape and local density of
small arteries.

Comparison with previous work

Our method builds in quantitative animal data as part of the generation process, so the generated
structures inherently match with that animal data. In particular, the use of the connectivity
matrix, segment lengths, segment radii, branching angle relationships as inputs means that the
output is going to match animal data for these properties. To the best of our knowledge, as
reported in the literature, none of the other existing generation methods incorporate animal
data to this extent.
It is also useful to consider other qualitative properties of the arterial structure that are not
covered by those animal data listed above. There are no simple metrics for determining how
similar arterial branching structures generated by computer algorithms compare to those found
in animals. This is an issue that has been raised in other previous work, such as by Zamir
(2001). A list of criteria for similarity between a generated arterial structure and animal arterial
structures from section 4.1 is used as a basis for this comparison between our results, and the
results from Bezy-Wendling et al. (2008), Espinoza-Valdez et al. (2010) and Zamir (2001).
These criteria are addressed one-by-one below:
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Criterion 1 - the arterial structure contains a similar number of afferent arterioles to that
found by glomerulus counting experiments in animals.
The number of Strahler order 0 segments in our model, corresponding to afferent arterioles
and glomeruli, is close to the typical 30,000 glomeruli found in rat kidneys. Other generation
methods have either not been applied to rat kidneys (Bezy-Wendling et al., 2008), only contain
a small number of segments (Espinoza-Valdez et al., 2010), or are based on rules that are
applied repeatedly until the required number of segments is generated (Zamir, 2001).
Criterion 2 - the arterial structure should have artery radii corresponding to blood
volumes flowing through each artery segment.
Due to the Murray’s law equations and optimisation processes in stage 2 of our pipeline, the
arterial radii in our model are constructed so that they correspond optimally to blood flow
through each segment. Several other arterial generation methods do not take into account
arterial radii in their methods, such as Zamir (2001) and Espinoza-Valdez et al. (2010). The
space filling method used by Bezy-Wendling et al. (2008) also constructs arterial radii so that
they will be optimal for the blood flow through each segment. However, results regarding the
arterial radii are not included in the paper due to their focus on tumor growth.
Criterion 3 - the arterial structure should have three dimensional shape consistent with
mammalian kidneys.
The general shape of our generated stuctures is similar to that of a kidney, although some
individual branches form into clusters and extend outwards. This shape is produced by using
the attraction points to govern the direction of artery segments. Despite the simplicity of his
generation rule, Zamir (2001) produces a kidney shaped outline of the generated structure,
but his paper does so only in two dimensions. The structures generated by Espinoza-Valdez
et al. (2010) are also two dimensional and produce a somewhat kidney shaped outline. There
is no indication whether these two dimensional methods will continue to produce a kidney
shaped structure when expanded to three dimensions, as they may not adequately fill an extra
dimension of space. Since Bezy-Wendling et al. (2008) uses a CT scan of a kidney to form
the volume of the kidney for space filling, the resulting outer shape is identical to that of the
scanned kidney used as an input. While this is an improvement over the other methods noted
earlier, it is limited by the restriction of a single scanned kidney.
Criterion 4 - the arterial structure should have a spatially even spread of afferent arterioles.
The afferent arterioles in our generated structures are evenly spaced, as seen in figure 4.5.
Smaller arteries point in directions which spread out to avoid overlapping and duplication of
blood supply to the same location. The clustering in the three dimensional shape mentioned
above causes some unevenness due to the spaces between clusters of arteries, but overall it is
well spaced. The space filling method used by Bezy-Wendling et al. (2008) supplying blood
to functional units produces a very even distribution of afferent arteriole positions due to the
subdivision process in their algorithm, but as noted has difficulties in respect to generality.
When the generation method by Zamir (2001) is run with the number of levels required for a rat
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kidney, many arteries exactly overlap others from earlier levels, forming an uneven distribution
of afferent arteriole positions. The generation method by Espinoza-Valdez et al. (2010) has
some overlapping afferent arteriole positions, mostly where larger arteries begin from separate
branches and then point towards each other. The latter two methods are only illustrated in
two dimensions and it is not known how evenly their afferent arterioles would be distributed if
expanded into three dimensions.
Criterion 5 - the arterial structure should have a distribution of afferent arterioles corresponding to cortical and juxtamedullary nephrons.
The distribution of blood supply implied by the location of Strahler order 0 segments in our
generated structures is mostly in the cortex, but a small number of Strahler order 0 segments
are located in the medulla. This presence of order 0 segments (and therefore, their associated
glomeruli) in what would be the medulla is not as expected - all glomeruli should be located in
the cortex, rather than in the medulla. This is a shortcoming of our arterial structure generation
method. However, the location of these glomeruli in what would be the medulla is not a significant issue for our use of this generated artery structure for simulation of physiology, as only
the connections between components are used for simulation rather than the three dimensional
position of those components. The presence of order 0 segments in the medulla is likely to be
due to the assumption of independence in the connectivity matrix used as an input. This results
in connection paths from the Strahler order 10 renal artery which reach order 0 quickly without
reaching sufficient length to extend into the cortex. This independence assumption may not be
accurate in animal kidneys. There may be additional dependencies between segments, such as
due to the location in the kidney, and that these dependencies are not expressed in connectivity
matrices. The method by Bezy-Wendling et al. (2008) generates structures with blood supply
evenly distributed in the cortex and medulla (outside the segmented renal pyramids) due to the
complete filling of the kidney volume with functional units to be supplied with blood, which is
not physiologically correct. The structures generated by Zamir (2001) supply blood mostly to
the outer kidney with some small sections of the inner kidney also receiving blood supply. The
structures by Espinoza-Valdez et al. (2010) contain most order 0 segments in the cortex, but
some order 0 segments point inwards into the medulla.

4.3.2

Automated construction of kidney nephron and capillary structure models

Nephrons and interstitial fluid regions were generated for each tree in the set of 1000 arterial
trees generated using the modified connectivity matrix from section 4.3.1. Generation of
nephrons and interstitial fluids for each model takes approximately 20 seconds on a single
CPU core of the desktop hardware described in section 8.4. Nephron and physiological model
generation was as expected and provides a good base for simulation of the physiological model.
As described by the generation methods in section 4.2.2, the number of nephrons (and associated
interstitial fluid regions) matches the number of Strahler order 0 arteries in the generated
arterial tree. The nephron loop of Henle length distribution also matches the distribution
provided by equation 4.6 in section 4.2.2.
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The artery structures generated using the methods from section 4.2.1 do not have a well
defined cortex and medulla. The percentile ranking of nephrons based on number of arterial
tree segments between the renal artery and their glomeruli reduces the effect of the wide
range of order 0 artery locations found in the generated artery structures, compared to animal
kidneys that have all glomeruli in a defined cortex. However, this is not a major impediment
for simulation of physiology.
Due to the lack of numerical data describing the nephron anatomy from rats (or any other
comparable animal, such as mice) and the lack of other mathematical or computational models
of nephron anatomy at whole kidney scale, there is very little animal or computer data to
compare our generated nephron structures against. There are no existing methods for generating the large number of nephrons found in an animal organ sized model, either as a model
that intended for reconstruction of anatomy only or as a model that is intended to be used for
physiological simulation. All other existing physiological models of the kidney and particularly
the nephrons in multinephron models are based on manual construction, repetition or random
variation (Layton, 2011a; Marsh et al., 2012; Moss, 2008; Moss et al., 2013; Postnov et al.,
2012). Therefore, there is no existing work to compare the generated nephron structures
against, as is the case with the generated arterial structures. Some animal data about loop of
Henle lengths has been used in the nephron generation process, but there is comparatively less
animal data available to be incorporated compared to the artery generation process. The work
by Christensen et al. (2014) to reconstruction rat nephrons in three dimensions is the most
relevant recent work and this paper does not focus on providing numerical data describing the
nephrons.
Given this lack of both animal data and other models to compare our results with, the remaining
way to measure the quality of the anatomical model is through physiological simulation. By
simulating physiology using this anatomical model, comparisons with animal physiological
data and other models can be made. Where there are differences between the physiological
simulation results and animal data or other simulation results, those differences may be
attributable to weaknesses in the generated nephron structure.

4.3.3

3D printing of kidney arterial structure models

3D printing is a method for producing physical 3D objects based on a computer description of
that object. 3D printers work by progressively adding material to an object, with the material
usually being a thermoplastic or photopolymer. The cost of 3D printers has significantly reduced
in the last five years, making this technology much more readily available and used in a wide
variety of fields for prototyping and small volume production (Lipson et al., 2013). The
stereolithography (STL) file format is a common format for 3D printable objects (Roscoe, 1988).
STL files are essentially large lists of 3D triangles that form a closed object surface. The internal
structure of the 3D printed object is then filled in by the printer control software, often using a
mesh or grid pattern to provide internal support without excessive material usage.
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The output of the artery generation methods described in section 4.2.1 is a set of artery segments,
with each segment having two three dimensional position coordinates for the ends, a radius and
connections to other segments. The 3D renderings shown in figures 4.4 and 4.5 use position
and length data to display cylinders representing each artery segment. The same position and
length data can be used to generate a 3D object description in STL format, compatible with 3D
printing tools.
A software tool was written to convert the lists of artery segments produced by the artery
generation program from section 4.2.1 into an STL file by generating a cylindrical tube made
up of triangles for each artery segment, plus a circlular end cap on each end (again composed
of triangles). A series of modifications were applied to the arterial tree structure in order to
make it easier to 3D print:
• Small arteries of Strahler order 3 or less were removed.
• All artery segments were extended by 50% of their radius at each end, in order to produce
more intersection volume at branching points between segments.
• All artery radii were increased using a constant multiplier, in order to produce thicker
and stronger arteries which are easier to print using the available printer resolutions.
• The whole arterial tree model was scaled to a larger size, in order to produce an easier
to handle final object.
• The model was imported in Meshlab (Cignoni et al., 2008) and filtered to fill holes and
remove internal overlap between cylinders.
An initial attempt at 3D printing the model was made using an UP! Plus printer and ABS
filament. The 3D print resulted in the arterial tree object being surrounded by large amounts of
support material, with the support material being much larger in volume than the arterial tree
itself. This support material is used during the printing process to sit underneath overhanging
material that would otherwise fall away or droop during cooling and is designed to be broken
away from the actual intended object once printing is complete. However, due to the support
material being larger than the model arteries and being made of the same ABS material as the
arteries, the support material was unable to be broken away without seriously damaging the
printed arterial tree object. This is a hardware limitation as the UP! Plus can only print a single
type of material per object.
A second attempt at 3D printing the model was made with an Objet 30 Scholar printer. The
Objet 30 printer is a higher resolution and larger object size printer than the UP! Plus, and is
also able to output a range of different materials in a single print. In this case, VeroBlue rigid
opaque photopolymer and FullCure gel-like support material were used. The FullCure support
material is able to be crumbled or water pressure washed away after printing is complete and is
much softer than the VeroBlue polymer, which avoids the problem with being unable to remove
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Figure 4.6: Photograph of arterial structure 3D printed using Objet 30 Scholar printer and
VeroBlue rigid photopolymer, showing Strahler orders 4-10.
the support material which was encountered in the first printing attempt. Figure 4.6 shows the
finished 3D printed artery model.
The 3D printed arterial structure provides a better visualisation than 3D rendering on a flat
2D computer screen or printed on paper. There is potential for future use of 3D printing and
computer artery generation to print structures using real biological tissue and to produce
artificial artery trees that could be of medical use (Bae et al., 2012). In order to achieve printing
of artificial artery trees, the 3D printer would need very fine resolution to function on the same
scale as real animal arteries or the use of other construction methods, as described by Wu et al.
(2011).

4.4

Discussion

We now have a method to automatically generate kidney anatomy models containing arteries,
nephrons and surrounding interstitial fluids. Our generation methods produce output containing
both network style connections between components and three dimensional position coordinate
data for the same components. The resulting anatomy model is suitable for both visualisation
and physiological simulation. Visualisations of the model were shown in this figures 4.4, 4.5
and 4.6 with 3D renderings and 3D printing. Physiological simulation of whole rat kidneys
using these generated anatomical models is shown in chapter 5.
There is built-in assurance that our automatically generated arterial structures match with the
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available quantitative animal data from rats, as to our algorithms incorporate that animal data
into the generation process. Our arterial structures also compare favourably to other work
using the identified qualitative criteria. The resulting arterial structures can be 3D printed,
which has the potential to assist with the production of artificial arterial structures using real
biological tissue.
We have presented the first methods for automatic generation of kidney nephron and capillary
structure models. There are only small amounts of quantitative data in this area, making
it difficult to compare our model against other sources of data. However, the physiological
simulations of whole rat kidneys later in this thesis, which are based on these generated nephron
and capillary structure models, provide some validation that the nephron and capillary structure
models are sufficiently accurate for the purposes of physiological simulation.

Chapter 5

Simulation of kidney dynamics and
interactions
The previous chapter developed methods for automatic generation of kidney models, particularly
focusing on anatomical models of the whole rat kidney consisting of arteries, nephrons and
interstitial fluids. The models produced are represented as a network of components and
connections between those components, along with three dimensional geometry data for each
component. These models are static and do not contain any description of variation over time,
fluid flow or communication between connected components.
In this chapter, methods for simulation of kidney physiology models are described, which add
dynamics such as fluid flow and chemical transports to the static models that were generated
in the previous section. These simulation methods are based on the network components in
the models generated previously. The three dimensional geometry information associated with
the network model is not used in the simulation – all interactions are described by the network.
However, the three dimensional geometry data associated with the network model is still useful,
as it was used during the model generation process and can be used later for other purposes
such as visualisation and analysis of nearby components.
Abstracting away the three dimensional geometry leaves behind an abstracted network model,
with all locality in that resulting model defined by network connections rather than three
dimensional geometry. Each component in the model has associated algorithms and equations
which calculate the state at the next time step based on the current state and the state of other
components in the model, which can communicate through the defined network connections.
Our physiological model consists of three main types of model components: artery segments,
nephrons and interstitial fluid volumes. Nephrons further consist of multiple types of model
components corresponding to the anatomy and physiology of the nephron, based on the nephron
model from Moss (2008) with some modifications as described in this chapter. Figure 5.1
shows an abstract view of a tree of artery segments supplying blood to nephrons, which are in
turn surrounded by interstitial fluid.
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Figure 5.1: High level diagram showing kidney physiological model consisting of artery and
nephron models.
The main steps in the simulation of each timestep are:
• Calculate fluid flow resistance in the arterial tree and blood flow to each nephron in the
arterial tree
• Calculate tubuloglomerular feedback signals as delivered to each nephron by vascular
coupling in the arterial tree
• Update nephrons, using the blood input and tubuloglomerular feedback signals
• Calculate diffusion between regions of interstitial fluid
This chapter contains sections corresponding to each of the main simulation steps listed above.
These sections describe the “what” of the simulation process – the algorithms and equations
that are used to update each of the model components at each timestep. The next chapter
(chapter 6) describes the “how” of the simulation process – the implementation of software to
perform those calculations.

5.1
5.1.1

Methods
Modelling blood flow in the arteries of the kidney

Arteries in this physiological model are represented as a network of artery segments, with each
artery segment connected to one parent segment and one or two child segments. A nephron
model, including an afferent arteriole, glomerulus and associated capillaries can be attached in
place of one or both child segments. This network of artery segments forms a binary tree with
the renal artery at the root and nephrons at the leaves.
Each artery segment is considered as a non-compliant cylinder with a fixed length and radius
provided by the artery generation process. The artery segments are initially filled with a
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volume of blood matching the volume of that cylinder. The fluid flow resistance Rsegment of
each artery segment is calculated using the Hagen-Poiseuille equation (equation 5.1). The
dynamic viscosity µ (in equation 5.1) is calculated using equation 5.2 from Pries et al. (2005).
In equation 5.2, d is in units of µm, µ is in units of cP and a hematocrit of 0.45 is assumed,
as used by Pries et al. (2005) and similar to the mean rat blood hematocrit from Giknis et al.
(2008).
Rsegment =

128µL
πd 4



µ = 1 + 6 exp (−0.085d) + 2.2 − 2.44 exp −0.006d

(5.1)

0.645

 

d
d − 1.1

2  

d
d − 1.1

2

(5.2)

Where arteries bifurcate in the arterial model, artery fluid flow resistances are combined using
the reciprocal sum (equations 5.3 and 5.4), analogous to parallel electrical resistances. The
blood pressure at the distal end of each artery segment is calculated based on the incoming
pressure, resistance in the segment and flow rate (equation 5.5). Blood flow is split between
the two child arteries using the ratio of their resistances (equation 5.6), which is also analogous
to parallel electrical resistances. The physiological model does not currently allow for the flow
resistance introduced by the change of flow direction in bifurcations.
Rsubtree =

R1 × R2
R1 + R2

(5.3)

Rtotal = Rsegment + Rsubtree

(5.4)

Pout = Pin − Rsegment × Q subtree

(5.5)

Q 1 = Q subtree ×

Rsubtree
R1

Q 2 = Q subtree ×

Rsubtree
R2

(5.6)

Blood flows through the artery tree are calculated using two tree traversals per timestep.
Initially, all the nephron fluid flow resistances are calculated, providing fluid flow resistances
for each tree leaf. The first traversal is a post-order traversal (working from nephron to renal
artery) which calculates total fluid flow resistance for each artery segment and its subtree
using equations 5.3 and 5.4. After the first traversal, the whole kidney fluid flow resistance
at the renal artery has been calculated. Using the whole kidney fluid flow resistance and the
known external blood pressure, the volume of blood entering the kidney during the timestep is
calculated. The second traversal is a pre-order traversal (working from renal artery to nephron)
which distributes the incoming blood to the two subtrees of each artery segment according to
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their resistances using equations 5.5 and 5.6. After the second traversal, the volume of blood
and blood pressure reaching each nephron has been calculated.
Performing complete artery tree traversals at each timestep allows for immediate propagation
of resistance, pressure and flow rather than limiting propagation between segments to occur at
the timestep interval. For a model of a whole rat kidney, some paths from the renal artery to a
nephron contain over 30 segments. Balancing resistance, pressure and flow in these long paths
would take over 60 timesteps if propagation between segments was limited to neighbouring
segments at each timestep, rather than using complete tree traversals as done here.

5.1.2

Modelling vascular coupling

In animals, tubuloglomerular feedback signals within each nephron propagate to other nearby
nephrons through vascular coupling, as described by Kallskog et al. (1990). Recall from section
2.2 that the vascular coupling is acheived through an electrical signal transmitted along the
electrically conductive artery walls. Postnov et al. (2012) presents a model of the electrical
circuit in the arterial tree, which we integrate with our arterial tree model. We connect our
afferent arteriole response signal from the nephron to control the current sources and therefore
electrical voltages and currents that are transmitted along the artery walls. However, we modify
the implementation of this electrical circuit model to allow it to efficiently simulate large
multinephron systems. The electrical circuit model of vascular coupling in this section differs
significantly from the electrical circuit analogy used for blood flow in the previous section
5.1.1. The model by Postnov et al. (2012) consists of a constant current source and a resistor
in each nephron and a network of resistors corresponding to the arterial tree, as shown in
figure 5.2. This electrical circuit model of vascular coupling integrates well with our arterial
tree model, allowing for extension of the same arterial tree components described previously
in section 5.1.1, rather than needing to define a separate network for vascular coupling. This
electrical circuit model also allows for all nephrons in the model to be considered as part of a
single vascular coupling system, as opposed to localised models, such as the tubuloglomerular
feedback leakage model from Moss (2008), which only consider neighbouring nephrons.
Postnov et al. (2012) uses electrical circuit calculations before the start of the simulation to
pre-compute an n × n dense matrix containing the fraction of response signal propagated from
each of n nephrons to all other nephrons in the simulation, resulting in O(n2 ) memory space
complexity. For small models of 32 nephrons, pre-computing this matrix works well as the
dimensions of the resulting matrix are small. However, for larger models such as the 30,000
nephrons in a whole rat kidney, the pre-computed matrix becomes large. For example, using
single precision floating point storage for the matrix (4 bytes per matrix entry) gives a size
of 30,000 × 30,000 × 4 bytes = 3.6 GB. Calculating the total response signal for each of n
nephrons requires each other nephron to be considered, resulting in a O(n2 ) time complexity
operation each timestep.
To reduce time and space complexity, our implementation of the vascular coupling model
evaluates the currents and voltages throughout the nephrons and arterial tree at each timestep
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Figure 5.2: Diagram of electrical circuit model of vascular coupling, showing nephrons modelled
as a resistor and current source and binary tree arterial structure modelled using resistors with
leakage to ground.
instead of using a pre-computed matrix. The evaluation of currents and voltages in the
arterial tree is done using a two-pass traversal method, similar to the previous calculation of
blood pressure, resistance and flow in the arterial tree. This tree-based evaluation method is
dependent on the electrical circuit model containing only linear components (such as resistors,
constant voltage sources and constant current sources) and not containing any time-dependent
components (such as capacitors or inductors). This is a criterion which is met by the electrical
circuit model from Postnov et al. (2012).
Each nephron is modelled as an electrical circuit consisting of a resistor and constant current
source. These current sources can be considered as constant within a timestep, as electrical
signal propagation time is approximately instantaneous compared to the timestep length and
variation of the afferent arteriole response signal.
The following steps are used to calculate the voltages and currents throughout the arterial tree
at each timestep:
• A Thevenin-Norton equivalent for the resistor and current source in each nephron is
calculated, based on the afferent arteriole response signal φ (from equation 8.3).
• A post-order traversal (working from nephron to renal artery) is then applied, calculating
Thevenin-Norton equivalents for each subtree and combining them into a single TheveninNorton equivalent circuit at the renal artery.
• The renal artery Thevenin-Norton equivalent is considered as being connected to an open
circuit with zero current and infinite resistance, giving values for the unknown voltage
and current variables in the first bifurcation of the renal artery.
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• The voltages and currents at the first bifurcation can then be used for a pre-order traversal
(working from nephron to renal artery), finding voltage and current values throughout
the circuit and resulting in voltage values for the resistor and current source in each
nephron.
• The voltage value at the current source in each nephron is converted back to an afferent
arteriole response signal φ (used in equation 8.4).

Using the traversal method allows for scaling to larger models, as both time and space complexity
are significantly improved compared to the pre-computation method. Pre-computation is likely
to be faster on small models (such as under 100 nephrons) due to smaller constant factors at
each timestep. A constant amount of space is required to store currents, voltages and TheveninNorton equivalents in each arterial segment, resulting in O(n) memory space complexity.
Calculation occurs twice at each arterial segment (post-order traversal and pre-order traversal),
resulting in O(n) computations per timestep.
This vascular coupling model is controlled by a number of parameters, as listed in table 5.1.
Values used for these parameters are shown in tables 5.2, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.9. Varying these
parameters, particularly rvasc and rl , can produce a wide range of behaviours from completely
disabling vascular coupling by making the arterial tree an open circuit and very strong vascular
coupling, where the arterial tree is effectively a short circuit resulting in all nephrons having
the same tubuloglomerular feedback response signal.
Parameter
rneph
rm
rleak

Definition
Vascular coupling nephron internal resistance
Vascular coupling arterial radius multiplier
Vascular coupling leakage resistance

Units
Ω
Ω/m
Ω

Table 5.1: Parameters used in the vascular coupling model.
Resistance in artery segments (rvasc ) is modelled as being proportional to the length of the
artery segment and inversely proportional to the circumference, producing equation 5.7, where
l is the artery segment length in mm, R is the artery segment radius in µm and R0 is the average
afferent arteriole radius in µm.
rvasc = rm l

5.1.3

R0
R

(5.7)

Connecting the arterial model with a nephron model

We use the nephron model from Moss (2008), with modifications to connect it with the artery
model previously described in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2. The nephron model by Moss (2008) is
described in more detail in section 3.2 and appendix 8.1.
Only the modifications to the nephron model by Moss are described in this section. Other
model components not mentioned in this section, such as the proximal tubule, loop of Henle,
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distal tubule, collecting ducts and peritubular capillaries, remain the same as in the model by
Moss (2008). Section 3.2 provides an overview of Moss’ model and the original equations for
Moss’ network model are given in appendix 8.1.
The nephron model consists of a component for each functional section of the nephron tubule,
as shown in figure 5.3. The peritubular capillaries are included inside the nephron model
components. At each timestep, update rules are applied to calculate the next state of fluids in
each component and fluids are passed between components in order.

Artery

Aﬀerent arteriole

Glomerulus

Collecting duct

TGF signal

Distal tubule

Proximal tubule

Ascending thick loop of Henle

Descending loop of Henle

Ascending thin loop of Henle

Figure 5.3: Components in the nephron model and connections between those components.

There are two limitations of the nephron model from Moss (2008) for our purposes:
1. The afferent arteriole and glomerulus are represented by a single model component
performing both functions.
2. The artery model only passes fluid volume data to the nephron model. There is no pressure
data provided by the arteries and instead the glomerular blood pressure is estimated
based on the surrounding pressures, flow resistances and blood protein concentration.
We modify the model of Moss (2008) by separating the glomerulus and afferent arteriole into
two model components and by using the blood pressure data provided by our artery model.
Despite being an artery, the afferent arteriole is included as part of the nephron model for
simulation due to its strong interaction with the rest of the nephron via the tubuloglomerular
feedback mechanism.
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Afferent arteriole

The blood pressure leaving the afferent arteriole is given by equation 5.8, where PAin is the blood
pressure entering the afferent arteriole (input from the artery model), PAout is the hydrostatic
pressure at the end of the afferent arteriole, RA is the afferent arteriole fluid flow resistance
and Q Ain is the blood flow rate through the afferent arteriole in the timestep.
PAout = PAin − RA × Q Ain

(5.8)

The calculation of RA based on the afferent arteriole response signal, hematocrit and afferent
arteriole fluid flow resistance is the same as Moss (2008). The units for ψ and φ have changed
to be dimensionless and relative to C1/2 and ξ respectively to allow for easier variation of these
parameters.

Glomerulus

The blood pressure entering the glomerulus is provided by equation 5.8 in the afferent arteriole
component, instead of being estimated from other variables. The drop in blood pressure across
the length of the glomerulus is considered to be negligible, as described by Deen et al. (1972).
The method for calculating hydrostatic pressure in Bowman’s capsule, oncotic pressure in the
glomerulus and the single nephron glomerular filtration rate is unchanged from Moss (2008).

5.1.4

Modelling renal interstitial fluid diffusion

Our interstitial fluid model is a generalisation of the interstitial fluid model from Moss (2008).
In the model by Moss (2008), groups of nephrons are surrounded by regions of interstitial fluid.
This interstitial fluid is shared between the group of nephrons and is involved in a number of
transport processes, particularly in the ascending and descending loop of Henle, the collecting
duct, and the peritubular capillaries. The division of the interstitial fluid into regions does not
exist in real kidneys, but is used in the model to represent the localised interaction of nephrons
with the interstitial fluid. The interstitial fluid regions are divided into a number of layers to
allow for formation of a sodium concentration gradient between layers. The interstitial fluid
regions are structured in a grid pattern, with diffusion between corresponding fluid layers
in 4-connected grid neighbours, as previously shown in figure 4.2. This diffusion process
represents a neighbourhood interaction between interstitial fluid regions.
In our model, we represent the neighbourhood diffusion processes with a generic weighted
directed graph structure that describes the connections between interstitial fluid regions. The
graph weights represent the rate of diffusion between interstitial fluid regions, in terms of the
fraction of fluid volume which is exchanged per second. The regular grid structured interstitial
fluid diffusion from Moss can be reproduced by configuring our graph structure to be a grid
with equal weights on all graph connections.

Experiments and results
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This section begins with results from eight nephron models, with a similar configuration of
nephrons to the models from Moss (2008), with and without vascular coupling. Next, results
from models of 16 nephrons are presented, with a similar configuration of nephrons to the
models from Marsh et al. (2012). The eight and 16 nephron models are used to validate our
model by comparison with other multinephron computational models.
We then present results from our whole rat kidney model. These whole rat kidney models
contain approximately 30,000 nephrons and use computer generated arterial tree and nephron
structures generated using the methods described in section 4.2 and results described in section
4.3. Simulations of a whole rat kidney model with explicit representation of individual nephrons
have not been reported previously in the literature.
A 56-nephron subset of the whole rat kidney is extracted and analysed in more detail at the
nephron level. This subset of the nephrons in a whole rat kidney is similar in size to the group of
rat nephrons analysed using laser speckle imaging by Holstein-Rathlou et al. (2011). Working
with a similar sized subset of the simulation data allows for comparison between the simulation
data and the animal data.
A model containing approximately 1,000,000 nephrons, which is a similar number of nephrons
to a whole human kidney, is also presented. This model demonstrates that the simulation
methods presented in section 5.1 are able to scale to handle the simulation of large kidney
models. This model uses a very simple binary branching arterial tree, random length nephrons
and does not represent the multiple lobe structure of the human kidney. It is not intended to
be an accurate representation of a human kidney, but serves the purpose of demonstrating the
feasibility of large scale simulation using the methods presented here.
Finally, an analysis of the numerical precision requirements of the kidney model is presented.
This analysis shows the floating point precision requirements of the numerical methods used
by the simulation program and the ability for the simulation to be run at lower precision, such
as on GPU hardware.
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Parameter
∆T
Ha
ra
rn
C1/2
λ
ω
ζ
a1
a2
ca
ce
qest

Definition
Timestep size1
Hematocrit2
Vascular coupling afferent arteriole resistance3
Vascular coupling nephron internal resistance4
Half range sodium concentration at macula densa5
Afferent arteriole viscous resistance coefficient6
TGF natural frequency7
TGF damping coefficient8
Glomerular osmotic pressure constant9
Glomerular osmotic pressure constant10
Initial afferent arteriole protein concentration11
Initial efferent arteriole protein concentration12
Glomerular filtration rate estimate
for proximal tubule13

Value
0.5 s
0.45
1 × 106 Ω
0.046 Ω
54 mmol l−1
3.3
0.2 rad s−1
1
0.1631
0.00294
54 g l−1
60 g l−1
5.5 × 10−10 l s−1

Table 5.2: Parameters shared between all model sizes

Solute
Sodium14
Chloride15
Potassium16
Solute
ADH17
Aldosterone18
Protein19

Minimum
138 mmol l−1
100 mmol l−1
4.22 mmol l−1
Minimum
1.15 × 10−8 g l−1
1.19 × 10−7 g l−1
54.0 g l−1

Maximum
146 mmol l−1
105 mmol l−1
4.39 mmol l−1
Maximum
1.28 × 10−8 g l−1
1.31 × 10−7 g l−1
54.0 g l−1

Table 5.3: Concentration levels of solutes and molecules in rat blood.
1

Half of timestep size from Moss (2008)
Giknis et al. (2008)
3
Postnov et al. (2012)
4
Postnov et al. (2012)
5
Holstein-Rathlou et al. (1990)
6
Jensen et al. (1981)
7
Holstein-Rathlou et al. (1990)
8
Holstein-Rathlou et al. (1990)
9
Deen et al. (1972)
10
Deen et al. (1972)
11
Barfred et al. (1996)
12
Moss (2008)
13
Brenner et al. (1971)
14
Giknis et al. (2008)
15
Giknis et al. (2008)
16
Giknis et al. (2008)
17
Crofton et al. (1978)
18
Campbell et al. (1974)
19
Brenner et al. (1971)
2
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Eight nephron models

The models in this section contain eight nephrons, similar to the eight nephron models by
Moss (2008), but with a symmetrical binary tree artery structure and each nephron being in a
separate region of interstitial fluid. These models contain four different length loops of Henle,
with pairs of nephrons most closely connected in the arterial tree having the same length loops
of Henle. All of these models are constructed by hand and do not use the automatic generation
methods described in section 4.2. A graphical representation of this model configuration is
shown in figure 5.4. These model configurations are chosen to show a range of different
behaviour patterns that can arise in the model, rather than being intended to represent realistic
animal situations.

Figure 5.4: Eight nephrons, supplied with blood by a symmetrical arterial tree.
Common parameters used by all models in this chapter are listed in tables 5.2 and 5.3. Parameters that are specific to the eight nephron models in section 5.2.1 are listed in table 5.4. The
interstitial fluid regions in the eight nephron model have diffusion connections of 5% fluid
exchange per second in a grid pattern with periodic boundary conditions.

Eight nephrons with negligible vascular coupling

In this model with high vascular coupling resistance, nephrons with different loop lengths
have different periods of oscillation in blood flow, with longer loop length corresponding to
lower oscillation frequency. Note that minimal vascular coupling is achieved by having high
vascular coupling resistance, causing the tubuloglomerular feedback signals of nephrons to
act within each nephron. The model contains four pairs of nephrons with each pair consisting
of two nephrons with the same loop length and most closely connected via the arterial tree.
The pairs of nephrons with the same loop length oscillate independently from other pairs with
different loop lengths and there is no synchronisation or interaction between pairs, as shown in
figure 5.5. This lack of synchronisation is due to the vascular coupling electrical circuit model
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resistances being sufficiently high that tubuloglomerular feedback signals in each nephron have
no significant effect on other nephrons in the model.
Parameter
Pa
µs
rm
rl
k
ψ
Kf
Na g
ξmax
Re
Nad

Definition
Value
Renal artery blood pressure20
87 mmHg
Blood viscosity scale21
1
22
Vascular coupling arterial radius multiplier
1 × 106 Ω m−1
23
Vascular coupling leakage resistance
1 × 106 Ω
Sodium response range at macula densa (fraction of
0.055
C1/2 )24
TGF dynamic range (fraction of ξmax )25
0.35
26
Glomerular permeability constant
7 × 10−3
Sodium gradient maintained between the ascending
95 mmol l−1
limb and medullary fluid27
TGF response28
1.4 × 109 mmHg s l−1
29
Efferent arteriole fluid flow resistance
1.9 × 1010 mmHg s l−1
Sodium delivery to concentration conversion at mac2.1 × 1013 s l−1
30
ula densa
Table 5.4: Parameters for eight nephron model

Since all nephrons are initialised to an identical state, pairs of nephrons receive the same inputs
and the nephrons in those pairs are identical to each other, there is no variation to break the
symmetry between pairs of nephrons. This symmetry causes these pairs of nephrons to remain
in phase with each other throughout the simulation as there is no source of asymmetry to
enable a phase change for nephrons to re-synchronise from in-phase to anti-phase.
The formation of a sodium concentration gradient in the medulla by the nephron model from
Moss (2008) is reproduced in our model. In the eight nephron model shown in figure 5.5,
there is an outer medulla sodium concentration of 149.90 mmol l−1 ± 0.65 mmol l−1 and an
inner medulla sodium concentration of 236.5 mmol l−1 ± 1.0 mmol l−1 . Moss (2008) has outer
medulla sodium concentration of 125 mmol l−1 to 170 mmol l−1 and inner medulla sodium
concentration of 180 mmol l−1 to 220 mmol l−1 in the eight nephron model presented in that
work. The inner medulla sodium concentration is slightly higher in our model than the range
from Moss, with the difference likely to be due to the usage of a different number of loop of
Henle segments and corresponding layers of interstitial fluid.
20

Estimation, based on arterial flow resistance and glomerular blood pressure
No modification to viscosity provided by equation 5.2
22
Postnov et al. (2012)
23
Postnov et al. (2012)
24
Holstein-Rathlou et al. (1990)
25
Holstein-Rathlou et al. (1990)
26
Bisection, based on glomerular flow rate
27
Bisection, based on sodium concentration at macula densa
28
Bisection, based on afferent arteriole fluid flow resistance
29
Estimation, based on glomerular blood pressure
30
Comparison of macula densa sodium delivery and concentration results in a model simulation with TGF
dynamics disabled
21
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Figure 5.5: Afferent arteriole blood flow rate for an eight nephron model in a symmetrical
configuration with high vascular coupling resistance. Pairs of nephrons that are most closely
connected by the arterial tree and have the same loop length (1-2, 3-4, 5-6 and 7-8) have the
same afferent arteriole blood flow rates throughout the simulation.
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Afferent arteriole blood flow rate (nL/second)
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Figure 5.6: Afferent arteriole blood flow rate for eight nephrons with a slight perturbation in
one nephron and high vascular coupling resistance – nephrons 1-4.
Varying the model with high vascular coupling resistance by slightly (0.07 to 0.5%) changing
the afferent arteriole flow resistances breaks the symmetry between pairs of nephrons. This
variation in afferent arteriole flow resistance does not affect the natural oscillation frequency of
the nephrons, but does introduce a difference between nephrons which are otherwise identical.
Afferent arteriole flow rates for this simulation are shown in figures 5.6 and 5.7. To improve
visibility of the multiple time series, nephrons 1-4 are shown in figure 5.6 and nephrons 5-8
are shown in figure 5.7.
The slight change in afferent arteriole resistance is sufficient to break the symmetry in pairs
of nephrons with the same loop length. A phase change occurs in each of these pairs of
nephrons with the same loop length (nephrons 1-2, 3-4, 5-6 and 7-8) so that the nephrons
in these pairs oscillate in anti-phase synchronisation. This anti-phase oscillation is due to
haemodynamic coupling between nephrons, where a nephron increasing its afferent arteriole
resistance results in increased blood pressure at other nearby afferent arterioles, particularly
the nearest neighbour in the arterial tree.
Eight nephrons with vascular coupling

Vascular coupling encourages nephrons to oscillate in-phase with each other due to the conduction of tubuloglomerular feedback signal between nephrons. In animal experiments, it
has been observed by Holstein-Rathlou, 1987 that the strength of the vascular coupling (encouraging in-phase synchronisation) between nephrons dominates over the haemodynamic
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Figure 5.7: Afferent arteriole blood flow rate for eight nephrons with a slight perturbation in
one nephron and high vascular coupling resistance – nephrons 5-8.
coupling (encouraging anti-phase synchronisation) between nephrons. In this model, varying
the strength of vascular coupling is achieved by varying the artery resistances in the electrical
model of vascular coupling described in section 5.1.2. In this section, we reduce those artery
resistances in the eight nephron model from section 5.2.1 and increase the strength of vascular
coupling, so that it has a significant effect on model behaviour.
Simulation with a moderate vascular coupling resistance (rm = 0.1 Ω m−1 ) allows for interaction
via vascular coupling between the four pairs of nephrons, resulting in variations in afferent
arteriole blood flow rate oscillation. Figure 5.8 shows afferent arteriole blood flow rates for
this simulation with moderate vascular coupling resistance. The time scale of this figure is
different to the other eight nephron blood flow figures in order to show a range of interactions
and behaviours which occur in this model. Similar to the simulation from section 5.2.1, in this
simulation, the pairs of nephrons that are most closely connected by the arterial tree and have
the same loop length (1-2, 3-4, 5-6 and 7-8) contain an odd numbered nephron and an even
numbered nephron, which have the same afferent arteriole blood flow rates throughout the
simulation.
In this configuration, the natural oscillation frequencies of the four different loop lengths
interact, producing phase shifts and phase changes. At 1000-1150 seconds, all four pairs of
nephrons are in different phases. At 1250 seconds, nephron pair oscillation phases have aligned
in-phase with respect to each other. At 1400 seconds, nephron pair 1-2 (with the shortest loop
length) oscillates out-of-phase with respect to the other three nephron pairs. This phase change
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Figure 5.8: Afferent arteriole blood flow rate for eight nephrons in a symmetrical configuration
with moderate vascular coupling resistance.
causes an incomplete oscillation cycle in nephron pair 3-4 at 1430 seconds. Nephron pairs 5-6
and 7-8 have continued in-phase with each other throughout these changes in nephron pairs
1-2 and 3-4. At 1650 seconds, all nephrons have re-aligned in-phase with respect to each other.
Similar phase changes reoccur around 1800 seconds, 2200 seconds and 2400 seconds.
These variations are due to the vascular coupling resistance being a middle ground between
independent and coupled behaviour between nephrons.
Simulation with a low vascular coupling resistance (rm = 0.01 Ω m−1 ) demonstrates further
increased in-phase synchronisation. Figure 5.9 shows afferent arteriole blood flow rate for
this simulation with low vascular coupling resistance. Again similar to the simulation from
section 5.2.1, the pairs of nephrons that are most closely connected by the arterial tree and
have the same loop length (1-2, 3-4, 5-6 and 7-8) contain an odd numbered nephron and an
even numbered nephron, which have the same afferent arteriole blood flow rates throughout
the simulation.
In this configuration with low vascular coupling resistance, there is more coupled behaviour
between nephrons, encouraging more in-phase synchronisation than the configuration with
moderate vascular resistance. However, it is still possible for nephrons to oscillate at different
phases for short time intervals. The time scale of figure 5.9 has been chosen to show one of
these intervals with interactions between the oscillation phases of nephrons. At 1050 seconds,
all nephrons are synchronised in-phase. At 1125 seconds, the shorter natural oscillation period
of nephron pair 1-2 has caused it to oscillate differently to the other nephrons 3-8. At 1225
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Figure 5.9: Afferent arteriole blood flow rate for eight nephrons in a symmetrical configuration
with moderate vascular coupling resistance.
seconds, the different oscillation of nephron pair 1-2 has caused nephron pairs 3-4 and 5-6 to
oscillate out-of-phase with respect to nephron pair 7-8. At 1375 seconds, all nephrons have
re-synchronised in-phase. At 1475 seconds, nephron pair 1-2 has again oscillated out-of-phase
with respect to nephrons 3-8. However, this change in phase has less effect on nephron pairs
3-4 and 5-6, compared to the previous out-of-phase oscillation interval. At 1550 seconds, all
nephrons have again re-synchronised in-phase.
If vascular coupling resistance is further reduced below the values of rm and ra used for the
low vascular coupling resistance simulation above, the tubuloglomerular feedback signals in
each nephron become again more closely coupled, eventually resulting in afferent arteriole
blood flow that is synchronised in-phase for all nephrons in the simulation.

Comparison with other multinephron models

We compare our eight nephron models with other computational models using the following
measures:
• The frequency of blood flow rate oscillations corresponding to loop of Henle length, with
lower frequency oscillations in nephrons with longer loops of Henle
• Where there is no or minimal vascular coupling, anti-phase synchronisation in blood flow
rate oscillation between neighbouring nephrons with similar loop of Henle lengths
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• Increasing levels of vascular coupling favour in-phase synchronisation in blood flow rate
oscillation between neighbouring nephrons
• Further increasing vascular coupling becomes strong enough to overcome differences in
loop of Henle lengths and natural oscillation frequencies

All of the eight nephron simulations in section 5.2.1 show blood flow rate oscillation frequencies
corresponding to the loop of Henle length of the nephrons. Nephrons with a longer length
loop of Henle oscillate at lower frequencies, corresponding to the increased delay between
the action of the afferent arteriole muscles and the sensing of the macula densa (section
2.2). This relationship between loop of Henle length and oscillation frequency has been
observed in animals and is a common feature in nephron level computer models that include
tubuloglomerular feedback.
Anti-phase synchronisation of blood flow rate oscillation between nearest neighbour nephrons
occurs in this model when vascular coupling is disabled and a slight difference in flow resistance
(0.5%) is introduced between nephrons. The lack of vascular coupling allows haemodynamic
coupling between nearest neighbours nephrons in the arterial tree to become significant
and encourage anti-phase synchronisation in blood flow rate, as there is no other coupling
besides blood pressure and flow interactions in the arterial tree. The slight difference in
maximum afferent arteriole flow resistance between nearest neighbour nephrons creates a
difference between nephrons, but does not affect their natural oscillation frequency. Anti-phase
synchronisation is commonly observed in other computer models with no or minimal vascular
coupling, but is more rarely observed in animal experiments, as vascular coupling dominates
and favours in-phase synchronisation (Sosnovtseva et al., 2003).
Our eight nephron model reproduces the characteristic that increasing levels of vascular coupling
progressively encourage in-phase synchronisation between nephron blood flow rates, as found
in other computer models, such as by Marsh et al. (2007). Animal kidneys, such as the rat
kidney, are found to have vascular coupling between nephrons at a level where the vascular
coupling is strong enough to dominate over haemodynamic coupling and nearby nephrons
of similar loop of Henle lengths to synchronise in-phase, but the effect of vascular coupling
is not strong enough to force all nephrons across the kidney into synchronisation (Brazhe
et al., 2014). The eight nephron simulation with moderate vascular coupling reproduces this
type of behaviour. The moderate vascular coupling strength allows for complex and irregular
interactions between nephrons. The eight nephron simulation with high vascular coupling
shows the situation with strong vascular coupling forcing all nephron blood flow rates to
oscillate in-phase, despite differences in loop of Henle length and natural oscillation frequency
between nephrons.
There are no hard boundaries in the vascular coupling parameters of this model that will
produce particular oscillation synchronisation and interaction behaviours. Instead, varying
the parameters has a more gradual effect, similar to varying the parameters that control the
shape of a probability density function, where the behaviours that occur in a particular time
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period of simulation is a sample from that probability distribution. These varying behaviours
as the coupling strength is varied are similar to the coupling parameter and arterial pressure
parameter investigations from Marsh et al. (2007), but their results classify simulation states as
either steady state, quasiperiodic or chaos without considering variation over time.

5.2.2

16 nephron models

The models in this section contain 16 nephrons, similar to the model by Marsh et al. (2012)
and are intended for comparison with these models. A symmetrical artery tree is used with
artery segment lengths and radii the same as those used by Marsh et al. (2012). Similar to the
eight nephron models, these models are constructed by hand and do not use the automatic
generation methods described in section 4.2. This 16 nephron model configuration is shown in
figure 5.10.
The nephron model used by Marsh et al. (2012) is significantly different from the nephron
model used in this work and described in section 5.1.3. Running simulations with similar
configuration to another published computational multi-nephron model allows for comparison
of the simulation results and provides validation that our nephron and artery model is consistent with current knowledge of kidney modelling. Because there is no other comparable
computational model for larger models with thousands of nephrons, any comparison between
computational models needs to be carried out at this small tens-of-nephrons model size.

Figure 5.10: Sixteen nephrons supplied with blood by a symmetrical arterial tree.
The 16 nephron model has a symmetrical binary arterial tree, with the two arteries emerging
from each bifurcation being identical to each other. Simulations were run with identical loop
of Henle lengths for all nephrons, one nephron having a slightly longer loop of Henle than the
other 15 nephrons and with all nephrons having randomly varied loop of Henle lengths. In this
model, there is one interstitial fluid region per nephron and the interstitial fluid regions are
connected in a 4 × 4 two dimensional grid with neighbouring nephrons in the arterial network
also being neighbours in the interstitial fluid. The parameters used for this 16 nephron model
are listed in table 5.5.
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With all 16 nephrons identical in length and initialised to the same state, the afferent arteriole
blood flow rate is identical for all nephrons. The afferent arteriole blood flow rate over time
from this simulation with 16 identical nephrons is shown in figure 5.11. Since the model is
symmetrical, all oscillations remain in phase with each other. This is similar to the pairs of
identical nephrons in the eight nephron simulation from section 5.2.1, but the symmetry covers
all nephrons in the model instead of pairs of nephrons.
Parameter
Pa
µs
rm
rl
k
ψ
Kf
Na g
ξmax
Re
Nad

Definition
Value
31
Renal artery blood pressure
100 mmHg
Blood viscosity scale32
1.35
33
Vascular coupling arterial radius multiplier
0.0546 Ω m−1
34
Vascular coupling leakage resistance
100 Ω
Sodium response range at macula densa (fraction
0.1
35
of C1/2 )
TGF dynamic range (fraction of ξmax )36
0.55
37
Glomerular permeability constant
4 × 10−3
Sodium gradient maintained between the ascend90 mmol l−1
38
ing limb and medullary fluid
TGF response39
1.23 × 109 mmHg s l−1
40
Efferent arteriole fluid flow resistance
1.44 × 1010 mmHg s l−1
Sodium delivery to concentration conversion at
2.45 × 1013 s l−1
41
macula densa
Table 5.5: Parameters for 16 nephron model

When the loop of Henle of one nephron is changed to be longer than that of the other 15
nephrons, blood flow to all afferent arterioles initially oscillates at the same frequency as in
the previous symmetrical model. In this experiment, we choose to vary the length of nephron
number 3. However, phase differences between nephrons arise over time, due to the model no
longer being exactly symmetrical, and produce complex interactions between nephrons. The
results from this simulation with one nephron having a longer length loop of Henle are shown
in figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14.
At 2600-3200 seconds (figure 5.12), the slight difference in natural oscillation frequency in
nephron 3 becomes sufficient to cause a phase transition. Nephron 4 is the nearest neighbour
of nephron 3 in the arterial tree, so is affected by this phase transition. Nephrons 1 and 2 are
the next nearest neighbours of nephron 3 in the arterial tree and are also affected by the phase
transition, but less strongly compared to nephron 4. Nephron 12 is only connected to nephron
31

Marsh et al. (2012)
Estimation, based on blood pressure and flow rate from Marsh et al. (2012)
33
Postnov et al. (2012)
34
Postnov et al. (2012)
35
Estimation, based on blood flow oscillation amplitude from Marsh et al. (2012)
36
Holstein-Rathlou et al. (1990)
37
Bisection, based on glomerular flow rate
38
Bisection, based on glomerular filtrate and macula densa sodium concentration
39
Bisection, based on blood pressure and flow rate from Marsh et al. (2012)
40
Estimation, based on blood pressure and flow rate from Marsh et al. (2012)
41
Comparison of macula densa sodium delivery and concentration results in a model with TGF dynamics disabled
32
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Figure 5.11: Afferent arteriole blood flow rate for all 16 nephrons in a symmetrical configuration.
All nephrons have identical flow rates.
3 by the top level segment of the arterial tree, so is minimally affected by this transition and
continues to oscillate at its natural frequency – it provides a baseline for comparison in this
figure.
At 7400-8200 seconds (figure 5.13), there are further complex interactions between nephrons
1, 2, 3 and 4. At 7400 seconds, nephrons 1, 2, 3 and 4 are all oscillating in-phase. At 7550
seconds, nephron 1 becomes separated from this group of four nephrons. Nephron 1 is most
closely coupled with nephron 2 and these two nephrons transition to be out of phase with
nephrons 3 and 4 at 7650 seconds. This pattern of mixed phase behaviour persists until the
end of figure 5.13 at 8200 seconds and continues afterwards.
At 9600-10400 seconds (figure 5.14), nephrons 1, 2, 3 and 4 return to in-phase synchronisation
of oscillations in their afferent arteriole blood flow. The mixed phase behaviour shown in 5.13
has continued until the beginning of figure 5.14 at 9600 seconds. This mixed phase behaviour
continues until 10000 seconds and by 10200 seconds, all nephrons have returned to in-phase
synchronisation.
In the last 16 nephron simulation with all nephrons having randomly allocated loop of Henle
lengths, the afferent arteriole blood flow rate of all nephrons have different natural oscillation
frequencies, as shown in figure 5.15. This model with randomly allocated loop of Henle lengths
is the most realistic of the three 16 nephron models, as animal kidneys do not contain exactly
similar length nephrons (Christensen et al., 2014), resulting in complex interactions between
nephrons. The variety of natural oscillation frequencies causes more complex interactions
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Figure 5.12: Afferent arteriole blood flow rate for four out of 16 nephrons in an asymmetrical
configuration with nephron 3 being slightly longer than all the other nephrons, showing
2600-3200 seconds.
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Figure 5.13: Afferent arteriole blood flow rate for four out of 16 nephrons in an asymmetrical
configuration with nephron 3 being slightly longer than all the other nephrons, showing
7400-8200 seconds.
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Figure 5.14: Afferent arteriole blood flow rate for four out of 16 nephrons in an asymmetrical
configuration with nephron 3 being slightly longer than all the other nephrons, showing
9600-10400 seconds.
between nephrons than those which were observed in the model with one nephron slightly
longer than all others. These complex interactions are the result of the vascular coupling system
connecting a significant number of nephrons with different behaviour in each nephron. It is no
longer possible to directly attribute observations in one nephron to influences from specific
other nephrons.

Comparison with model by Marsh et al. (2012)

The model configurations used for the 16 nephron simulations are intended for comparison
with the 16 nephron model by Marsh et al. (2012). The relevant behaviours for the 16 nephron
model are:
• Blood pressure and flow rate through the arterial tree
• Synchronisation between all nephron blood flow rates in a completely symmetrical model
• Significant changes in nephron blood flow rate oscillation phase and synchronisation
from altering the loop of Henle length slightly in one nephron
• Complex interactions between nephrons where nephrons have random loop of Henle
lengths
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Figure 5.15: Afferent arteriole blood flow rate for 4 out of 16 nephrons with all nephrons
having randomly allocated loop lengths.
The simulation results from our 16 nephron model show many properties being similar to the
results from Marsh et al. (2012). The nephron blood flow rates are within 0.35 nl s−1 and the
blood pressure in each segment of the arterial network are within 3 mmHg of the results from
Marsh et al. (2012). Their model uses the Hagen-Poseuille equation to calculate blood fluid
flow resistance within each artery segment, which is the same as our model. However, the
model by Marsh et al. (2012) differs by using a constant blood viscosity as an input to the
Hagen-Poiseuille equation, compared to our use of a variable viscosity based on the artery
segment radius (equation 5.2). As stated by Marsh, there is significant uncertainty about the
viscosity of blood in small arteries, as found in this artery tree. Our model achieves comparable
flow rates and pressure differences to Marsh et al. (2012) using a viscosity multiplier of 1.3
(table 5.5), which corresponds to a 30% higher viscosity than the viscosity given by equation
5.2, sourced from Pries et al. (2005). This difference in viscosity is within the uncertainty of
blood viscosity in small arteries.
The in-phase synchronisation in nephron blood flow rate oscillations observed by Marsh et al.
(2012) in a model with a symmetrical arterial tree and all nephrons identical was reproduced
in our 16 nephron model with all nephrons identical. Similarly, the variation of loop of Henle
length in one nephron caused complex interactions between nephron blood flow rate, with
nephrons closely connected to the varied nephron in the arterial tree being most strongly
affected.
The synchronisation between all nephrons observed in the symmetrical 16 nephron model is
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dependent on the initial conditions of the simulation. This situation is similar to that from
the eight nephron model without vascular coupling. If all nephrons are initialised to the same
state, those nephrons will stay in phase with each other for the whole simulation, even when
there is no vascular coupling or weak vascular coupling of tubuloglomerular feedback signals.
If nephrons are initialised to different states, those nephrons will settle into a number of phase
shifted groups, similar to the 16 nephron model with one nephron slightly longer than the other
15 nephrons. This situation of persisting exact synchronisation in larger groups of nephrons is
very unlikely to arise in an animal, where groups of nephrons are not exact digitally accurate
copies of each other and loop of Henle length varies between nephrons.
The complex interactions in nephron blood flow rate oscillations observed in the Marsh et al.
(2012) model with random loop of Henle length nephrons were also reproduced in our model
with random loop of Henle length nephrons. However, the results of our simulation are not
directly comparable with those from Marsh et al. (2012) as the randomly chosen lengths are
not specified, other than the maximum and minimum of the random selection range.
There are also some differences in the results compared to those from Marsh et al. (2012).
In particular, the afferent arteriole blood flow oscillation waveform differs significantly, with
the results from our model being more sinusoidal and the results from Marsh et al. (2012)
including higher frequency components. These differences are due to the model by Marsh
et al. (2012) including a myogenic response mechanism (with a shorter response time than the
tubuloglomerular feedback mechanism) which is not included in our model.
Using the 8 and 16 nephron models, we have established validity of the model, methods and
results compared to other multinephron simulations. These simpler models have also been
useful to develop interpretation of the causes for behaviours that are expected to be seen in the
simulation results from larger models.

5.2.3

Whole rat kidney models

The models in this section are designed to be the same size as whole kidneys found in rats.
They contain an arterial tree model generated using the methods described in section 4.2 and
nephrons generated using the methods described in section 4.2. A three dimensional projection
of the generated arterial tree used is shown in figure 5.16. The generated arterial tree consists
of 61,147 artery segments including 30,540 afferent arterioles, where nephrons are attached
by the nephron generation program.
The intention of this section is to show simulation results from the whole rat kidney model
using whole organ level summary statistics that are comparable with animal data. Further
results from these simulations at nephron level are in section 5.2.4. The parameters used for
this whole rat kidney model are listed in table 5.6.
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Figure 5.16: Three dimensional projection of computer generated arterial tree used for arterial
network simulation.
Whole rat kidney model with all nephrons similar

In the first instance, the whole rat kidney model was configured with the same afferent
arteriole and efferent arteriole fluid flow resistances for all nephrons in the model. This model
produces whole kidney blood flow and glomerular flow rates that are within the typical ranges
experimentally found in rat kidneys, such as renal blood flow of 100 µl s−1 g−1 and glomerular
filtration rate of 17 µl s−1 g−1 by Arendshorst et al. (1975), with rat kidneys having a typical
weight of approximately 1 g each. The mean renal artery blood flow rate for the whole rat
kidney model with all nephrons having the same afferent arteriole and efferent arteriole fluid
flow resistances is 99.8 µl s−1 with a minimum of 99.1 µl s−1 and a maximum of 100.3 µl s−1 .
The mean glomerular flow rate is 18.2 µl s−1 with a minimum of 18.0 µl s−1 and a maximum
of 18.5 µl s−1 . The small difference between maximum and minimum renal artery blood flow
rates, relative to the flow rate, is due to the blood input being at constant pressure throughout
the simulation and the model containing a large number of nephrons with varying loop lengths,
resulting in no common harmonic oscillation frequency.
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Parameter
Pa
µs
rm
rl
ψ
Kf
Na g

Definition
Renal artery blood pressure42
Blood viscosity scale43
Vascular coupling arterial radius multiplier44
Vascular coupling leakage resistance45
TGF dynamic range (fraction of ξmax )46
Glomerular permeability constant47
Sodium gradient maintained between the ascending
limb and medullary fluid48
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Value
120 mmHg
0.7
0.0546 Ω m−1
100 Ω
0.55
7 × 10−3
82 mmol l−1

Table 5.6: Parameters for whole rat kidney model. See also tables 5.7 and 5.8.
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show the distribution of afferent arteriole blood pressures and glomerular
blood pressures respectively. These afferent arteriole and glomerular blood pressures have mean
values which are near the expected values for a rat kidney, such as the 63 mmHg ± 4 mmHg
glomerular blood pressure reported by Gertz et al. (1966). However, the pressure distributions
in our simulation are widely spread with a large standard deviation, which is unexpected,
as significantly less variation exists in the glomerular pressure measurements that have been
reported by Gertz et al. (1966), as well as other sources such as Brenner et al. (1971) and
Arendshorst et al. (1985). These experiments do not measure blood pressure in all glomeruli
in the kidney, but there are no significantly higher or lower blood pressure measurements that
would justify the large standard deviation observed in this simulation as being reasonable.
The larger than expected standard deviation in our simulation is not affected by varying the
afferent and efferent fluid flow resistances of all nephrons. Instead, varying the afferent and
efferent fluid flow resistances changes the mean of the pressure distribution with minimal effect
on the standard deviation. Nephrons connected to the arterial tree at larger tree depths tend to
have lower pressures and lower blood flow rates because all nephrons have the same fluid flow
resistance.
The glomerular model described in section 5.1.3 uses a fixed pressure in the Bowman’s capsule.
If glomerular pressure is too low, the glomerular filtration pressure becomes negative, an
unrealistic situation, which would indicate flow occurring in the opposite direction. In this
model with all nephrons having the same afferent arteriole and efferent arteriole fluid flow
resistances, the outlier nephrons with the lowest glomerular pressures only narrowly avoid
negative glomerular filtration pressures during the model initialisation, transiently within the
first 60 seconds of simulation. The outlier nephrons with the highest glomerular pressure have
very high afferent arteriole blood pressures of over 110 mmHg.
The glomerular blood pressure distribution in figure 5.18 has a peak at 62 mmHg and is
42

Giknis et al. (2008)
Bisection, based on blood pressure and flow rate from rats
44
Postnov et al. (2012)
45
Postnov et al. (2012)
46
Holstein-Rathlou et al. (1990)
47
Bisection, based on glomerular flow rate
48
Bisection, based on sodium concentration at macula densa
43
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positively skewed. Around 71 mmHg, there is a flat area in the distribution which indicates
a group of glomeruli with this higher pressure level, but the quantity is not large enough or
separated from the main peak enough to become a bimodal (two peaked) distribution. This
indicates that there are groups of nephrons which have different pressure/flow characteristics
and including this difference between groups of nephrons in the model will help to reduce the
standard deviation of the afferent arteriole and glomerular blood pressure distributions.

Whole rat kidney model, differentiating cortical and juxtamedullary nephrons

Nephrons are often categorised as either cortical or juxtamedullary, based on the position
of their glomerulus within the cortex and the length of their loop of Henle. Horster et al.
(1968) measured different glomerular flow rates in cortical and juxtamedullary nephrons, as
well as estimating the number of nephrons of each type in the rat kidney. More consistent
afferent arteriole and glomerular blood pressure (reduced standard deviation) are seen in this
model when different afferent and efferent fluid flow resistances are applied to cortical and
juxtamedullary nephrons.
In order to apply different afferent and efferent fluid flow resistances to nephrons in this
model, nephrons are categorised as cortical or juxtamedullary based on the their arterial tree
depth. We set the boundary, in terms of arterial tree depth in segments, in order to achieve the
approximately 75% cortical, 25% juxtamedullary ratio reported by Horster et al. (1968). For the
arterial tree used in these results, this corresponds to nephrons with arterial tree depth (number
of segments between renal artery and glomerulus) greater than 20 being categorised as cortical
and nephrons with arterial tree depth of 20 or less being categorised as juxtamedullary. This
categorisation results in 22,863 cortical nephrons and 7,677 juxtamedullary nephrons out of
the total 30,540 nephrons in the whole rat kidney model introduced in section 5.2.3. The
afferent and efferent fluid flow resistance parameters used are shown in table 5.8.
This model with differentiation between cortical and juxtamedullary nephrons also uses multiple
values for the parameter Nad , which converts sodium delivery into sodium concentration values
at the macula densa, as listed in table 5.7. The values of Nad vary based on the arterial tree
depth, due to differences in fluid flow rate in the nephron tubule arising from differences in
the afferent arteriole and glomerulus between cortical and juxtamedullary nephrons.
The mean renal artery blood flow rate for the whole rat kidney model with cortical and
juxtamedullary nephrons having different afferent arteriole and efferent arteriole fluid flow
resistances is 93.6 µl s−1 with a minimum of 93.1 µl s−1 and a maximum of 94.1 µl s−1 . The
mean glomerular flow rate is 16.0 µl s−1 with a minimum of 15.8 µl s−1 and a maximum of
16.2 µl s−1 . These flow rates are similar to the corresponding flow rates from the whole rat
kidney model with all nephrons having the same parameters in section 5.2.3. These flow rates
are also within the typical ranges experimentally found in rat kidneys, such as by Gertz et al.
(1966), Brenner et al. (1971) and Arendshorst et al. (1985).
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Figure 5.17: Distribution of afferent arteriole blood pressures in whole rat kidney model with
all nephrons having the same afferent and efferent fluid flow resistances.
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Figure 5.18: Distribution of glomerular blood pressures in whole rat kidney model with all
nephrons having the same afferent and efferent fluid flow resistances.
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Depth
Nad
Depth
Nad
Depth
Nad
Depth
Nad
Depth
Nad
Depth
Nad

≤5
3.92 × 1012
10
5.57 × 1012
15
8.34 × 1012
20
2.05 × 1013
25
2.20 × 1013
30
2.28 × 1013

6
4.16 × 1012
11
6.04 × 1012
16
8.93 × 1012
21
2.05 × 1013
26
2.22 × 1013
31
2.28 × 1013

7
4.49 × 1012
12
6.54 × 1012
17
9.63 × 1012
22
2.08 × 1013
27
2.24 × 1013
32
2.30 × 1013

8
4.83 × 1012
13
7.25 × 1012
18
1.04 × 1013
23
2.12 × 1013
28
2.25 × 1013
33
2.29 × 1013

9
5.21 × 1012
14
7.88 × 1012
19
1.07 × 1013
24
2.17 × 1013
29
2.26 × 1013
≥ 34
2.32 × 1013

Table 5.7: Values for sodium delivery to concentration conversion at macula densa (Nad )
parameter for whole rat kidney model, based on nephron arterial tree depth. Values determined
by comparison of sodium delivery and concentration results in a model with TGF dynamics
disabled.
Parameter
ξmax
Re

All nephrons same
(section 5.2.3)
1.30 × 109 mmHg s l−1
1.96 × 1010 mmHg s l−1

Cortical

Juxtamedullary

2.40 × 109 mmHg s l−1
2.60 × 1010 mmHg s l−1

1.37 × 109 mmHg s l−1
1.20 × 1010 mmHg s l−1

Table 5.8: Cortical and juxtamedullary nephron flow resistance parameters.
The distributions of afferent arteriole blood pressures and glomerular blood pressures in the
whole rat kidney model with cortical and juxtamedullary nephrons are significantly different to
those from the whole rat kidney model with all nephrons having the same parameters. The
standard deviation of both distributions is reduced significantly, indicating more consistent
pressure across the afferent arterioles and glomeruli in the model with different parameters
for cortical and juxtamedullary nephrons. Afferent arteriole and glomerular blood pressure
distributions for the whole rat kidney model with cortical and juxtamedullary nephrons are
shown in figures 5.19 and 5.20. These figures use the same axis ranges as figures 5.17 and
5.18 to allow for visual comparison between these figures.
In this model with different fluid flow resistances for cortical and juxtamedullary nephrons,
nearly all nephrons have glomerular blood pressure of within 10 mmHg of the mean 61 mmHg.
This mean pressure is similar to the the 63 mmHg ± 4 mmHg glomerular blood pressure reported
by Gertz et al. (1966) and other measurements by Brenner et al. (1971) and Arendshorst et al.
(1985). The blood pressure at the glomerulus is similar for both cortical and juxtamedullary
nephrons. Due to the structure of the arterial tree, there is less fluid flow resistance between
juxtamedullary nephrons and the renal artery compared to cortical nephrons. The lower fluid
flow resistances of the juxtamedullary nephrons results in these nephrons having higher blood
flow rates at similar pressure to the cortical nephrons.
However, there are still some outliers, such as afferent arterioles with blood pressure over
100 mmHg (figure 5.19). In most cases, these outliers correspond with similarly outlying
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positions in the generated arterial structure. This correlation indicates that these outliers are
likely due to an artefact of assumptions made in the arterial structure generation method.
The arterial structure generation algorithm assumes the length of segments is independent of
position in the kidney. In an animal kidney, however, length of segments would be influenced
during development by the surroundings. For example, a real kidney might have a long radial
artery followed by shorter small arteries to fit in kidney shape, but the computer generation
methods do not consider that long radial artery when deciding on the length of the small
arteries connected to it.
Since our model contains explicit representation of all segments in the artery tree and calculates
blood pressure and flow through each of them, it is possible to view how blood pressure is
reduced over the length of the arterial tree between the renal artery and afferent arteriole. The
pressure in arteries categorised by Strahler order and by depth in terms of artery segments
is shown in figures 5.21 and 5.22 respectively. The boxplots show that there are relatively
small differences between the first quartile, median and third quartile values, but much larger
differences between the minimum and maximum blood pressures in Strahler orders and tree
depths, due to outliers. The large differences between minimum and maximum pressures
in each Strahler order or tree depth is likely to be due to the Murray’s law based method
for calculating arterial diameters in the artery model, which does not make allowance for
differences in flow resistance due to differing lengths of artery segments. The change in blood
pressure between Strahler order 9 arteries and Strahler order 8 arteries is significantly larger
than the changes in pressure between other Strahler orders. This large change in blood pressure
corresponds with the Strahler order 8 arteries being radial arteries with significantly longer
length than all other Strahler orders, based on the data from Nordsletten et al. (2006) used as
an input to the artery generation program.

Comparison with animal data

The model configurations used for each experiment with the whole rat kidney model are
intended for comparison with animal data from rats. There are two configurations of the whole
rat kidney model presented in section 5.2.3: one with all nephrons having the same afferent
and efferent fluid flow resistances and another with cortical and juxtamedullary nephrons
having different afferent and efferent fluid flow resistances.
In both configurations, the renal artery blood flow rate and whole kidney glomerular filtration
rate are in the expected ranges for a rat kidney. The renal artery blood flow rate varies slightly
over time. There is some variation in renal artery blood flow rate in anaesthatised animals,
such as shown by Holstein-Rathlou et al. (2011). However, the variation in renal artery blood
flow rate is higher than found in this simulation. This is likely to be due to this simulation not
containing any external sources of variation that are present in animal experiments that would
cause variation in the blood flow rate, such as a beating heart and varying activity levels of
other organs.
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Figure 5.19: Distribution of afferent arteriole blood pressures for whole rat kidney model
with cortical and juxtamedullary nephrons having different afferent and efferent fluid flow
resistances.
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Figure 5.20: Distribution of glomerular blood pressures for whole rat kidney model with cortical
and juxtamedullary nephrons having different afferent and efferent fluid flow resistances.
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Figure 5.21: Box plot of blood pressures in arteries of each Strahler order.
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Figure 5.22: Box plot of blood pressures in arteries of each tree depth.
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However, the distributions of afferent arteriole blood flow rates, single nephron glomerular
filtration rates and blood pressure in the arteries are significantly different between the two
model configurations. The distribution of flow rates and pressures in the configuration with
all nephrons having the same afferent and efferent resistances is more widely spread (larger
standard deviation). This wide spread of glomerular blood pressures is large enough that
some nephrons have unrealistically high glomerular blood pressure that would likely result
in damage to the glomerulus while other nephrons have unrealistically low glomerular blood
pressure that would likely result in insufficient pressure to oppose the osmotic gradient and
achieve ultrafiltration in the glomerulus.
The need for different afferent arteriole and efferent resistances for nephrons in different
locations in order to produce a consistent blood pressure at each glomerulus appears to be a
property of the computer generated arterial trees. For example, in the results from the million
nephron model, which uses a balanced binary tree arterial structure and has minimal variation
between branches, the separation of nephrons into cortical and juxtamedullary with different
flow resistance parameters for each type is not required to obtain a consistent glomerular
pressure for all nephrons. The statistics used for generation of the arterial tree, such as the
connectivity matrix, and the arterial tree generation method have captured this range of
nephron types which exists in rat kidneys and passed it through to the physiological model.
It is not possible to compare the blood pressure distributions from these simulations with animal
data from rats, as afferent arteriole pressure data only is only available from manual data
collection methods at a limited number of sites per kidney. The available data for glomerular
blood pressure is limited to micropuncture measurements of small numbers of nephrons
(Brenner et al., 1971). As identified in section 2.2, non-invasive scanning methods, such as
MRI, CT and laser speckle imaging, that can collect data from many nephrons are unable to
measure blood pressure.
It is also not possible to compare the blood pressure distributions from these simulations with
previous computer simulation data. To the best of our knowledge, there are no other known
previous computer simulations in the literature that contain both a large number of afferent
arterioles and glomeruli to produce a smooth distribution from many samples, and an artery
system with significant variation that would cause the blood pressure distribution to differ from
a normal or uniform distribution.
Comparing our whole kidney model with whole kidney data from rats indicates that our model
is consistent with animals in terms of kidney-wide statistics, in particular that our method of
modelling the arteries produces realistic blood pressures and flow rates reaching the glomeruli
for a standard renal artery blood pressure. A parameter (µs ) is used to vary the blood viscosity
to achieve the expected pressures and flow rates, however, the net effect of that parameter
in the whole rat kidney model is to decrease the resistance by 30%. This change in arterial
resistance could easily be explained by the arterial tree model using slightly smaller artery radii
than are required, as fluid flow resistance is proportional to fourth power of arterial radius,
according to the Hagen–Poiseuille equation (equation 5.1).
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56 nephron subset of whole kidney model

Selecting a subset of approximately 50 cortical nephrons from the results of the 30,540 nephron rat kidney simulation and focusing on the blood flow rate at those nephrons allows for
comparison between the data from the whole kidney simulation and the laser speckle rat data
of Holstein-Rathlou et al., 2011. The size of the data resulting from a group of nephrons this
size is much smaller than the whole kidney, making graphing and visual comparison practical.
In order to choose a set of spatially nearby nephrons similar to the laser speckle data, an
ellipsoid was placed in the arterial structure and all nephrons with afferent arterioles inside
the ellipsoid were selected. Figure 5.23 shows a 2 × 2 × 0.6mm ellipsoid which selected the
set of 56 nephrons used for this analysis. This ellipsoid is placed centrally on one side of the
volume filled by the arterial and is intended to correspond with the laser speckle imaging of
the ventral surface of the kidney by Holstein-Rathlou et al., 2011.

Figure 5.23: 3D rendering from figure 5.16 showing location of 56 nephron set. Blue wireframe
ellipsoid marker has been placed around the selected nephrons’ afferent arterioles.
In order to compare results from the subset of nephrons in the whole rat kidney model with the
laser speckle rat data, the afferent arteriole flow rate time series for each of these 56 nephrons
was extracted and processed into a time dependent power spectral density using the wavelet
transform with the Morlet wavelet (Morlet et al., 1982). The frequency range of the power
spectra was limited to the range 0.01 Hz to 0.05 Hz. Figure 5.24 shows the highest power
blood flow oscillation frequency in each of the selected 56 nephrons. Nephrons are sorted
from top to bottom of the heatmap based on the internal nephron identifier generated based
on a post-order traversal of the arterial tree during nephron generation. This sorting order
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Figure 5.24: Blood flow rate oscillation frequency over time for each of the 56 selected nephrons,
sorted by nephron identifier. Frequency of each nephron is indicated by colour, based on the
colour bar, in units of Hz.
corresponds to the arterial tree structure and is not consecutive since these nephrons are nearby
in three dimensional space, but not necessarily in the arterial tree structure.
The single nephron near the top of the figure with oscillation frequencies in the 0.02 Hz to
0.025 Hz range is an outlier with minimal oscillation throughout the simulation time. This
nephron is occasionally influenced into partial oscillation by neighbouring nephrons, such as
around 1400 seconds and 1600 seconds.
In figure 5.25 the same data as shown in figure 5.24 has been sorted based on the similarity
of blood flow rate oscillations. The similarity between nephron blood flow rate oscillations is
calculated using the euclidean distance metric and the nearest point hierarchical clustering
algorithm. The resulting hierarchical clustering is shown in the dendrogram on the left hand
side of the figure.

Comparison with animal data

This subset of 56 nephrons shows behaviour patterns such as groups of nephrons with similar
oscillation frequencies and synchronised variation in oscillation frequency within those groups of
nephrons. Nephrons that are distantly connected via the arterial tree have oscillation frequencies
that were largely independent of other nephrons in the 56 nephron subset. However, these
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Figure 5.25: Blood flow rate oscillation frequency over time for each of the 56 selected nephrons,
sorted by similarity. Frequency of each nephron is indicated by colour, based on the colour bar,
in units of Hz.
nephrons that appear to be acting independently within the chosen subset are likely to be part
of other groups that involve multiple other nephrons outside the chosen subset.
There are variations in blood flow rate oscillation frequency shown in many nephrons with a
similar period to the nephron oscillation frequency. These variations in frequency are likely to be
due to the not-quite-sinusoidal wave shape of afferent arteriole blood flow rate oscillations. In
particular, the peak and trough of the waveform are not mirror images of each other. This effect
could be reduced by adding a time-based smoothing filter to the maximum power frequency
after the wavelet analysis has been applied.
There is a variety of afferent arteriole blood flow rate oscillation frequencies found in both the
laser speckle rat data from Holstein-Rathlou et al. (2011) and our model simulation results in
figures 5.24 and 5.25.
The pattern that nearby nephrons tend to have similar variations in oscillation frequency was
observed in the laser speckle rat data from Holstein-Rathlou et al., 2011 and is reproduced in
our simulation results in figures 5.24 and 5.25. The ordering of nephrons from figure 5.24
based on traversal of the arterial tree shows these groupings, particularly in groups of around
8-10 nephrons. A dendrogram cluster analysis of the oscillation time series in figure 5.25 more
clearly shows groups of nephrons that are synchronised as these are arranged to be nearby
each other in this plot.
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All nephrons (other than the weakly oscillating outlier) in our 56 nephron group have a
mean oscillation frequency between 0.025 Hz and 0.035 Hz (period of 30 s to 40 s), which is
higher a frequency range than the approximately 0.02 Hz (period of 50 s) mean oscillation
frequency observed by Holstein-Rathlou et al. (2011). This difference in oscillation frequencies
corresponds with the sample of surface nephrons by Holstein-Rathlou et al. (2011) having long
loops of Henle, but our sample of nephrons having more average for the rat kidney loop of
Henle lengths and oscillation frequencies. For example, Sosnovtseva et al. (2007) summarises
the tubuloglomerular feedback mechanism in rat nephrons as having an oscillation frequency
range of 0.02 Hz to 0.04 Hz. It would be possible to sample long loop of Henle nephrons from
these simulation results by using a selection ellipse with different shape, size and location so
that it would select mostly juxtamedullary nephrons.
Longer term changes in mean frequency (decreasing from 0.023 Hz to 0.018 Hz), which were
observed in the laser speckle rat data, were not observed in this simulation. These longer
term changes in frequency may be due to external influences such as variations in heart rate
and metabolic rate that were not considered in our computational model. Alternatively, the
longer term change in mean frequency may be due to other slowly acting kidney regulatory
mechanisms (such as the renin-angiotensin system) that are not included in this modelling.

5.2.5

Extension of whole rat kidney model to human sized kidneys

In this section, we demonstrate an automatically constructed model containing 1,048,576
nephrons and 1,048,575 artery segments supplying blood to those nephrons. A similar number
of nephrons is found in human kidneys (Hoy et al., 2005). This million nephron model is generated using a simple balanced binary tree structure for the arterial tree and the same parameters
for all nephrons, except for a randomly assigned loop of Henle length and tubuloglomerular
feedback delay. It does not include any representation of the multiple lobes found in the human
kidney. Other parameters are based on those used for the whole rat kidney model in section
5.2.3 and are shown in table 5.9. Interstitial fluid regions are connected to four other randomly
selected interstitial fluid regions, with no consideration of locality in the arterial tree.
The aim of the million nephron model is to demonstrate that the network modelling approach
scales to larger models than the rat kidney and to demonstrate the computational ability to
simulate at whole human kidney scale. It is not intended to produce an accurate simulation
that can be compared against data from human kidneys. There no other computer models with
data that could be used for comparison as this is the first simulation of kidney physiology on
the scale of the human kidney.
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Parameter
Pa
µs
rm
rl
k
ψ
Kf
N ag
ξmax
Re
Nad

Definition
Renal artery blood pressure49
Blood viscosity scale50
Vascular coupling arterial radius multiplier51
Vascular coupling leakage resistance52
Sodium response range at macula densa
(fraction of C1/2 )53
TGF dynamic range (fraction of ξmax )54
Glomerular permeability constant55
Sodium gradient maintained between the
ascending limb and medullary fluid56
TGF response57
Efferent arteriole fluid flow resistance58
Sodium delivery to concentration conversion
at macula densa59
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Value
130 mmHg
1
0.0546 Ω m−1
100 Ω
0.1
0.55
4 × 10−3
90 mmol l−1
1.23 × 109 mmHg s l−1
1.44 × 1010 mmHg s l−1
2.45 × 1013 s l−1

Table 5.9: Parameters for one million nephron model.
A balanced binary tree was used to approximate the artery structure because of the lack of data
with which to construct a connectivity matrix for the human kidney. The lack of parameter
values for the human kidney is due to the invasive nature of the experiments that have been
necessary to provide data to derive the parameters for rats. Similar experiments clearly would
not be ethical to carry out on humans. Despite the lack of model parameters and experimental
data to compare model results against, it is still useful to include results for a model of this size
to demonstrate that the computational methods used to simulate the model are not inherently
limited to rat kidney sized models. It is expected that the model will have some degree of
accuracy (such as, within expected orders of magnitude) and will not fail internal checks during
simulation.
The whole kidney blood flow rate at the renal artery and the combined glomerular flow rate
of all nephrons in the million nephron model are increased proportionally compared to the
whole rat kidney model. The mean whole kidney blood flow rate is 3.26 ml s−1 between 60
and 540 seconds, with a minimum of 3.24 ml s−1 and a maximum of 3.28 ml s−1 . The mean
total glomerular filtration rate is 0.544 ml s−1 between 60 and 540 seconds, with a minimum of
0.535 ml s−1 and a maximum of 0.555 ml s−1 . There are 34.3 times more nephrons in this model
compared to the whole rat kidney model. The mean blood flow rate and mean glomerular
filtration rate have increased 34.8 times and 34.0 times respectively compared to the whole rat
49

Estimation, based on extension of whole rat kidney model
No modification to viscosity provided by equation 5.2
51
Postnov et al. (2012)
52
Postnov et al. (2012)
53
Schnermann et al. (1982)
54
Holstein-Rathlou et al. (1990)
55
Bisection, based on glomerular flow rate
56
Bisection, based on sodium concentration at macula densa
57
Bisection, based on afferent arteriole fluid flow resistance
58
Estimation, based on glomerular blood pressure
59
Comparison of macula densa sodium delivery and concentration results in a model with TGF dynamics disabled
50
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Figure 5.26: Distribution of afferent arteriole blood pressures for million nephron model.
kidney model with cortical and juxtamedullary nephrons.
The distributions of afferent arteriole blood pressure and glomerular blood pressure, as shown
in figures 5.26 and 5.27 respectively, have smaller standard deviations compared to the distributions from the whole rat kidney model, since there is much less variation in the arterial tree
structure of this million nephron model, due to the regular binary tree branching structure.

Comparison with previous estimates

Our simulation of a million nephron model is by far the largest multi-nephron kidney physiology
model, in terms of number of nephrons as well as number of model components. The results
from this simulation are stable and within realistic ranges based on extrapolation of the whole
rat kidney model that was used as a basis for the model parameters.
Moss (2008) included an extrapolation of processing time and memory size to estimate the
requirements for a model of kidney physiology containing a million nephrons, based on the
simulation of 512 nephrons in that work. Our million nephron model is of similar size to the
hypothetical million nephron model in these estimates. The computation time and memory
requirements of our million nephron model are in section 5.2.5. The simulation of a kidney
model at this scale demonstrates that the network modelling approach from Moss (2008) does
scale to handle these large model sizes as predicted.
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Figure 5.27: Distribution of glomerular blood pressures for million nephron model.

5.3

Numerical precision analysis

For the purposes of simulating the models described in section 5.1, there are two main aims:
• To check that the numerical methods are using sufficient precision, are well conditioned
and stable.
• To explore what reduction in precision is acceptable in order to achieve better performance,
in particular on GPU hardware.
These aims have been achieved by simulating the model with varying levels of floating point
precision and comparing the differences in results between those simulations.
Four levels of floating point numerical precision are considered in this section:
• Quad precision
• Double precision
• Single precision
• Mixed double and single precision, with double precision used in the artery model and
single precision used in the nephron model
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An overview of floating point representation can be found in section 8.2.
Simulations of the 16 nephron model with one nephron having a different loop of Henle length
from section 5.2.2 and the whole rat kidney model with different parameters for cortical and
juxtamedullary nephrons from section 5.2.3 were run with each of these levels of numerical
precision.
The simulation using quad precision is run using libquadmath software quad precision and is
used as a ground truth for comparison of other numerical precision levels. Output from all
simulations is in single precision format, so all plots of relative error have a minimum value of
the machine epsilon for single precision (2−23 ≈ 1.19 × 10−7 ) applied to avoid insignificant
variations below this level. Comparison between levels of numerical precision are shown using
the relative difference, as defined in equation 5.9, where a is the result from the higher precision
simulation, b is the result from the lower precision simulation and d r is the relative difference.
dr =

|a − b|
|a|

(5.9)

All relative difference plots use a log-scaled vertical axis with powers of 10 at each vertical axis
marker.

5.3.1

16 nephron model

Double precision simulation of the 16 nephron model produces nearly identical results to quad
precision simulation for afferent arteriole blood flow rate. The maximum relative difference is
always less than or equal to the single precision machine epsilon (not shown).
Single precision simulation of the 16 nephron model produces results that are generally the
same as the quad precision simulation for the first 8000 seconds of simulation, but differences
accumulate between 8000 seconds and the end of the simulation at 10800 seconds (figure
5.28).
In the single precision simulation, the differences with the quad precision simulation have
become significant enough for a nephron (corresponding to the maximum relative difference,
shown in blue marker dots) to enter into a different oscillation pattern with a phase change.
This different oscillation pattern then influences all other nephrons in the model, causing the
simulation results as a whole to become different from the quad precision simulation results.
This change in oscillation pattern is a bifurcation, where a small change to a dynamical system
causes a sudden change in behaviour at a particular time. The single precision simulation does
not become unstable, but continues along a different trajectory through state space compared
to the original higher precision simulation.
Mixed single and double precision simulation of the 16 nephron model produces results which
are generally the same as the quad precision simulation for the same 10800 second simulation
time. The relative difference between afferent arteriole blood flow rate in the mixed precision
and quad precision simulation is shown in figure 5.29. There are some slight differences
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Figure 5.28: Relative difference afferent arteriole blood flow rates in 16 nephron model,
comparing quad precision simulation and single precision simulation.
between these two simulations around 1500 seconds and 7000 seconds, but these do not lead
to bifurcations with nephrons entering a different oscillation pattern as found in the comparison
of the single precision simulation and the quad precision simulation.
For comparison, another quad precision simulation was run with a different random number
generation seed for the blood input to the model. This simulation demonstrates the situation
where the afferent arteriole blood flow rates of nephrons oscillate in a different pattern. The
maximum relative difference between afferent arteriole blood flow rates in this simulation
with a different random number generator seed and the original simulation is around 3 × 10−1 ,
corresponding to the amplitude of oscillations in the afferent arteriole blood flow. The relative
difference between afferent arteriole blood flow rate in the two quad precision simulations
with different random number generator seeds is shown in figure 5.30.
The results produced by both of these quad precision simulations are equally as valid as each
other. The detail of afferent arteriole blood flow rate oscillations, timing and phase relationships
are different, but the same behaviours and interaction patterns are apparent in both simulations.
The different nephron oscillations produced by the quad precision simulation with a different
random number generation seed are again a bifurcation from the original simulation, but the
change in parameters here is much more significant (blood sodium concentration varied by
≈ ±5% in each timestep), leading to much quicker changes in oscillation patterns. These
changes in blood flow rate oscillation patterns occur within the first 100 seconds of simulation,
rather than after 8500 seconds as found in the single precision simulation.
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Figure 5.29: Relative difference between afferent arteriole blood flow rates in 16 nephron
model, comparing quad precision simulation with mixed double and single precision simulation.
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Figure 5.30: Relative difference between afferent arteriole blood flow rates in 16 nephron
model, comparing quad precision simulations using different random number generator seed.
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Figure 5.31: Relative difference between afferent arteriole blood flow rates in whole rat kidney
model, comparing quad precision simulation with double precision simulation.

5.3.2

Whole rat kidney model

Simulation of the whole rat kidney model using double precision produces nearly identical
results for afferent arteriole blood flow rate compared to quad precision simulation, with the
exception of a small number of nephrons which enter different oscillation patterns in the double
precision and quad precision simulations. The relative difference between afferent arteriole
blood flow rates from quad precision simulation and double precision simulation is shown
in figure 5.31. At the end of a one hour simulation, the median and 75th percentile relative
differences are very low, at 1 × 10−6 and 2 × 10−6 respectively. The 95th percentile afferent
arteriole blood flow rate relative difference is 1 × 10−5 . This relative difference is generally not
large enough to be visible on time series graphs of blood flow rate, such as figure 5.5. There are
a small number of outlier nephrons with larger relative differences up to the maximum relative
difference of 1 × 10−2 . These larger relative differences tend to occur in outlier nephrons
without stable oscillation patterns, similar to the outlier in figures 5.24 and 5.25. The small
number of these outlier nephrons with larger relative differences between quad precision and
double precision simulation are not a significant part of the whole kidney model.
Simulation of the whole rat kidney model was attempted using single precision, however this
attempt failed because single precision floating point does not have enough significant figures
for the tree-structured calculations in the arterial tree at this larger whole rat kidney scale
and these calculations become unstable. For example, dividing a single precision renal artery
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Figure 5.32: Relative difference between afferent arteriole blood flow rates in whole rat kidney
model, comparing quad precision simulation with mixed double and single precision simulation.
blood volume (with 6-7 significant decimal digits of precision) into approximately 30,000 (5
significant decimal digits) blood volumes to be supplied to each nephron means that there are
only 1-2 remaining significant digits in the nephron blood volumes, producing highly unstable
results. There is even less stability in the electrical circuit model of vascular coupling, as it
contains more intermediate calculation steps during the pre-order and post-order traversals of
the arterial tree.
Mixed single and double precision simulation of the whole rat kidney model is stable, but
differences compared to the quad precision simulation accumulate more quickly than with the
double precision simulation. The relative difference between afferent arteriole blood flow rates
from quad precision simulation and mixed single and double precision simulation is shown in
figure 5.32. The median, 75th percentile and 95th percentile relative differences all increase in
a consistent linear pattern (with log-scaled vertical axis) from 1000 seconds until the end of
the simulation at one hour (3600 seconds). This linear increase indicates that these differences
accumulate over time in a consistent manner, rather than due to sudden changes or instability.
At the end of a one hour simulation, the median and 75th percentile relative differences are
6 × 10−5 and 2 × 10−4 respectively. In contrast, the maximum relative difference increases to
4 × 10−2 at 1400 seconds into the simulation and stabilises at that level, as nephrons with the
greatest relative difference in afferent arteriole blood flow are in different oscillation phases
compared to the quad precision simulation.
A second quad precision simulation of the whole rat kidney model was run with a different
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Figure 5.33: Relative difference between afferent arteriole blood flow rates in whole rat kidney
model, comparing quad precision simulations using different random number generator seed.
random number generation seed for the blood input to the model. This simulation demonstrates
the situation where the afferent arteriole blood flow rates of nephrons oscillate in a different
pattern, similar to the 16 nephron simulation with a different random number generation
seed. The maximum relative difference between afferent arteriole blood flow rates in this
simulation with a different random number generator seed and the original simulation is
around 1 × 10−1 , again corresponding to the amplitude of oscillations in the afferent arteriole
blood flow. The relative difference between afferent arteriole blood flow rate in the two quad
precision simulations with different random number generator seeds is shown in figure 5.33.
Again, the results produced by both of these quad precision simulations are equally as valid
as each other. After 500 seconds, the two simulations have sufficiently different oscillation
patterns amongst the large number of nephrons in this model to produce consistent relative
difference statistics such as median, 75th percentile, 95th percentile and maximum.
The median, 75th percentile and 95th percentile relative difference metrics from the mixed
precision simulation in figure 5.32 are expected to continue to increase if the simulation was
run for a longer time period than presented here, until the long term limit for two diverged
simulations established by the simulation with different random number seed is reached. The
time taken to reach the long term limit in relative difference (the median relative difference
is still significantly lower after an hour of simulation in figure 5.32) indicates that the mixed
single and double precision simulation results are not quickly diverging from higher precision
simulation results. The mixed precision simulation is sufficiently accurate for our purposes in
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this thesis and allows for the use of faster single precision calculation on GPU hardware, as
described in section 6.1.3.
The main locations in the model where differences arise are the arterial tree (as mentioned
above as the source of instability in the whole rat kidney model single precision simulation)
and in the afferent arteriole-macula densa equations. The comparison of the macula densa
sodium concentration by subtracting the current concentration from C1/2 (the model parameter
for the half range sodium concentration at the macula densa) often involves the subtraction of
two similar numbers. As discussed in appendix 8.2, this is a poorly conditioned floating point
operation. However, this operation is inherent to the function of the tubuloglomerular feedback
system and is not a problem with model design or computational methods used. Nephron
behaviour in animals is similarly sensitive to small variations, leading to deterministic chaos
(Yip et al., 1996).

5.4

Discussion

We have presented simulation methods which enable the simulation of a network model of
kidney physiology at whole mammal kidney scale, using anatomy models from chapter 4. In
particular, we presented a method for simulating blood flow in network model of branching
arteries, an improved algorithm for simulation of vascular coupling, modifications, an afferent
arteriole and glomerulus model which uses the blood pressure and flow data from our artery
model, and a generalised interstitial fluid diffusion process. As shown in the simulations in this
chapter, these simulation methods scale from small numbers of nephrons up to whole mammal
kidneys with over a million nephrons.
Our simulation results exhibit similar patterns and behaviours to other computational models
at 8 and 16 nephron model sizes. The ability to reproduce behaviour patterns from other
computer models in these smaller model sizes validates our model before proceeding with
larger model sizes. In particular, the eight nephron models focused on the effects of varying
vascular coupling strength and the 16 nephron models focused on the interaction between
nephrons and dynamics in artery blood pressure and flow rate. These smaller model results
provide confidence that our modelling abstractions retain sufficient detail compared to other
computer models that are slower to simulate or have limitations on scaling to large model sizes.
We have simulated a model of the whole rat kidney with explicit representation of each
nephron. Our model is composed of a large number of individual interacting components and
as a consequence, whole kidney behaviour emerges from this interaction. The large number of
interacting model components is in contrast to previous lumped parameter models that show
less internal detail of the system being modelled. This model achieved realistic blood pressure,
flow rates and flow resistance in the arterial tree and at glomeruli, within the uncertainty of
blood viscosity in small tubes. The presence of cortical and juxtamedullary nephrons was found
to be important to achieve realistic blood pressures at the afferent arterioles and glomeruli.
The connectivity matrix used to generate the model of the arterial tree contains sufficient
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information to reproduce the distinction between cortical and juxtamedullary nephrons in the
resulting generated arterial structure model and simulation.
We also analysed a subset of the whole rat kidney model at nephron level. This is not just a
simulation of 56 nephrons, but rather a simulation the whole kidney and a choice to analyse
a subset of 56 nephrons. Similar interaction patterns to animal data were observed in the
afferent arteriole blood flow rate oscillation frequencies. Longer term variations in oscillation
frequency found in animal data were not observed in our simulation. This is suspected to be
due to a lack of outside variation in the simulation, such as varying heart rate and slower acting
whole body systems such as the renin-angiotensin system.
We extended our rat kidney model to carry out the first simulation of a human sized system.
The results of simulations with this human scaled model are consistent with an extrapolation
of our rat kidney model, but should not be compared with the human kidney. This lack of
comparability with the human kidney is due to the simplified model generation method used,
the lack of lobes in the model and a lack of anatomical data for the human kidney to generate
a more detailed model. The stability of the results and consistency with the rat kidney results
demonstrates that the network modelling approach does scale to be able to simulate models
with this very large number of nephrons. The existence of this model also provides the ability
to analyse the computational performance of the simulation, which is covered in chapter 6.
Numerical precision analysis of the model was carried out using simulations at a range of
floating point precision levels and comparing the differences in simulation results. Double
precision simulation of the model was found to be not significantly different from quad precision
simulation, indicating that double precision is a reliable baseline and the software emulation
of quad precision operations is not necessary. Single precision simulation is acceptable for
small models such as our 16 nephron model, but is unstable for large whole kidney models
due to insufficient accuracy in the repeated division of fluid volumes passed through the
arterial tree. Mixed precision simulation with a double precision arterial tree and single
precision nephrons was found to be generally similar to double precision simulation, with slight
differences (bifurcation in individual nephrons rather than model-wide numerical instability)
accumulating over an hour long simulation. The mixed precision simulation is particularly
suitable for running simulations on GPU hardware.

Chapter 6

High performance simulation of kidney
dynamics and interactions
Chapter 5 covered methods for the simulation of kidney physiology using the structures built
in chapter 4. This chapter describes methods for high performance simulation of the kidney
model. The application of these methods enables the simulation of large models (particularly
whole rat kidneys), with simulation run times which are useful for experimentation and model
refinement. Performance results for simulation are presented in section 6.2.
While correctness is the first priority, performance of the simulation is also vital. For the
purposes of this chapter, correctness means implementing the model correctly, as described by
the rules and equations, rather than meaning that the model reproduces animal physiology.
The following implementations are described here:
• A serial, single threaded implementation of the model, with runtime checking to ensure
that variables are within sensible ranges throughout the simulation (section 6.1.1)
• A multi-threaded implementation using OpenMP, providing a faster performance by using
multiple CPU cores (section 6.1.2)
• A GPU implementation using Nvidia CUDA to run the nephron and interstitial fluid
components of the model on highly parallel GPU hardware (section 6.1.3)
The writing of simulation results to disk is a significant performance issue for the simulation.
Simulation of models with relatively large timesteps (such as 0.5 s as used by this simulation)
need to produce output data every timestep or with a small divider. In contrast, differential
equation based kidney physiology models typically use timesteps of 0.001 s to 0.01 s, but might
write data to disk every 10-100 timesteps (0.1 s to 0.25 s). We present an original data format
consisting of a text index and per-timestep binary data files for storing these simulation results.
We also describe methods for achieving high performance using that data format, both writing
results during simulation and reading results during analysis.
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Serial implementation

The serial implementation is intended as a reliable baseline for other higher performance implementations. Since this implementation does not contain any parallelism, the implementation is
less complex and more straightforward to check for correctness. Once correctness has been
established, it is then possible to progressively optimise the implementation to achieve better
performance and also check that optimised versions produce the same results as the original
slower and safer version. This serial implementation is also useful for the simulation of smaller
models, such as the 8 and 16 nephron models, where the simulation is not large enough to
make parallelisation worthwhile.
The major operations in each timestep of the serial implementation are described in listing 1 of
appendix 8.3.

6.1.2

Parallelisation using multiple threads

OpenMP is a standard for compiler directives and library functions to parallelise code using
multiple threads and shared memory, as found on common multicore desktop and laptop
computers as well as larger machines with multiple CPU sockets (Dagum et al., 1998). OpenMP
allows for the use of multiple threads with minimal changes to code by annotating sections of
code that can be safely run in parallel.
The use of containers for memory safety, bounds checking and assertions from the serial implementation are retained in this implementation. The results produced by this implementation
are identical to those from the serial implementation, even after very long simulations of tens
of thousands of timesteps.
The major operations in each timestep, with annotation describing the parallelism applied
using OpenMP, are described in listing 2 of section 8.3. This code listing contains OpenMP
pragmas which instruct the compiler what type of parallelism can be safely applied to a section
of code. In the actual implementation, these pragmas are applied to loops inside the function
calls made by the model-wide timestep function rather than inside the model-wide function as
presented in listing 2. This simplification is intended to keep the listing compact, but does not
where parallelism is applied.
Some functions in the timestep outlined in listing 2 parallelise readily, while others are difficult
to parallelise or complete before the overhead of parallelisation would be amortised. The
nephron update, interstitial fluid diffusion and output to memory buffer operations all readily
parallelise as they process each element of the nephrons, regions and arteries independently.
The interstitial fluid diffusion function involves reading from the current state of both the
current interstitial fluid region and other neighbouring interstitial fluid regions, however writes
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only occur to the next state of the current region, therefore the interstitial diffusion function
can safely be parallelised.
The arterial tree traversal operations are parallelised once tree depth reaches an adequate
depth given by omp_min_depth in listing 2. This is a common method for parallelisation of
binary tree structured operations with dependencies, as shallow tree depths do not contain
sufficient parallel work (Leighton, 1992).
The remaining functions (collecting TGF signals, calculating TGF in the renal artery, passing
coupled TGF signals, collecting nephron fluid resistance, calculating blood flow in the renal
artery, passing blood volumes and blood pressure and disk writing) complete quickly and are
unlikely to make significant performance gains through parallelism. The disk_write function
opens a new file for data to be written into, but does not flush or close the file. Flushing and
closing the file is delayed until the next timestep to allow the operating system buffer cache to
complete the hardware write operation in the background, as described by Kerrisk (2010).

6.1.3

Parallelisation using a GPU

Our GPU implementation uses Nvidia CUDA for programming the GPU. Nvidia CUDA contains
a set of C++ language extensions, a compiler wrapper and a programming API for code to run
on Nvidia GPUs.
Programming for CUDA is described in terms of threads, but these threads have very different
characteristics compared to threads that run on the CPU (Nvidia, 2015). CPU threads have
significant initialisation and cleanup times, encouraging programming with a limited number
of threads per hardware core and are often managed by extra software to allocate work to be
carried out by continuously running threads in a pool. Context switching between threads on
the CPU is handled by the operating system. GPU threads have no notable overhead and are
context switched in hardware to provide a continuous supply of work for logic units as some
threads wait for memory accesses. An increased number of threads generally leads to better
performance as more work is available for the GPU to hide memory latency and take advantage
of its higher memory bandwidth compared to CPUs.
Programming for CUDA imposes restrictions on the program code corresponding with the abilities of the GPU hardware. The following GPU limitations applied to the previous implementation
and required modifications for the code to be able to work effectively on the GPU:
• Memory allocation calls generally advised against in GPU code (C++ Standard Template
Library containers not available)
• Small stack size
• Double precision floating point calculation is significantly slower than single precision
• Relatively slow PCI Express interface between CPU and GPU
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The memory allocation limitations are resolved by using static sized arrays for fluids inside the
nephron (defined at compile time) and tracking the array size which is in use during simulation.
The small stack size limitation is resolved partially by requesting a larger stack size from the
CUDA API and partially by reserving space for temporary variables in the data structures where
the temporaries are used, so this memory is allocated on the heap rather than on the stack.
The limited performance of double precision calculation is resolved by using single precision
calculation on the GPU. The effects of this lower precision calculation are described in section
5.3. The relatively slow interface between the GPU and CPU is resolved by minimising the data
copied between the two. This resolution is achieved by doing scatter and gather operations on
the GPU for the tubuloglomerular feedback signals and blood flow/pressure/resistance, and
collating GPU data into the disk output format on the GPU instead of copying the complete
structure back to the CPU. The scatter and gather procedures used are the naive methods from
He et al. (2007). The data transferred per timestep is shown in table 6.1.
Data
TGF signals from nephrons
Coupled TGF signals to nephrons
Flow resistance values from nephrons
Blood fluids and pressure values to nephrons
Disk output data

Variables
per nephron
1
1
1
9
≈ 915

Size for
30,000 nephrons
120 kB
120 kB
120 kB
4.3 MB
112 MB

Table 6.1: Data transferred between CPU and GPU per timestep.
The major operations in each timestep of the CUDA implementation are described in listing 3 of
section 8.3. This implementation contains a mix of CPU and GPU processing, rather than being
a completely GPU implementation as is possible for some computation problems. This takes
advantage of the strengths of both processor types – the CPU is better at handling code with
many branches as is found in the arterial tree and the GPU is better at handling data parallel
code as is found in the interstitial fluid regions and nephrons.

6.1.4

Data output format

The kidney simulation program uses a custom file output format that consists of a plain text
index file generated during initialisation and a binary output file recording the state of the
simulation at a specified timestep interval.
The index consists of lines in a text file, with each line describing one data element. An example
of lines from an index file is shown in listing 4, in section 8.3. Each line consists of a hierarchical
path to the model component, a byte offset in the binary file, a data size in bytes and a data
type. The data type can be (signed) integer, floating point or fluid. Integers are stored in signed
64 bit format and floating point types are stored in 32 bit (single precision) format. Due to the
large number of fluid objects in the simulation, fluids are stored as a data structure consisting
of eight floating point numbers: the total volume of the fluid (l), the plasma volume (l), the
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sodium molarity (mol l−1 ), the chlorine molarity (mol l−1 ), the potassium molarity (mol l−1 ),
the anti-diuretic hormone molarity (mol l−1 ), the aldosterone molarity (mol l−1 ), the volume of
red blood cells (l) and the concentration of protein (g l−1 ).
Each of the data files consists of binary data with no internal containers, padding or alignment.
All location and type information is stored in the index file and the file names record the
simulation time of the data files.
This output format has the following advantages:
• separation from implementation detail of program data structures
• documentation of the data format included with the data
• retention of a flattened version of the hierarchical model structure in the output
• ability to randomly seek and retrieve individual data items
• ability to read and write per-timestep data in parallel
• moderate file size, which avoids the difficulty of moving very large files and problems
with filesystems that have difficulty with large numbers of files
Disadvantages of this output format are:
• retrieval of data needed to calculate model wide aggregates is slow
• generating the text index file during initialisation is relatively slow compared to the
binary data files
• redundancy in the binary timestep files, such as some fluid objects contain zeros in
consistent positions throughout the entire simulation
Retrieval of data consists of first identifying the data to be extracted, using either a specific
hierarchical path or a regular expression to filter the index file. The filtered indexed file can
then be parsed to extract the byte offsets, data types and sizes of the data to be extracted. For
each timestep file, the retrieval program does a seek to the byte offset, followed by a read of
the provided size, then converts the data from generic bytes to the provided data type. From
there, the data can be converted to plain text output for processing with commandline tools
such as cut(1), join(1) and paste(1) (Kernighan et al., 1984), or passed directly to other
tools such as Pandas dataframes (McKinney, 2012).
Compression can be applied to reduce redundancy in the data file, such as in repeated similar
numbers. We use LZO (Oberhumer, 1996) filesystem compression from the btrfs filesystem
(Rodeh et al., 2013), rather than implementing compression as part of the file format. Compression at the filesystem level retains random access ability by compressing the file in fixed size
blocks, rather than as a complete stream, as for most Lempel-Ziv family compression methods
(Ziv et al., 1977; Ziv et al., 1978) such as gzip(1) by Gailly et al. (1992).
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The use of compression reduces the data size written to and read from disk, which compensates
for the CPU cost of compression. Where the compression ratio is good, there is potential for a
performance increase through the use of filesystem compression, in terms of time taken to read
or write a given quantity of data. The btrfs filesystem has a choice of compression algorithms
available, with LZO being recommended for relatively low CPU usage on compressible data.
Data retrieval performance results with compression enabled and disabled are presented in
section 6.2.

Data writing during simulation

In the serial implementation, output data is written by iterating through the simulation data
objects, passing an output stream to each object in turn, so that those objects can write their
data to the output stream. This method requires iteration in a consistent order through the
simulation data structures and no sharing of the output stream, so is not extensible to parallel
implementation. Since the output from the simulation program is in a stream format without
any seeking, this output method provides buffered sequential writes to the disk, which is the
best case situation for performance.
The OpenMP implementation from section 6.1.2 uses an intermediate memory buffer the same
size as the resulting output file to collate the output in parallel. During initialisation, simulation
data structures are allocated offsets in the output file in a serial process as the text index file is
written. During the simulation, output data is written into the intermediate memory buffer in
parallel based on the offset allocated to each data structure. These writes into the intermediate
memory buffer do not overlap with each other, so they can occur in parallel. The memory
buffer is then written using large block size writes in a sequential pattern, providing the disk
with buffered sequential output, similar to the serial implementation. The data file handle is
left open after writing, so that the operating system can carry out the hardware write to disk in
the background before the file handle is closed in the next timestep.
The GPU implementation from section 6.1.3 uses a similar intermediate memory buffer to the
OpenMP implementation, but the buffer is divided in two parts for data from the CPU and data
from the GPU. The output data from the arteries, which is located in CPU memory, is processed
in parallel the same as for the OpenMP implementation. The output data from the nephrons
and interstitial fluids, which is located in GPU memory, is collated into an intermediate memory
buffer on the GPU. Then the memory buffer is copied from GPU memory to CPU memory, where
it can be written to disk. Doing the output collation on the GPU means that more work is
carried out in parallel on the GPU and that the size of the memory copy to the CPU is reduced
to be the size of the output, rather than the size of the simulation data structures.

Data reading during analysis

There are three potential constraints on performance when extracting data from output files
produced by simulations:
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• The seek time of the disk
• The sequential read speed of the disk
• The CPU processing needed to convert the data into a suitable format for further processing, such as text output or the internal binary format of another tool
The seek time of the disk becomes a constraint when small, widely spaced data items need to
be read. Depending on the spacing between data items to be retrieved, it may be more efficient
to do a complete sequential read of the data file and skip all the unnecessary data rather than
seeking to each individual item. Given the typical data size of each nephron (a few KB), the
situation of a sequential read with skipped data provides better performance where one data
item needs to be retrieved from each nephron. Provided that the reads requested are in order
from beginning to end of the file, the operating system’s readahead functionality will reduce
the series of small reads into a large sequential read, so the reading program does not need to
include special case code to carry out a single large read instead of many small reads and seeks
where that would be optimal for performance (Kerrisk, 2010).
The sequential read speed of the disk becomes a constraint when large or closely spaced data
items need to be read. This situation is generally the best case for performance of disk hardware,
so optimisation of sequential reads focuses on reducing the size of data, such as through data
layout and compression as mentioned in section 6.1.4.
Where extracting data is constrained by CPU processing, parallelisation can be applied to work
on multiple simulation data files in parallel, since each data file corresponds to a particular
timestep of the simulation. Once the result data is in memory and any processing intensive
format conversion has been applied, the data from all timesteps can be recombined into a
single timeseries. However, reading from multiple data files in parallel may result in an overall
disk access pattern that is no longer sequential, resulting in extra disk seeks on mechanical
hard disks.

Performance results

6.2

Performance results

6.2.1

Simulation performance
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There are two main performance metrics considered in this section: absolute performance (the
time taken to complete a given task) and scaling (the change in performance when the quantity
of hardware is changed). Absolute performance is difficult to compare with work of others,
since kidney physiology simulation is not a standardised task between implementations.
The multithreaded and GPU implementations of the simulation program from section 6 were run
on the desktop and multi-socket hardware detailed in appendix 8.4. Simulation performance
each of these implementations is shown in table 6.2 for the rat kidney model described in
section 5.2.3 and in table 6.2 for the million nephron model described in section 5.2.5. The
GPU implementation was not used to simulate the million nephron model due to memory size
limitations.

Desktop
Desktop
Desktop
Desktop
Desktop
Desktop
Multi-socket
Multi-socket
Multi-socket
Multi-socket
Multi-socket

1 core, HT off
4 cores, HT off
4 cores, HT on
GTX 750 GPU
GTX 580 GPU
GTX 970 GPU
1 core, HT off
8 cores, HT off
8 cores, HT on
16 cores, HT off
16 cores, HT on

Wall time seconds per model simulation second
Output each timestep
No output
8.7 (1.0×)
7.5 (1.0×)
3.1 (2.8×)
2.7 (2.8×)
2.5 (3.5×)
2.1 (3.5×)
0.93 (9.4×)
0.69 (11.0×)
0.86 (10.2×)
0.56 (13.4×)
0.61 (14.3×)
0.38 (19.9×)
7.8 (1.0×)
6.6 (1.0×)
2.4 (3.2×)
1.8 (3.7×)
2.0 (3.9×)
1.5 (4.6×)
2.0 (3.8×)
1.5 (4.4×)
1.6 (5.0×)
1.2 (5.7×)

Table 6.2: Rat kidney (30,540 nephron) model simulation performance in wall clock seconds
per model simulation second using the multithreaded and GPU implementations. Lower times
are faster. Relative comparison to single CPU core on same hardware is in brackets.
The multithreaded OpenMP implementation simulating the rat kidney model shows parallel
performance of 3.5× on the 4 core desktop hardware and 5.0× on the 16 core multi-socket
hardware, with output to disk every timestep. These scaling results show a useful performance
improvement over the serial implementation, but also indicate that the OpenMP implementation
contains some sections of serial code which limit the scaling across increased numbers of CPU
cores.
Hyperthreading improves processor throughput by providing each physical core with two
instruction streams, in order to provide alternative work to proceed with when an instruction
stream is waiting on data to arrive from memory. Hyperthreading provides 13% to 29% faster
performance, depending on the model size, hardware and disk output.
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Desktop
Desktop
Desktop
Multi-socket
Multi-socket
Multi-socket
Multi-socket
Multi-socket

1 core, HT off
4 cores, HT off
4 cores, HT on
1 core, HT off
8 cores, HT off
8 cores, HT on
16 cores, HT off
16 cores, HT on

Wall time seconds per model simulation second
Output each timestep
No output
315 (1.0×)
284 (1.0×)
113 (2.8×)
86 (3.3×)
93 (3.4×)
76 (3.7×)
307 (1.0×)
268 (1.0×)
90 (3.4×)
75 (3.6×)
73 (4.2×)
58 (4.6×)
67 (4.6×)
58 (4.6×)
59 (5.3×)
45 (6.0×)

Table 6.3: Million nephron (1,048,576 nephron) model simulation performance in wall clock
seconds per model simulation second using the multithreaded and GPU implementations.
Lower times are faster. Relative comparison to single CPU core on same hardware is in brackets.
On the multi-socket hardware, 8 cores (all cores of a single socket) with hyperthreading has
similar performance to 16 cores (all cores of both sockets) without hyperthreading. This is
due to the memory allocation during model initialisation being unaware of the non-uniform
(NUMA) memory layout of the hardware, causing all memory allocation during initialisation
to occur in the memory associated with a single socket of the hardware. However, enabling
hyperthreading across all 16 cores provides a larger average performance gain compared to
enabling hyperthreading on a single socket with 8 cores, due to the latency hiding ability of
hyperthreading.
Simulation without output to disk can be used in some situations, such as re-running a simulation
to add further timesteps to an existing situation or to downsample by only writing output to
disk every N -th timestep. Skipping writes to disk provides a performance gain, particularly in
the GPU implementation, where writing to disk is a significant fraction of the work carried out
on both the GPU (arranging data into the on-disk format) and CPU (data copy to CPU memory
and write to disk).
The CUDA implementation using the GeForce GTX 970 GPU provides a 14.3× performance gain
compared to a single CPU core and 4.1× compared to four CPU cores with hyperthreading on
desktop hardware. This is a significant performance improvement and allows for the simulation
of whole rat kidney models in faster than real time. GPU utilisation averages approximately
55%, 75% and 80% on the GTX 970, GTX 580 and GTX 750 respectively during simulation,
indicating that the simulation is dependent on both CPU and GPU performance, and that faster
GPU hardware would provide further performance gains.
The GTX 970 and 750 are newer generation GPUs (Maxwell architecture, released 2014), while
the GTX 580 is a high end, older generation GPU (Fermi architecture, released 2010). GPU
memory bus bandwidth is the main constraint on performance for our application, as indicated
by the CUDA performance analysis tools. The performance difference between the GTX 750
and GTX 970 is very close to proportional to the difference in their memory bus bandwidths,
rather than the difference in their number of compute units. The GTX 750 has the same number
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of compute units as the GTX 580, but significantly less memory bus bandwidth. However, the
performance difference between the GTX 750 and GTX 580 is relatively small as the newer
Maxwell architecture is more efficient, in terms of utilisation of compute units, larger thread
block level L1 caches and a larger percentage of the theoretical memory bus bandwidth usable
in practice.
The number of threads per block used for all GPU kernel launches is 32. In most applications,
increasing the number of threads per block provides the GPU arithmetic units with more work
and hides memory latency. However, in this kidney simulation application, the nephron data
structure is relatively large compared to the size of GPU per-thread-block registers and caches,
particularly in the main work function regions_timestep_kernel. Increasing the number
of threads per block causes significantly more spillage from registers and caches into main
off-chip GPU memory and results in lower performance. Configuring the number of threads per
block to be fewer than 32 results in wasted instruction slots (due to the structure of instruction
issue in the GPU hardware) and also results in lower performance.
The GPU implementation uses a lower numerical precision than the CPU implementation and
does have other restrictions, as described in section 6.1.3. Using a similar mixed double and
single precision simulation on the CPU does provide a small performance increase of around
5%.
Simulation of kidney models is not a standardised benchmark, with various implementations
completing the same task, so it is not reasonable to compare performance between kidney
simulations in general. Some comparison of performance results is possible with Moss (2008),
due to our nephron model being based on the nephron model from that work. This comparison
can be done using the metric of nephron timesteps per second, which is the number of nephrons
in the model multiplied by the number of model timesteps simulated per second, with a larger
number of nephron timesteps per second indicating faster simulation. This metric allows
for performance comparisons across different model sizes as the number of computational
operations required to simulate the kidney model increases in proportion to the number of
nephrons.
Our implementation performance is approximately 7000 nephron timesteps per second on a
single CPU core, using the hardware listed in section 8.4. The single processor performance
result from Moss (2008) is simulation at 500 nephron timesteps per second, using an Intel
Core 2 Duo E6600 CPU. Across a range of benchmarks from Shimpi (2013), the single thread
performance difference between the E6600 and i7 3770 processors is approximately 3×. This
performance difference is due to a combination of increased clock speed (from 2.4 GHz to
3.9 GHz) and increased instructions per clock due to CPU architecture changes. The approximately 3× performance difference in hardware, leaves a remaining factor of approximately 4.5×
performance difference in single-threaded software. The software performance difference is
a combination of overhead, such as garbage collection, in the OCaml language used by Moss
(2008) and reduced computational work in the implementation, such as the use of a binary
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data output format in our implementation and fixed size data structures used represent fluid
components in memory.
Memory usage during model initialisation and simulation for each of these implementations is
shown in table 6.4.
Initialisation
Rat kidney model, serial
Rat kidney model, OpenMP
Rat kidney model, CUDA
Million nephron model, serial
Million nephron model, OpenMP

992 MB
992 MB
992 MB
28 242 MB
28 241 MB

Simulation
CPU memory GPU memory
611 MB
–
786 MB
–
803 MB
756 MB
21 936 MB
–
24 874 MB
–

Table 6.4: Memory usage during model initialisation and simulation for the rat kidney and
million nephron models.
Our simulation of one million nephrons from section 6.2.1, used 27 GB of memory with double
precision floating point throughout the model. When discussing the potential of using network
models to simulate at human kidney scale with a one million nephron model, Moss (2008)
extrapolated memory usage of their 512 nephron model up to one million nephrons, producing
an estimate of 53.4 GB memory usage. This difference in memory size is mostly due to the
use of a fixed size data structure (filled with zeros where necessary) to represent fluids in the
model instead of a variable sized data structure. Using mixed single and double floating point
precision, as described for the GPU implementation in section 6.1.3 reduces the memory usage
for a million nephron model to 16 GB. This reduction in memory usage for initialisation and
simulation is significant for GPU simulation, where memory size per card is a constraint, but is
less of a concern for CPU based simulation as the simulation fits in a single desktop computer’s
memory using double precision throughout the model.
A high performance disk system is required in order to not be a constraint on the performance
of the simulation when it is run on using many CPU cores or a GPU. Simulation of the whole
rat kidney model produces 112 MB of output data per timestep and the GPU implementation
on GTX 970 completes about three timesteps per wall clock second, resulting in a sustained
data output rate of 336 MB s−1 during the simulation. Existing single hard disks are not able to
provide a sustained write rate sufficient to keep up with this simulation data output rate. A
high performance storage system is required to keep up with the simulation, such as multiple
disks in parallel using RAID, a high performance SSD, applying data compression before writing
to disk or a combination of these approaches.

6.2.2

Data analysis performance

In looking at the performance of reading simulation result files for data analysis, there are a
few common situations for the quantity and location of results to be analysed from simulation
data files:
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• One item per timestep, such as renal artery blood flow
• A few items per timestep with sparse locality, such as glomerular flow rate in a random
sampling of nephrons
• A few items per timestep with dense locality, such as all data for a single nephron
• Many items per timestep with sparse locality, such as glomerular flow rate in each nephron
• Many items per timestep with dense locality, such as blood flow rate in each artery
segment
The time taken to gather data from binary simulation data files and output it to the text
format described in section 6.1.4 in each of these situations was measured on a range of
disk configurations and is presented in table 6.5. The two disk results use BTRFS in-built
RAID 0 mode to stripe data between two disks. Where compression is used, this refers to
the BTRFS filesystem LZO compression option as provided by the compress-force option
when mounting. The LZO compression tool (Oberhumer, 1996) with default settings achieves
an average compression ratio of 61% of the original uncompressed size on binary simulation
results files. A similar compression ratio is expected using the BTRFS LZO compression, but this
is difficult to verify due to the filesystem lacking an interface to determine the compressed size
of files. Operating system caches were freed before each test, so that each test would access
the disk rather than in-memory cached data from previous tests.

Single item
Few items, sparse
Few items, dense
Many items, sparse
Many items, dense

Single disk
6.8 s (1.0×)
175 s (1.0×)
7.5 s (1.0×)
297 s (1.0×)
42.4 s (1.0×)

Single item
Few items, sparse
Few items, dense
Many items, sparse
Many items, dense

Single disk
0.87 s (7.8×)
7.6 s (23×)
1.08 s (6.9×)
93.9 s (3.2×)
39.2 s (1.1×)

Hard disk
Single disk LZO
Two disks
5.3 s (1.3×)
4.0 s (1.7×)
147 s (1.2×)
129 s (1.4×)
5.7 s (1.3×)
4.5 s (1.7×)
209 s (1.4×)
151 s (2.0×)
68.8 s (0.6×)
43.0 s (1.0×)
Solid state disk
Single disk LZO
Two disks
0.70 s (9.7×)
0.77 s (8.8×)
20.7 s (8.5×)
7.8 s (22.5×)
0.99 s (6.9×)
0.97 s (7.7×)
73.2 s (4.1×)
70.8 s (4.2×)
55.3 s (0.8×)
37.6 s (1.1×)

Two disks LZO
5.4 s (1.3×)
98 s (1.8×)
5.3 s (1.4×)
107 s (2.8×)
62.2 s (0.7×)
Two disks LZO
0.71 s (9.6×)
18.5 s (9.5×)
1.16 s (6.4×)
61.5 s (4.8×)
53.8 s (0.8×)

Table 6.5: Time taken to extract data from 400 timesteps of whole rat kidney simulation result
files using various disk configurations. Comparison to single hard disk without compression is
in brackets.
Performance estimates based on the number of disk seeks and amount of data transferred are
shown in table 6.6 for each of the analysis situations mentioned above. These estimates assume
a single hard disk with no compression, so are comparable with the results from that section of
table 6.5.
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Files
Single item
Few items, sparse
Few items, dense
Many items, sparse
Many items, dense

400
400
400
400
400

Seeks
per file
1
100
1
1
1

Sequential transfer
per file
0.5 MB
110 MB
0.5 MB

Estimated
time
6.7 s
336 s
8.0 s
300 s
8.0 s

Actual
time
6.8 s
175 s
7.5 s
297 s
42.5 s

Table 6.6: Estimates of disk performance, based on 120 random operations per second from
7200RPM disk and 150 MB/s sequential transfer rate. Accessing each file is assumed to require
an extra disk seek operation to access the relevant filesystem inode.
Performance for the single item per timestep case is bound by disk latency for hard disks, and
disk and filesystem latency for solid state disks. The performance estimate for this situation is
close to the performance result (2% difference).
Performance for the few items per timestep with sparse locality case is bound by disk latency
and this case shows the best performance gain for solid state disk over hard disk. The spacing
between each data item in the file containing all data from a timestep is not closely spaced
enough to make a sequential read with skipping data more efficient than seeking to each item.
The estimated performance for this situation is about double the performace result, a significant
difference. This difference between the estimate and measured performance is likely to be due
to most of the disk seeks being small, so the limitation is rotational latency, with an average of
half a rotation required, rather than time to move the disk head.
Performance for the few items per timestep with dense locality case is bounded by a mix of
latency and transfer speed, due to the addition of a sequential read from the file of about 0.5 MB
over the single item per file case. The time taken for these 0.5 MB sequential reads is much
smaller than the time taken by disk seeks to reach the location of the data. The performance
estimate for this situation is close to the performance result (7% difference).
Performance for the many items per timestep with sparse locality case is bounded by sequential
transfer speed and this case shows the best performance gain for using multiple disks in RAID
and data compression. In particular, the two hard disks case is nearly double the speed of a
single hard disk. When this case is run with multiple SSDs or compressed data on SSDs, it
becomes CPU bound, limiting the performance increases achieved from a second SSD. The
performance estimate for this situation is close to the performance result (1% difference).
Performance for the many items per timestep with dense locality case is bounded by CPU speed,
due to the time spent processing each data item. Applying disk compression decreases performance in this case, due to the additional processing overhead and latency of decompression.
The performance estimate for this situation is about one-fifth of the actual time, due to the
performance estimation method not considering CPU processing time.
The single disk data analysis results correspond well with the performance estimates from
section 6.2.2, indicating that the performance achieved is close to what is provided by the
hardware, rather than being limited by the implementation.
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These data analysis performance tests are run in an out-of-the-ordinary situation with the
operating system disk cache (both file data and metadata) cleared before each run. Clearing the
disk cache is necessary for consistency between performance tests, but during realistic usage,
it is very likely that the disk cache will contain useful data, particularly file system metadata
with information about the location of files on disk. This disk caching is a significant factor in
performance. For example, in the case of retrieving a single data item per file, the performance
estimate uses half of the disk seeks and reads to retrieve metadata in order to find the location
of data on disk.
There are three options for higher disk performance included in the performance results in
section 6.2.2: two disks in parallel with RAID0, solid state disks and filesystem level compression.
The performance results for two disks in RAID0 are faster for the cases involving sequential
reads (approaching the theoretical limit of doubled performance for the many items with sparse
density case) and are never worse than the single disk results. Disk compression improves
performance of sequential reads, such as in the many items with sparse density case, but also
adds computational overhead to carry out the decompression, which decreases performance
in the many items with dense spacing case as the analysis program makes a separate read
call to the operating system for each data item. Solid state disks are significantly faster than
mechanical hard disks in all cases, with the performance difference between solid state disks
and mechanical hard disks being most prominent in the few items with sparse density case,
which requires many disk head movements of a mechanical hard disk.
Applying compression with the solid state disk does not significantly increase performance.
However, compression at the filesystem level does allow more data to be stored in the constrained storage space of the solid state disk. The Intel SSD 530 solid state disks used for these
performance results apply internal compression to data to reduce the amount of data which
needs to be written onto the flash storage inside the solid state disk. This internal compression
is described in datasheets from the manufacturer of the SandForce SF-2281 controller used
by the Intel SSD 530 and the drive performs is reported to perform significantly slower on
non-compressible data compared to compressible data. Data that has already been compressed
at the filesystem layer, as in our results with BTRFS LZO compression, is not compressible any
further by the disk hardware. The compression built into the solid state disk, combined with
the CPU processing overhead of compression, combine to produce no significant performance
gains between the uncompressed and compressed results on solid state disk.

6.3

Discussion

We have presented methods for the high performance simulation of whole kidney scale models
and the analysis of results from those simulations. In particular, we presented methods to
parallelise the simulation across multiple threads, methods to use GPU hardware acceleration
and a mixed text and binary file format for efficient storage and retrieval of simulation results.
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Kidney simulation is not a standardised computation task, with different methods and algorithms
achieving the same computational result in varying amounts of time. Instead, the main question
for our simulation performance is the amount of time taken to run simulations such as those
used to produce the results in section 5.2. Direct performance comparison with the performance
results from Moss (2008) is also possible, due to our usage of the nephron model from that
work and the inclusion of performance results, which is not common in kidney physiology
simulation literature.
We have started with a serial, single threaded implementation of the simulation, as a baseline
for the addition of parallelism. A single CPU thread of implementation achieved approximately
4.5× faster performance in terms of nephron-timesteps simulated per second, compared to the
single threaded implementation from Moss (2008), after making allowances for the different
hardware used.
We have then presented a multithreaded implementation of the simulation program using
OpenMP to parallelise across multiple CPU cores. One hour simulations of the rat kidney
model, as used for the results in section 5.2, take two hours 31 minutes of wall time on
desktop hardware and one hour 34 minutes of wall time on multi-socket hardware with the
multithreaded OpenMP implementation, including writing of all output data to disk. Without
writing output data to disk, one hour simulations of the rat kidney model take two hours eight
minutes on desktop hardware and one hour 18 minutes on multi-socket hardware.
We also presented a GPU implementation using Nvidia CUDA to simulate the nephrons and
interstitial fluids on higher performance GPU hardware. This is a mixed CPU and GPU implementation, as the GPU is suited to handling the parallel structure of the nephrons, while the
CPU is suited to handling the binary tree structure and higher numerical precision requirements
of the arterial tree. One hour simulations of the rat kidney model take 36 minutes using desktop
hardware with a GTX 970 GPU, including writing of all output data to disk. Using the same
hardware but without writing output data to disk, one hour simulations of the rat kidney model
take 23 minutes to run. In both these cases, the simulation is completed significantly faster
than the length of time simulated. This level of performance makes iterative refinement of
the whole rat kidney model achievable, without long times spent waiting for simulations to
complete.
Performance of the million nephron (human size) model was also measured, with one second of
simulation taking one minute 33 seconds on desktop hardware and 59 seconds on multi-socket
hardware, including writing of output data to disk. This performance is 77× better than the
projected performance from Moss (2008) of one second of simulation taking one hour 15
minutes on a single CPU. The million nephron model was not simulated on GPU hardware in
this work, due to memory size constraints of the available GPUs. However, high end GPUs are
now commercially available with large enough memory to fit the million nephron model into
GPU memory and enable simulation of this model using a GPU, with similar performance gains
expected to those experienced with the whole rat kidney model.
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Our mixed text and binary file format minimises time spent converting data before writing it to
disk, is able to directly seek to individual data items, is accessible in parallel for both reading
and writing, and provides accompanying plain text documentation of the binary file contents.
This file format is able to support the high performance simulations mentioned above, with
sustained data transfer rates of 336 MB s−1 when running simulations using a GPU. The file
format also provides good performance when retrieving data for analysis, due to the ability to
seek to individual data items. In a range of common situations, data analysis performance is
significantly better than a full read of the dataset, but there is an upper performance bound of
a full read of the dataset when disk seek time becomes a limitation for the retrieval of many
data items. We have shown that our file format allows for performance gains from the use of
solid state disks, data compression and paralellisation across multiple disks using RAID.

Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1

Contributions

This thesis makes the following contributions to the research literature on kidney simulation:
• The development of methods for automated construction of anatomical models of arteries
and nephrons based on rat kidneys. These methods produce a combined network and
three-dimensional spatial model of kidney anatomy.
• The extension of complex network kidney models to include modelling of blood flow
in an arterial network and modelling of vascular coupling between nephrons using the
same arterial network.
• The development of methods for simulation of kidney models on high performance
computer hardware, and the storage and analysis of the resulting data. The methods
used include multithreaded parallel computation and GPU hardware acceleration.
• The analysis of results from kidney simulations including explicit modelling of all nephrons
in a rat kidney and including comparison with animal data at both whole organ level and
the nephron level. Analysis methods that bring together the three dimensional euclidean
space representation of anatomy with the complex adaptive network used for simulation
are developed and applied.
• A demonstration that the computational methods presented are able to scale up to the
quantities of nephrons found in human kidneys.

7.2

Further work

There are a number of areas where further work could be undertaken to extend the contributions
made in this thesis:
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• Optimisation of artery segment lengths in the automated generation of the artery structure
model
• Consideration of bundling between capillaries and loops of Henle in the automated
generation of the nephron structure model
• Integration of a myogenic response model in the simulation of the arteries
• Integration of a more detailed nephron, capillary and interstitium model
• Investigation of the effect of loss of nephrons, as found in chronic kidney disease
• Visualisation of large data sets containing information from many nephrons
• Extension of the simulation to parallelise across multiple GPUs
These areas with potential for further research work are discussed in more detail below:
Optimisation of artery segment lengths in the automated generation of the artery structure model
The algorithms for generating arterial structures presented in section 4.2.1 assign artery lengths
based on sampling from a normal distribution, without any consideration of nearby arteries
or overall organ shape. This sampling without consideration of the neighbourhood causes
some groups of automatically generated arteries to protrude from the overall 3D shape of the
generated arterial tree. A similar force model to that currently used for the branch rotation
angle could be applied to the segment length, with a restorative force towards the mean Strahler
order segment length, a second restorative force based on overall kidney shape (such as measured using a convex hull over the existing segments) and a repulsive force from other artery
segments. Adding another dimension to be optimised would decrease the model generation
performance, but algorithmic improvements over the current ‘evaluate all and pick the optimal’
method, such as coarse-to-fine search, could be applied to avoid a large increase in model
generation time.
Consideration of bundling between capillaries and loops of Henle in the automated generation of the nephron structure model
The automatically generated nephron structure models contain loops of Henle which travel
straight and approximately parallel to each other, with a larger scale change in direction corresponding to the shape of the kidney. More detail could be added to this anatomy model
by considering the bundling of capillaries and loops of Henle from multiple nephrons, such
as modelled by Layton (2011a). This bundling would alter the interaction between loops of
Henle and could be integrated into our model by allowing for different renal interstital fluid
connections in each layer along the length of the loop of Henle.
Integration of a myogenic response model in the simulation of the arteries
The model of blood flow in the arteries treats the arteries as fixed diameter cylinders without
compliance. This model could be enhanced by considering the arteries as compliant tubes,
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including a model of the myogenic response and the response of artery walls to changes in
pressure. Variables which would be used as inputs and outputs of a myogenic response model,
such as blood pressure and artery diameter, are all available in the artery model presented in
this thesis. A whole kidney myogenic response model with a focus on the arterial system was
published by Kleinstreuer et al. (2008), but there are significant differences between the artery
diameters and blood flow rates calculated by that model and those calculated by our model.
The blood flow rates in simulations of this model show much better agreement with animal
data from rats. The myogenic response mechanism has a shorter response time compared to
the tubuloglomerular feedback mechanism and simulating this shorter response time is likely
to need a shorter timestep interval. Reducing the timestep size of the nephron model does
not appear to be needed, so a multi-rate simulation with different timestep sizes for different
model components could be suitable here.
Integration of more detailed modelling of the nephron, capillaries and interstitium
The nephron model from Moss (2008) used in this thesis reproduces basic nephron level
behaviours such as flow rate oscillation, but lacks detail and does not represent many solutes
and their exchange processes which take place in animal nephrons. A more detailed model of the
nephron, capillaries and interstitium that accurately represents urine formation, more solutes,
more exchange processes and a wider range of physiological conditions could be integrated in
place of the nephron model used in this thesis. The nephron model from Moss et al. (2013) is
likely to be suitable for integration due it being a similar network based model and the use
of parameters based on the rat kidney. Another model from Moss et al. (2014) uses a single
lumped parameter nephron structure to represent the whole rat kidney, so this 2014 model is
likely to be less suitable for integration with the arterial structure presented in this thesis than
models which already consider multiple nephrons. The recent models by Weinstein (2015;
2017) also target the rat kidney and use an ensemble of 36,000 nephrons, but these nephrons
are divided into five distinct classes, rather than all nephrons being explicitly represented
with variation in each nephron. We expect that these two models by Weinstein would have
computational difficulty scaling to explicit representation of all nephrons without significant
changes to the model structure, due to the use of global variables which are iteratively solved
model-wide, making them less suited to high performance parallel simulation.
Investigation of the effect of loss of nephrons, as found in chronic kidney disease
We now have a whole mammal kidney model with explicit representation of each of the
nephrons in the model. Our explicit representation of each nephron allows for the removal
of nephrons from the model and the modification of remaining nephrons as occurs in chronic
kidney disease. For small multinephron models, removal of a nephron from the model makes
a significant change to the model as a whole, but for a whole mammal kidney sized model
with many thousands of nephrons, the loss of an individual nephron is not significant to the
model as a whole and this leads to the consideration of nephrons as a statistical population.
The focus of this future work would be on reproducing the changes in glomerular filtration
rate that occur with loss of nephrons, where a large fraction of nephrons need to be lost for a
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significant change in whole kidney glomerular filtration rate to be observed. The reproduction
of chronic kidney disease and loss of nephrons in a computer simulation would be a significant
advance in the clinical relevance of computational and mathematical kidney modelling. It
would also be possible to reproduce partial nephrectomy animal experiments and their effects
on glomerular flow rate in computer simulations. The progression of chronic kidney disease
occurs over multiple years, so this would be best simulated using a series of simulations with
changes to the model (such as a reduced number of nephrons and enlarged glomeruli) made
outside the simulation, rather than attempting to run a single continuous simulation of the
kidney model for multiple years. It would also be worthwhile considering the simulation of an
ensemble of models with perturbations applied to each ensemble member, in order to avoid
results being influenced by randomness in each individual simulation and instead capture a
distribution of model behaviours for each condition.
Visualisation of large data sets containing information from many nephrons
The large amount of data produced by simulating the whole rat kidney model and million
nephron model is new in the computational kidney modelling field, since no other previous
models have contained such a large number of components. Visualisation methods such as time
series graphs of individual measurements work well for a small number of data items, such as
ten or less, but are impractical for the multiple orders of magnitude more data recorded from
whole kidney simulations. The colourmap used for oscillation frequencies extends the number
of time series that can be displayed in a single figure, but this is still far short of the complete
data produced by the model. The application of statistical and machine learning methods for
identifying patterns, such as clustering and dimensionality reduction, may be useful to better
understand the large quantities of data produced by the simulation.
Extension of the simulation to parallelise across multiple GPUs
The GPU based simulation works by using multiple CPU cores and a single GPU to carry out
the calculations for model simulation. Extending the GPU implementation to parallelise across
multiple GPUs would increase performance, but would also provide access to larger amounts
of GPU memory, such as to simulate the million nephron model on GPUs, without the need for
specialised large memory GPU cards. Each nephron in the model can be simulated in parallel,
but the diffusion network between interstital fluid regions would require handling of regions
which are in the memory of another GPU, either using explicitly copied data or shared virtual
memory between GPUs.

7.3

Conclusion

It has been said that “theoretical work on understanding synchronisation has been performed
largely on simple systems consisting of two nonlinear mechanisms” and that “there is no rigorous
theoretical basis for the analysis of anything as complex as a large number of interacting
nephrons” (Holstein-Rathlou et al., 2011). Our work presents the first computer model for
the large numbers of interacting nephrons found in mammal kidneys. We have developed the
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ability to automatically generate those models, simulate dynamics within them and then analyse
the simulation results. It is a significant advance that we have been able to reproduce a number
of observed larger scale nephron synchronisation behaviours in our models, even though
we do not yet have a rigorous theoretical basis for understanding flow rate synchronisation
within the kidney. The ability to reproduce animal results, combined with the ability to quickly
generate, simulate, analyse and iteratively improve models provided by our work on high
performance simulation is promising for further future progress towards understanding flow
rate synchronisation in the kidney, and more accurate whole kidney scale modelling.
Modelling at whole kidney scale with explicit representation of each nephron creates the ability
to computer model chronic kidney disease. Chronic kidney disease involves a progressive loss
of nephrons and decrease in glomerular filtration rate, but these changes are non-linear as the
remaining nephrons change in an attempt to compensate for the reduced number of nephrons.
The ability to simulate models with large numbers of interacting nephrons, as found in mammal
kidneys, is important, as the progressive loss of nephrons in chronic kidney disease can then
be accurately represented by a similarly large population of nephrons in the model. Previous
models with a small number of modelled nephrons are unable to represent the progressive
loss of nephrons in chronic kidney disease, as the loss of a single nephron would constitute a
significant fraction of the model. The ability to computer model chronic kidney disease would
make computational kidney modelling much more directly relevant for clinical prediction
compared to the existing state of research in the field.

Chapter 8

Appendices

8.1

Variables, parameters and equations from kidney model by Moss
Variable
RA(t)
CA(t)
C E (t)
PG (t)
ΠG (t)
ξ(t)
φ(t)
Na M (t)

Description
Afferent arteriole resistance
Afferent arteriole protein concentration
Efferent arteriole protein concentration
Hydrostatic pressure in the glomerulus
Oncotic pressure in the glomerulus
Afferent arteriole response to TGF
TGF signal
Macula densa sodium delivery

Unit
mmHg min / nL
g/L
g/L
mmHg
mmHg
mmHg min / nL
mmHg min / nL
mol/sec

Table 8.1: State variables from nephron model by Moss (2008)

Parameter
PA
PV
PBC
Kf
Na1/2
k
DTGF
ω
ξ
Λ
HA

Description
Arterial pressure
Venous pressure
Pressure in Bowman’s capsule
Permeability constant for the glomerulus
Sodium delivery for which the TGF response is half-maximal
Range parameter for the TGF signal
Time delay in sending the TGF signal
Natural frequency for the TGF mechanism
Damping coefficient for the TGF mechanism
Viscous resistance coefficient
Hematocrit of blood in the afferent arteriole

Table 8.2: Model parameters from nephron model by Moss (2008)
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Unit
mmHg
mmHg
mmHg
none
mol/sec
L/mmol
sec
rad/sec
none
none
none
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Symbol
Na(t)
H2 O(t)
X (t) I
X (t) I F
X (t) I+I F
X (t)R
X (t) D
X (t)A
X (t) M
X (t) D+M
X (t) M +A
NaG

Description
Quantity of sodium at time t
Volume of water at time t
Quantity of X entering the tubule segment
Quantity of X in the interstitial fluid that surrounds the
tubule segment
Quantity of X in the interstitial fluid that surrounds the
tubule segment
Quantity of X reabsorbed by the tubule segment
Quantity of X in the descending limb
Quantity of X in the ascending limb
Quantity of X in the interstitial fluid
Quantity of X in the descending limb and interstitial fluid
Quantity of X in the ascending limb and interstitial fluid
The sodium gradient maintained between the ascending
limb and medullary fluid

Unit
mol
L

mol/L

Table 8.3: Notation for model equations from nephron model by Moss (2008)
Glomerulus

RA(t) = ξ × exp(ΛHA)

PG (t) =

PV + PA × R E /RA(t) × CA(t)/C E (t)
(1 + R E /RA(t)) × CA(t)/C E (t)

φ(t) = ξmax −

ξ(t) =

(8.1)

Ψ
1 + exp(k(Na M (t − DTGF ) − Na1/2 ))

φ(t) + ξ(t − ∆)
1+
ΠG = Π





2ξ
ω∆

2ξ
ω∆

+

+

2
(ω∆)2



−

1
(ω∆)2

CA + C E
2



ξ(t−2∆)
(ω∆)2

(8.2)

(8.3)

(8.4)

(8.5)

Π(C) = aC + bC 2

(8.6)

SNGFR = K f × (PG − PBC − ΠG )

(8.7)

Na(t)R = 0.67 × Na(t) I

(8.8)

H2 O(t)R = 0.67 × H2 O(t) I

(8.9)

Proximal tubule

Variables, parameters and equations from kidney model by Moss
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Loop of Henle

Conservation of water
H2 O(t) D+M = H2 O(t + ∆t) D+M

(8.10)

H2 O(t) M +A = H2 O(t + ∆t) M +A

(8.11)

Na(t) M
Na(t) D
=
H2 O(t + ∆t) M
H2 O(t + ∆t) D

(8.12)

Descending limb

H2 O(t + ∆t) D =

Na(t) D
× H2 O(t) D+M
Na(t) D+M

(8.13)

H2 O(t + ∆t) M =

Nat M
× H2 O(t) D+M
Na(t) D+M

(8.14)

Ascending limb
Na(t + ∆t)A
Na(t + ∆t) M
=
+ NaG
H2 O(t) M
H2 O(t)A

(8.15)

Na(t + ∆t)A =



H2 O(t)A
× Na(t) M +A − NaG H2 O(t) M
H2 O(t) M +A

(8.16)

Na(t + ∆t) M =



H2 O(t) M
× Na(t) M +A − NaG H2 O(t)A
H2 O(t) M +A

(8.17)

Distal tubule
RADH (t) =

RAl d (t) =

log10 (ADH(t) I × 1012 )
2
log10 (Ald(t) I × 1011 )
3

(8.18)

(8.19)



H2 O(t) I+I F
H2 O(t)R = RADH (t) × H2 O(t) I − Na(t) I
Na(t) I+I F

(8.20)

Na(t)R = RAld (t) × Namax × Na(t) I

(8.21)
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Collecting duct

Same as for the distal tubule (equations 8.18 - 8.21)

Tubuloglomerular feedback leakage


RA(t) = ξ(t) +

X


γξi (t) × exp(ΛHA)

(8.22)

i∈N

8.2

Overview of floating point representation

Computation time and memory space required are reduced by using lower precision floating
point representations, particularly on GPU hardware as described in section 6.1.3. This section
considers the possible choices of floating point representations for simulation of the kidney
model as described in section 5.1 and the strengths and weaknesses of those representations.
The simulation methods described in section 5.1 do not contain any differential equations to
be solved, therefore no analysis of differential equation solution stability is included here.
Floating point numbers are generally used to represent all real numbered (non-integer) quantities in scientific computing. These floating point numbers are the binary analogue of decimal
numbers in scientific notation with a fixed number of significant figures and an exponent. They
are able to represent a wider range of numbers than integer with same number of bits by
varying the spacing between numbers which are possible to represent on a logarithmic scale.
The relationship between a binary floating point number and the decimal display may not be
exact and rounding can occur when converting in both directions (Higham, 2002; Goldberg,
1991).
There are established methods for maintaining accuracy in floating point calculations, both in
terms of optimal ways to carry out particular operations and operations that should be avoided.
For example:
• Comparing floating point numbers for equality should not be done directly, such as using
the ‘==’ operator found in many programming languages. Instead, floating point numbers
should be checked for equality using a tolerance range, so that close but not exactly equal
numbers will be considered equal.
• Subtracting similar numbers cancels out the most significant digits, so rapidly loses
relative precision. This operation should generally be avoided at an algorithm level.
• When adding numbers, order is important. There are a range of compensated summation
algorithms for adding lists of floating point numbers that provide different speed and
accuracy tradeoffs.

Overview of floating point representation
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Double precision (IEEE 754 binary64) is the usual standard floating point format used by
scientific programs, providing 15-17 significant figures of decimal precision (IEEE, 2008).
Double precision generally provides sufficient accuracy so that rounding in the least significant
figure will not accumulate to affect the most significant figures, even in long cumulative
calculations over many iterations or timesteps.
Single precision (IEEE 754 binary32) is used for situations where numerical methods are known
to be numerically stable and performance is preferred over accuracy. It provides 6-9 digits
of decimal precision. Hardware to process single precision is simpler (requiring less silicon
area) and less memory is required to store the same quantity of numbers, compared to double
precision. Single precision is commonly used for computer graphics, since the precision and
range it provides are more than sufficient to represent what can be displayed on a computer
screen or printed page. The circuitry required to implement single precision is simpler and
occupies less hardware area than that needed for double precision, allowing for the inclusion
of more arithmetic units in a GPU design given a certain .
Quad precision (IEEE 754 binary128) provides more accuracy and range than double precision,
with approximately 33-36 digits of decimal precision. It is generally only used for specific
situations where very high accuracy is required or for once-off checking of results calculated at
a lower precision.
Floating point operations on single and double precision are implemented in all common modern
CPU architectures, such as x86, x86-64, ARM and POWER. These floating point operations are
hardware accelerated on all common desktop, laptop and server processors. Quad precision
floating point is only implemented in software libraries, with the exception of some specialised
hardware systems, such as IBM z13 mainframes (Lascu et al., 2015). Due to the implementation
in software rather than hardware, calculation using quad precision is significantly slower than
single and double precision – approximately one to two orders of magnitude (Fujimoto et al.,
2005).
The performance difference for quad precision is typically one or two orders of magnitude,
depending on the implementation and the operations being carried out. The x87 floating point
unit used by x86 CPUs uses an 80 bit extended precision representation in registers, which is
rounded to IEEE 754 binary64 or binary32 when moving values from registers to main memory.
This mix of internal and external precision can lead to differing results on x87 depending on
function boundaries and register allocation by the compiler (Monniaux, 2008). A solution to
this issue is to use SSE2 operations on modern x86 processors or the x86-64 instruction set,
where SSE2 is the default for floating point operations.
GPUs, such as by Nvidia and AMD, focus on performing large numbers of floating point
operations in parallel. This architecture is well suited for processing graphical problems.
However, GPU hardware focuses on single precision due to its common use in graphics and
double precision calculation is either significantly slower or not available, particularly on
low end or older GPU models. The ratio of single precision performance to double precision
performance varies between GPU manufacturers, architectures and models. Modern GPUs
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generally follow the IEEE 754 floating point standard, but there are some differences in the
implementation compared to CPUs, such as the use of fused multiply-add operations which do
not round the intermediate values (Whitehead et al., 2011).

8.3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Pseudocode listings

void Kidney::timestep(int time) {
// Collect TGF signal from each nephron
tgf_signal = regions.collect_tgf();
// Propagate TGF signals (post-order traversal)
arteries.tgf_up(tgf_signal);
// Calculate TGF signals in the renal artery
arteries.tgf_renal_artery();
// Propagate TGF signals (pre-order traversal)
tgf_coupled = arteries.tgf_down();
// Pass tubuloglomerular feedback signals to each nephron
regions.pass_tgf(tgf_coupled);

12

// Collect blood flow resistance from each nephron
flow_resistance = regions.collect_resistance();
// Propagate blood flow resistance (post-order traversal)
arteries.resistance_up(flow_resistance);
// Calculate blood flow rate based on external blood pressure
arteries.flow_renal_artery();
// Propagate blood flow resistance (pre-order traversal)
blood = arteries.blood_pressure_down();
// Pass blood fluid volumes and pressure to each nephron
regions.pass_blood(blood);

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

// Update nephrons using blood fluid volumes and pressure
regions.timestep();

24
25
26

// Calculate diffusion between interstitial fluid regions
regions.diffusion();

27
28
29

// Write output to disk
output_write(time);

30
31
32

}

Listing 1: Pseudocode listing of major operations per timestep in the serial implementation

Pseudocode listings
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
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void Kidney::timestep(int time) {
// Collect TGF signal from each nephron
tgf_signal = regions.collect_tgf();
// Propagate TGF signals (post-order traversal)
#pragma omp parallel for if (depth > omp_min_depth)
arteries.tgf_up(tgf_signal);
// Calculate TGF signals in the renal artery
arteries.tgf_renal_artery();
// Propagate TGF signals (pre-order traversal)
#pragma omp parallel for if (depth > omp_min_depth)
tgf_coupled = arteries.tgf_down();
// Pass tubuloglomerular feedback signals to each nephron
regions.pass_tgf(tgf_coupled);

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

// Collect blood flow resistance from each nephron
flow_resistance = regions.collect_resistance();
// Propagate blood flow resistance (post-order traversal)
#pragma omp parallel for if (depth > omp_min_depth)
arteries.resistance_up(flow_resistance);
// Calculate blood flow rate based on external blood pressure
arteries.flow_renal_artery();
// Propagate blood flow resistance (pre-order traversal)
#pragma omp parallel for if (depth > omp_min_depth)
blood = arteries.blood_pressure_down();
// Pass blood fluid volumes and pressure to each nephron
regions.pass_blood(blood);

27
28
29
30

// Update nephrons using blood fluid volumes and pressure
#pragma omp parallel for
regions.timestep();

31
32
33
34

// Calculate diffusion between interstitial fluid regions
#pragma omp parallel for
regions.diffusion();

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

// Flush and close previous timestep file
close(file[time-1]);
// Create new file for this timestep;
open(file[time]);
// Collate output to memory buffer
#pragma omp parallel for
buffer = output_buffer();
// Write memory buffer to disk
disk_write(buffer, file[time]);
}

Listing 2: Pseudocode listing of major operations per timestep in the OpenMP implementation
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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void Kidney::timestep(int time) {
// Gather TGF from regions on GPU and copy to CPU
gather_tgf_kernel<<<size>>>(regions_device, tgf_signal_device);
memcpy(tgf_signal_device, tgf_signal, DeviceToHost);
// TGF calculation as for serial and OpenMP implementations
arteries.tgf_up(tgf_signal);
arteries.tgf_renal_artery();
tgf_coupled = arteries.tgf_down();
// Copy coupled TGF signals to GPU and scatter to regions
memcpy(tgf_coupled, tgf_coupled_device, HostToDevice);
scatter_tgf_kernel<<<size>>>(regions_device, tgf_coupled_device);

12

// Gather fluid flow resistance on GPU and copy to CPU
gather_resistance_kernel<<<size>>>(regions_device, resistance_device);
memcpy(resistance_device, flow_resistance, DeviceToHost);
// Blood resistance, pressure and flow calculation
// Same as for serial and OpenMP implementations
arteries.resistance_up(flow_resistance);
arteries.flow_renal_artery();
blood = arteries.blood_pressure_down();
// Copy blood volumes and pressure to GPU and scatter to regions
memcpy(blood, blood_device, HostToDevice);
scatter_blood_kernel<<<size>>>(regions_device, blood_device);

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

// Update regions on GPU
regions_timestep_kernel<<<size>>>(regions_device);

25
26
27

// Diffusion between regions on GPU
regions_diffusion_kernel<<<size>>>(regions_device);

28
29
30

// Flush and close previous timestep file
close(file[time-1]);
// Create new file for this timestep;
open(file[time]);
// Collate output from regions on GPU and copy to CPU
regions_output_kernel<<<size>>>(regions_device, out_buf_device);
memcpy(regions_buffer, out_buf_device, HostToDevice);
// Write regions output to disk
disk_write(regions_buffer, file[time]);
// Collate output from arteries on CPU
arteries_buffer = output_buffer_arteries();
// Write arteries output to disk
disk_write(arteries_buffer, file[time]);

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

}

Listing 3: Pseudocode listing of major operations per timestep in the CUDA GPU implementation

Hardware and software configuration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

region
region
region
region
region
region
region
region
region
region
region
region
region
region
region
region
region
region
region
region

10001887
10001887
10001887
10001887
10001887
10001887
10001887
10001887
10001887
10001887
10001887
10001887
10001887
10001887
10001887
10001887
10001887
10001887
10001887
10001887

nephron
nephron
nephron
nephron
nephron
nephron
nephron
nephron
nephron
nephron
nephron
nephron
nephron
nephron
nephron
nephron
nephron
nephron
nephron
nephron

20001887
20001887
20001887
20001887
20001887
20001887
20001887
20001887
20001887
20001887
20001887
20001887
20001887
20001887
20001887
20001887
20001887
20001887
20001887
20001887
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aff k_relative 3108144 4 float
aff c_half 3108148 4 float
aff na_diff 3108152 4 float
aff phi 3108156 4 float
aff r_aff 3108160 4 float
aff next_r_aff 3108164 4 float
aff xi_max 3108168 4 float
aff xi_0 3108172 4 float
aff xi_1 3108176 4 float
aff p_out 3108180 4 float
aff p_in 3108184 4 float
aff blood_out 3108188 36 floatfluid
glom k_f 3108224 4 float
glom op_g 3108228 4 float
henle dl 0 3108232 36 floatfluid
henle dl 1 3108268 36 floatfluid
henle dl 2 3108304 36 floatfluid
henle dl 3 3108340 36 floatfluid
henle dl 4 3108376 36 floatfluid
henle dl 5 3108412 36 floatfluid

Listing 4: An example of lines from the plain text index file

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1200.00 region 10000007 nephron 20000007 aff blood_out 2.952554e-09 1.623905e-09 1.455374e-01
,→
1.024836e-01 4.291531e-03 1.076451e-11 3.474527e-10 1.328649e-09 2.970005e+01
1200.00 region 10000009 nephron 20000009 aff blood_out 2.952554e-09 1.623905e-09 1.455374e-01
,→
1.024836e-01 4.291531e-03 1.076451e-11 3.474527e-10 1.328649e-09 2.970005e+01
1200.00 region 10000012 nephron 20000012 aff blood_out 3.032828e-09 1.668055e-09 1.455374e-01
,→
1.024836e-01 4.291531e-03 1.076451e-11 3.474527e-10 1.364773e-09 2.970005e+01
1200.00 region 10000014 nephron 20000014 aff blood_out 3.032828e-09 1.668055e-09 1.455374e-01
,→
1.024836e-01 4.291531e-03 1.076451e-11 3.474527e-10 1.364773e-09 2.970005e+01
1200.00 region 10000018 nephron 20000018 aff blood_out 3.273185e-09 1.800252e-09 1.455374e-01
,→
1.024836e-01 4.291531e-03 1.076451e-11 3.474527e-10 1.472933e-09 2.970005e+01
1200.00 region 10000023 nephron 20000023 aff blood_out 2.681416e-09 1.474779e-09 1.455374e-01
,→
1.024836e-01 4.291531e-03 1.076451e-11 3.474527e-10 1.206637e-09 2.970005e+01
1200.00 region 10000025 nephron 20000025 aff blood_out 2.681458e-09 1.474802e-09 1.455374e-01
,→
1.024836e-01 4.291531e-03 1.076451e-11 3.474527e-10 1.206656e-09 2.970005e+01
1200.00 region 10000028 nephron 20000028 aff blood_out 3.001199e-09 1.650659e-09 1.455374e-01
,→
1.024836e-01 4.291531e-03 1.076451e-11 3.474527e-10 1.350539e-09 2.970005e+01
1200.00 region 10000030 nephron 20000030 aff blood_out 3.001199e-09 1.650659e-09 1.455374e-01
,→
1.024836e-01 4.291531e-03 1.076451e-11 3.474527e-10 1.350539e-09 2.970005e+01
1200.00 region 10000035 nephron 20000035 aff blood_out 2.724343e-09 1.498388e-09 1.455374e-01
,→
1.024836e-01 4.291531e-03 1.076451e-11 3.474527e-10 1.225954e-09 2.970005e+01

Listing 5: An example of the data passed between tools when analysing simulation results

8.4

Hardware and software configuration

The following hardware and software configurations were used for the simulation performance
results in chapter 6.2.
Desktop hardware

Intel Core i7 3770
4 cores (8 threads) at 3.4 GHz to 3.9 GHz CPU clock
32 GB 1333 MHz DDR3 RAM
Asus P8Z77-V main board
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2 × Western Digital RE 2 TB 7200 RPM hard disks
2 × Intel 530 series 240 GB solid state disks
Multi-socket hardware

2 × Intel Xeon E5-2640 v3
16 cores (32 threads) at 2.6 GHz to 3.4 GHz CPU clock
128 GB 2133 MHz DDR4 RAM
Supermicro X10DRFR-N main board
Samsung PM1725 1.6 TB NVMe solid state disk

GPU hardware

As for desktop hardware, with the addition of:
Nvidia GTX 970
Nvidia Maxwell architecture, GM104 GPU with 1664 CUDA cores, 4 GB GDDR5 RAM on 256 bit
memory bus
1253 MHz GPU clock and 7012 MHz memory clock
PCI Express 3.0 x8 connection
Nvidia GTX 750
Nvidia Maxwell architecture, GM107 GPU with 512 CUDA cores, 2 GB GDDR5 RAM on 128 bit
memory bus
1137 MHz GPU clock and 5010 MHz memory clock
PCI Express 3.0 x8 connection
Nvidia GTX 580
Nvidia Fermi architecture, GF110 GPU with 512 CUDA cores, 3 GB GDDR5 RAM on 384 bit
memory bus
832 MHz GPU clock, 1664 MHz shader clock and 4200 MHz memory clock
PCI Express 2.0 x8 connection

Software

Ubuntu 14.04.3 amd64 operating system
Linux kernel 4.2
GCC C++ compiler 4.9.2
Boost C++ libraries 1.55
Nvidia CUDA 7.5
Geforce driver 352.63
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